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Upfront

What have 
they been up 
to this month?

“Isn’t Cuba spoiled now?” I was recently asked by 
a reader. It is true that tourism to Cuba has been 
booming, but no, it isn’t “spoiled” – whatever that 
means. So, we’ve highlighted a bunch of activities 
that take you round this incredible country (p56), 
which is bigger and more diverse than most 
people realise. We also show that Botswana can 

be surprisingly aff ordable (p26), that a little-known corner of Europe 
has some very big inhabitants (p112), and that the best way to explore 
Vietnam is via its food (p92). And for one last surprise, turn to page 42 
and (without cheating) try and guess where this shot was taken. 

In the age of social media, photos have more power than ever 
to make us want to grab our passports. We love to celebrate that, 
and the Wanderlust Travel Photo of the Year competition is still the 
biggest and best competition of its type. We are delighted that Costa 
Rica (pictured above) has come on board as our destination sponsor 
this year; and for an opportunity to win a photo commission to this 
dazzling country, known for its beauty and green credentials, turn 
to page 86 or scan the picture of the Arenal volcano above. 

Happy snapping!
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Welcome

PHOEBE SMITH
♦ EDITOR ♦
Road-testing the newest 
budget walking boots on 
the market. Any excuse...
SEE PAGE 83

5 THINGS
WE LEARNED

THIS ISSUE:

THE TEAM

TOM HAWKER
♦ PRODUCTION EDITOR ♦
Dreaming of deep-dish 
wonders in Chicago... 
and all that jazz!
SEE PAGE 16

RHODRI ANDREWS
♦ ASSISTANT EDITOR ♦
Looking through the 
o�  ce binoculars to see 
what birds he can spot 
SEE PAGE 72

GARETH CLARK
♦ SUB EDITOR/WRITER ♦
Relaxing in the bubbling 
waters of Iceland’s 
geothermal baths. Bliss.
SEE PAGE 22

Lyn Hughes
Editor-In-Chief/Co-founder

Xtra

1  If you ever encounter a lion, don’t 
run – instead, make yourself look 

bigger, stand still and stay silent; p26

2  Vietnam’s Nguyen Dynasty didn’t 
do light snacks; their banquets 

were often 50 courses long; p92 

3Privately run restaurants (known 
as paladares) were actually illegal 

in Cuba until the mid-1990s; p56

4Around 2.5 million people live in 
Vancouver today, but the entire city 

grew out of one saloon built in 1867; p133

5The tenrec may looks like a small, 
tailless hedgehog, but it is actually 

genetically closer to an elephant; p42

Scan this Wanderlust Xtra 
icon for more information 
about the Travel Photo of 
the Year competitionXtra
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DAVID LINDO
Birdwatching expert

Thoughout his life, writer,
broadcaster and birding
fanatic David has been
looking to the skies. He
shares his tips with us
on how you can earn your
birdwatching wings (p72)
 
Mountain, desert, ocean 
or jungle… which are you?
Ocean, any day of the week. 
First great travel 
experience?
Yucatán, Mexico, to meet 
an ex-girlfriend. She wasn’t 
there, so I spent two weeks 
travelling – it was incredible. 
I later thanked her for 
opening my eyes to travel.
Favourite journeys?
Climbing Tower 42 in 
London to spot birds of 
prey, travelling to Belgrade 
to see its long-eared owls, 
and traversing the infamous 
Drake Passage on a cruise.
Top five places 
worldwide?
London, UK; Extremadura, 
Spain; Taiwan; Los Angeles, 
USA; the Faroe Islands 
(minus the whaling).
Passport stamp 
you’re proudest of?
None – they bear no 
importance to me.
Passport stamp you’d 
most like to have?
I’d love one that says: 
‘Welcome to Earth. Be free 
to wander anywhere.’
Guilty travel pleasure?
The airport business lounge 
is a good start to any trip!
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SAM MOPALO
Botswana guide

Sam has been in the
Botswanan travel industry
for 17 years now, having done
a number of roles, including:  
waiter, a mokoro (traditional
canoe) poler, camp manager
and butler. He qualified as a
guide in 2009 and has been
showing visitors Botswana’s
wilds ever since. This month,
he took writer Sarah Gilbert
on a budget safari… for less
than £1,000 (p26)

Mountain, desert, ocean 
or jungle… which are you?
Jungle.
First great travel 
experience?
It has to be when I went to 
South Africa in 2010 for the 
football World Cup. What 
a fantastic spectacle.
Favourite journey?
Travelling through 
Botswana’s wilds of course! 
But I’ve got to mention its 
national parks and reserves, 
too – they are all fantastic.
Top five places worldwide?
Savuti region; Chobe 
National Park; Central 
Kalahari Game Reserve; 
Okavango Delta; and 
Nxai Pan (all in Botswana). 
Passport stamp 
you’re proudest of? 
South Africa.
Passport stamp you’d 
most like to have?
USA.
Guilty travel pleasure? 
I love to overindulge 
myself whenever I travel.

DAVID TAYLOR
Photographer
 
An expert in the art of macro 
photography, David has long 
been captivated by capturing 
an extraordinary world 
hidden from the naked eye. 
However, it’s a hard skill
to master, so David lends
a helping hand on p78 with
lighting advice for some 
cracking close-ups

Mountain, desert, ocean 
or jungle… which are you?
Jungle (I need a hair cut).
First great travel 
experience?
Going to Bielefeld, Germany, 
to visit relatives. I was so 
excited that I stayed awake 
for the six-hour car journey 
from Ostend, Belgium.
Favourite journey?
Driving from the Trossachs 
to Glencoe – I can’t think of 
a more scenic route in Britain.
Top five places worldwide?
New York, USA; Sydney, 
Australia; Ait Benhaddou, 
Morocco; Yosemite NP, USA; 
Rannoch Moor, Scotland.
Passport stamp 
you’re proudest of? 
Zanzibar, Tanzania – I’d 
return tomorrow if I could.
Passport stamp you’d 
most like to have?
Spitsbergen, Norway – 
there’s something about 
being that far north.
Guilty travel pleasure? 
Reading Murder on the 
Orient Express while sailing 
along the Nile river was 
strangely satisfying.

Wanderlust Mission Statement
Wanderlust aims to inform and inspire all your travel adventures. We strive to bring you 
the most trusted and reliable information in the world. That’s why we are always upfront 
about whether our writers have travelled independently or with a tour company. When 
a tour operator has been used we always try to use those who’ve scored a minimum 
satisfaction rating of 85% from readers in our annual awards and we never guarantee 
positive coverage. Responsible and sustainable travel is at the heart of everything we do. 

This issue was brought to you in part by… 
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The Wanderlust Xtra app brings Wanderlust travel magazine to life. 
Simply scan the Xtra icons found throughout the magazine to reveal 
bonus features and content.

The Wanderlust Xtra app gives you:
→ Additional features and articles
→ Exclusive videos and interviews 
→ Free and simple entry to prize draws
→ Access to purchase our top-rated travel gear
→ Offers from our recommended partners

Get more with the
free Wanderlust Xtra

app

Use your Wanderlust Xtra app when you see this logo
Xtra

Download and use with the magazine today

For detailed instructions on 
how to use the app visit

www.WanderlustXtra.co.uk
Download your FREE app now!









CHESTNUT AVENUE
South Moravia, Czech Rep
Photographer: Aleš Komovec
Sometimes travellers can find beauty in
the most unassuming landscapes. Snapper 
Aleš Komovec proves this with his shot of 
South Moravia, a region usually famed for its 
vineyards. Yet it’s the basic waves of rolling 
emerald and cocoa-brown hills that captures
the eye here. The judges of the 2017 Sony 
World Photography Awards were also clearly
impressed by its simplicity, awarding him 
third place in their Slovenia National Award
category. We’ll raise a glass to that…
Entry for the 2018 Sony World Photography 
Awards is now open, with four different 
contests (Professional, Open, Youth and 
Student Focus). For more information, visit 
www.tinyurl.com/worldsonyawards
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OCEAN BEACON
East Sussex, UK
Photographer: Mirek Galagus
Lighthouses are synonymous with Britain’s 
coastlines, and remain a coastal wanderers’ 
favourite landmark. But while many now 
stand abandoned, the bulb inside the 
red-and-white tower at Beachy Head still 
flashes – albeit on a reduced scale. Its faded 
glow has been captured here by Mirek 
Galagus, whose shot was highly commended 
in the UK’s 2016 Landscape Photographer of 
the Year awards. If you’re feeling inspired, 
you haven’t got long to enter the 2017 
edition. Still, as Mirek shows, you needn’t go 
to the ends of the Earth to find a travel icon.
Entry for the Landscape Photographer
of the Year closes on 8 July. For more 
information, visit www.take-a-view.co.uk
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HORSE PLAY
Assateague Island, 
Maryland/Virginia, USA   
Photographer: Mark Hendricks
No, this isn’t a promo for the next Lloyds 
Bank advert, but a glimpse into equine life
on the little-known Assateague Island in
Maryland/Virginia. It’s a place Mark Hendricks 
has dedicated years to photographing, capturing
its iconic wild horses and their storied lives
in his new book. How the animals got there
still remains a mystery, but local folklore says
they survived a shipwreck several centuries
ago and washed ashore, where they have
been attracting curious visitors ever since,  
including our own editor – keep an eye out 
for Phoebe’s report in a future issue…
Natural Wonders of Assateague Island by 
Mark Hendricks is out 28 June (Schiffer 
Publishing Ltd, £20, schifferbooks.com).
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ROSY RANGE
Mount Assiniboine, Canada
Photographer: Stefan Forster
Some of our favourite travel sites – and 
sights – are defined by their colours, such as 
the dancing green hues of the aurora borealis.
Others are amplified by the world around 
them, like the morning glow that slowly 
bathes Angkor Wat. It’s the latter that applies 
to Stefan Forster’s dreamy, fuschia-tinged 
shot of Canada’s Mount Assiniboine – the 
‘Matterhorn of the Rockies’ that divides 
Alberta and British Columbia. Proof, surely, 
that what you need to capture a truly unique 
travel image is timing and a lot of patience 
while you wait for that perfect light.
Chasing Light by Stefan Forster; 
(teNeues, £30, www.teneues.com). Out 
in July. © 2017 Stefan Forster. All rights 
reserved. www.stefanforster.com

360˚ Viewfinder 



G
orilla trekking in 
Rwanda has always 
been a premium travel 
experience. At US$750 
(£579), a permit was 
expensive but not 

extortionate. However, in May the fees were 
doubled to US$1,500 (£1,159) for all visitors 
(locals used to pay just £30), leaving only the 
wealthy able to afford the experience. 

“This extortionate increase is without 
precedent,” says Wanderlust contributing 
editor and wildlife guide 
Paul Goldstein. “It denies 
most people the chance 
of visiting ‘their relatives’ 
and denies locals, too. 
It’s little short of robbery.”

However, don’t be 
disheartened if you’re 
looking for a bargain. Neighbouring Uganda 
charges less – from US$600 (£464) – and 
has committed to a 12-month price freeze. 
But gorilla trekking is just one of a number 
of travel experiences that budget-savvy 
wanderers deem ‘out of reach’. Yet they don’t 
have to be. There’s a number of things you 
can do to make your money go further. 

“There’s often alternatives to expensive 
experiences and ways to trim costs,” says 
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12 THINGS YOU 
NEED TO KNOW 
THIS MONTH...
Your summer essentials: Brian Cox on his earthly
pleasures; why sushi is a world food; getting jazzed
in Chicago; and photographic trips to shoot for…
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e

Rwanda has doubled the cost of the gorilla permits that allow you to see its apes 
in the wild. But there are cheaper alternatives – to this and other premium sights

You can beat the 
gorilla permit rise

■  Tr a v e l  I s s u e s

1
Tim Leffel, author of Why Didn’t Anyone Tell 
Me That?!, a guide to saving money while 
travelling. “For example, like gorilla trekking, 
some safari destinations are cheaper than 
others – shopping around is worth it.” 

A budget mobile safari in Botswana (p26) 
is a case in point. Going in shoulder season 
can also reap the same rewards for less, while 
the rise of Airbnb-style accommodation has 
helped cheapen sleeps in exorbitant areas. 

If you’re thinking of embarking on an 
iconic journey, such as on Canada’s Rocky 

Mountaineer train, it 
often pays to look for 
alternatives; the VIA 
Rail route from Jasper 
to Vancouver affords 
the same widescreen 
views for less. 

Tim also says that 
it’s worth considering locations that offer 
similar sights to the big hitters. For example, 
Ecuador’s bird-rich Isla de la Plata, just 37km 
off the mainland, is known as the ‘poor man’s 
Galápagos’, with tours from US$30 (£23.50), 
yet it offers some fine wildlife-watching.

But wherever you go, there’s usually 
a cheaper option offering Champagne highs 
on an orange juice budget and leaving you 
money in the pot to extend your adventures.

‘The price hike denies 
most people the chance 
of seeing the gorillas… 
It’s little short of robbery’

Monkey business
The recent price hike in 
Rwanda’s gorilla trekking 
puts it beyond the reach 
of many travellers, 
but there are cheaper 
alternatives out there
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360˚ Need to Know

Flash vs frugal

Five premium experiences which 
have budget alternatives…

1 Venice Simplon-Orient-Express
An overnight cabin from London 

to Venice on this classic rail journey 
costs approx £2,000pp. Sacrifice a 
bit of luxury for a five-day Interrail 
pass (£241) and go even further.

2 Amazon River, Brazil
Prices for luxury river cruises 

can be eye-watering – starting from 
around £1,500. But hop aboard a 
three-day Amazon Clipper trip (£521; 
amazonclipper.com) and you can 
glide through the jungle for a lot less.

3 Japan
The country comes with an 

expensive reputation, but the Japan 
Rail Pass (now available in Japan, 
though cheaper to buy in advance) 
offers unlimited trips on the JR rail 
network for seven consecutive days 
at a reasonable JPY29,110 (£212).

4 Iceland
From Arctic outpost to bucket-

list must-have, Iceland can be costly, 
but opt for a stopover in Reykjavik 
(saving around £50pp in APD tax) 
and travel during winter for lower 
rates and the Northern Lights.

5 Inca Trail, Peru
While this four-day classic 

trek can be around £450pp, the 
two-day 11km route (from £150pp) 
is new for 2017 and reaches Machu 
Picchu in the late afternoon, so it 
not only saves cash but you also 
miss the early crowds. Win-win.

■  T h e  N i t t y  G r i t t y

■  O n l i n e  R e a d e r  P o l l
How much would you pay to 
go gorilla trekking in Rwanda?

14% Money  
is no object, 
it’s a priceless 
experience

21% Nothing 
– I’m not 
bothered about 
seeing them

17% £1,159 (new 
permit price)

48% Under £579 
(old permit price) 
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360˚ Need to Know

Soak up deep-dish delights 
and jazz in vibrant Chicago 

Why go? 
Rising from the banks of 

Lake Michigan, Chicago’s iconic 
skyline is often a visitor’s first 
taste of a town that seems to 
thrum with culture, art and 
design. As WOW Air launches 
flights (via Reykjavik) from three 
UK airports, it’s time to be swept 
away by the Windy City. 

Skip the skyscrapers for low- 
rise pleasures. Wander striking 
steel sculptures in Millennium 
Park, including the bean-like 
Cloud Gate and the gleaming 

Baha’i Temple, then spy the city’s 
origins at Clarke House Museum, 
its oldest surviving home. 

But Chicago isn’t a place to 
dwell on the past. Its streets are 
alive with graffitied scenes, tiled 
mosaics and sculptures on every 
corner, soundtracked by the jazz 
taverns and blues clubs that fill 
nightly, such as the iconic Buddy 
Guy’s Legends on South Wabash. 
And come summer, its green 
spaces buzz with outdoor acts. 

Chicago’s food scene is just as 
tasty, and its deep-dish pizza 

demands sampling (whether 
you’re a thin-crust fan or not). 
Pizzeria Uno on East Ohio Street 
lays claim to its creation (in 1943), 
and is a good place to start.

Finish atop the upper reaches 
of the Hancock Building, drink 
in hand, at its Signature Lounge 
at 96th, soaking up the cityscape. 

Where to stay?
The boutique hotel Public 

Chicago (publicchicago.com) is 
laden with clever design quirks; 
doubles cost from $195pn (£150). 

Get there now!
WOW Air will start  

flying four times a week from 
London Gatwick, Bristol and 
Edinburgh (via Reykjavik) 
to Chicago, USA, from 13 July. 
Fares from £280 return 
(Bristol); wowair.com

Or how about this…
British Airways will fly 

twice-weekly from London 
Heathrow to Pula, Croatia, 
from 1 July. From £74 return; 
britishairways.com

■  F I L M

3SEE THIS...
The Lost City of Z

On DVD, out 24 July, £10 
If you missed this surprisingly 
effective true-life drama – and 
most people did – now’s the 
time to go on the haunting 
search for the lost city of Z (once 

believed to be the remains of El Dorado). Santa 
Marta in Colombia doubles as the early-20th-
century Brazilian Amazon, which lures explorer 
Percy Fawcett in his increasingly obsessive hunt. Dr
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5WATCH THIS...
Joanna Lumley’s India  

ITV, July TBC 
La Lumley revisits the country 
of her birth in time for the 70th 
anniversary of its independence.  
Fresh from bagging the coveted 
Wanderlust Readers’ Award for 

Top TV Show for her Japan series, Lumley covers 
8,000km as she tries to get an understanding 
of how modern India has evolved while also 
reconnecting with her own roots in the process.  

■  T V

4BUY THIS...
Colgate ProClinical Pocket-Pro 

£70, www.colgate.com
While good oral health is not the 
first thing you think of when you 
travel, there’s nothing worse than 
getting dental issues on the road. 
Electric toothbrushes are great 

but can be bulky. Yet this pocket-sized affair not 
only fits easily into your bag but has a two-minute 
brushing timer, and its case even doubles as a neat 
charger (with USB cable). Now that made us smile!

■  G E A R

2

GO 
NOW...

■  N e w  R o u t e s
Chicago reflections 
The Cloud Gate  
has become  
Millennium Park’s  
most iconic artwork



Maragogi - Alagoas

Rio de Janeiro

G e n i p a b u  -  R i o  G r a n d e  d o  N o r t e

v i s i t b r a s i l . c o m

E N J O Y  T H E S E 
E X P E R I E N C E S 

C O M E  T O 
B R A Z I L
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360˚ Need to Know

Where does sushi come from? 
Ask most travellers and they’ll 
tell tales of intimate Tokyo 
sushi-ya, sat at maple-wood 

counters gazing at the finesse of the chefs as 
they whittle tiny sculptures of fish and rice. 
Or maybe they’ll recall their first kaiten-zushi, 
lurching at a conveyor belt of dishes, unsure 
of the etiquette but curious enough to risk it. 

Yet sushi’s origins are hazy. They likely lie 
in ancient South-East Asia, where fermenting 
meat or fish within rice was a common way of 
preserving both. By the 7th century AD this 
technique had arrived in Japan, in dishes like 
Kyoto’s funa zushi: carp and rice left to ferment 
for a year before eating – it tastes like “mature 
Camembert and Thai fish sauce”, says Kimiko 
Barber, co-author of Sushi: Taste and Technique. 

In the 17th century, rice vinegar replaced 
slow fermentation as a preservative in Japan, 
and by the 19th, fast-food nigiri (hand-rolled 
sushi) stalls filled Edo (Tokyo), then later the 
rest of the country. But there’s still one piece 
missing in sushi’s evolution: North America.  

By the 1970s, sushi had arrived in the West, 
where a large Japanese diaspora, freed from 
tradition, began experimenting. It was there 
the inside-out (uramaki) roll was born, hiding 
the seaweed inside to trick fussy Westerners. 
For many, this (see right) is the sushi we know.  

So the world went inside-out for the more 
Westernised rolls. And misty-eyed travellers 
may one day recall visiting Tojo’s, the 
Vancouver eatery of chef Hidekazu Tojo (one 
alleged inventor of the roll), just as tearfully  
as others still wistfully remember Japan.   

SPICY CRAYFISH, 
AVOCADO AND 
MANGO INSIDE-
OUT ROLLS
 
Makes 36 pieces
For the spicy mayo: 
6 tsp chilli sauce 
6 tbsp mayonnaise
1 tbsp lime juice 
3 tsp cayenne pepper
For the vinegared water: 
2–3 tbsp rice vinegar 
250ml water
For the sushi rolls: 
3 sheets Nori seaweed, halved 
600g prepared sushi rice
250g cooked crayfish tails
1 mango, peeled 
1 avocado, peeled 
3 tbsp each of white and 
black sesame seeds, toasted 
 
METHOD:
1. Combine the ingredients for 
the vinegared water and spicy 
mayo in separate bowls, then 
set aside. Cover a rolling mat 
with cling film and place half 
a nori sheet horizontally on top.  
2. Dip your hands in the 
vinegared water, then divide 
the sushi rice into six equal 
portions. Spread one portion, in 
an even layer, to the edges of 
the nori, then pick up the sheet 
and turn it over on the mat.  
3. Lay one-sixth of the crayfish 
and mango along the centre of 
the nori. Add a line of the mayo 
alongside this and place one- 
sixth of the avocado on top.  
4. Lift up the near edge of the 
mat and start rolling to join the 
edges of the rice and the nori.
5. Squeeze along the length of 
the roll, then lift the front edge 
of the mat and push forward to 
join the two nori edges. Shape.   
6. Roll the sushi in white and 
black sesame seeds (1/2 tsp 
each). Repeat to make six rolls.  
7. Wipe your knife with a cloth 
dipped in the vinegared water. 
Cut the roll into six equal pieces. 
 
Sushi: Taste and Technique 
(Dorling Kindersley, £13) by 
Kimiko Barber and Hiroki 
Takemura. Out 6 July. 

Japan’s finest? The raw  
truth about modern sushi 6

■  W o r l d  F o o d
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top tip 

Don’t pass sushi from one  
set of chopsticks to another.  

This is considered bad luck in 
Japan, as it is still how the  

cremated bones of relatives 
are collected in traditional  

funeral ceremonies.

EAT 
THIS...



Advertising Feature

G
enuine wildernesses in the 
era of GoogleMaps and GPS 
are few and far between, but 
Papua New Guinea (PNG) 
remains refreshingly 

untouched. This has allowed its verdant 
jungle, azure-blue waters, and especially the 
spectacular array of bird and marine life that 
live there to thrive.  

But despite it being increasingly easy to 
travel to – via a single-connecting flight from 
London – visitors remain in short supply. 
This means that you will get all those wilds 
and waves virtually to yourself, meaning its 
virgin landscapes are an off-the-beaten-
track adventure in waiting.

Bountiful birds
If there’s one thing you should pack, it’s a pair 
of binoculars. You’ll need them, with 708 bird 
species calling PNG home. This figure is 
spread across its cities, coastline and rugged 
interior, while many of PNG’s ramble of 

From birding to diving, Papua New Guinea is a prime slice of adventure…

offshore islands has its own regional species, 
meaning birding is possible anywhere. 

The big draw are the birds of paradise 
(PNG has 38 of the world’s 43 known 
species), which stud the country’s lush lands 
like candy-coloured confetti. Several are 
endemic; the Emperor Bird of Paradise 
chirps among the mountain forests of the 
Huon Peninsula and Stephanie’s Astrapia is 
common in the Central Ranges. 

It’s not just the wilds where birds thrive: 
over 400 species are within a two-hour  
drive of capital Port Moresby, including  
the black berrypecker and the eastern 
graceful honeyeater.

Dive for treasure
But those looking to swap binoculars for a 
divemask will be just as rewarded. Sitting in 
the midst of the Coral Triangle – said to have 
the highest diversity of coral and tropical fish 
in the world – PNG can boast 45,000 sq km 
of reef networks, which makes the country  

For more information, see www.papuanewguinea.travel/uk

Explore the unspoilt  
wilds of Papua New Guinea

Promotional feature

a prime scuba spot for both marine life and 
shipwrecks. Each site (which can be accessed 
via liveaboard boats) offers something 
different: hammerhead and whale sharks 
swim Wahoo Point in Alotau, gorgonian 
forest on the shores off New Ireland island, 
while Rabaul on New Britain island boasts 
tropical fish and a Second World War biplane.

But PNG’s not just a paradise for twitchers 
and divers: travellers are drawn here for its 
rugged treks and cultural experiences. 
Remote mountain lodges give visitors access 
to not just exotic birds but also pockets of 
tribal groups, whose timeless craftsmanship 
and ceremonies are still practised today.

With wonders stretching across land and 
sea, whether feathered, finned or fantastically 
frocked, you’ll be thankful to have them  
to yourself. So have
a wild adventure in  
Papua New Guinea…  
before everyone else  
finds out about it.
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■  F i v e  m i n u t e s  w i t h . . .

With his latest book on the cosmos arriving in paperback, we ask the UK’s go-to space guru where 
on Earth has caught his eye, if aliens have visited us and whether he’d blast o�  if given the chance…7

a construction. It’s got a very strong national 
identify that’s not been created post-Second 
World War, and it has not been particularly 
aff ected by colonialism, although the 
Italians were there for a while. I fi nd its 
history and sense of national identity just 
fascinating, and the food is magnifi cent. 

Addis Ababa is also a wonderful city to 
visit, and because of it’s high altitude it just 
feels fresher. It’s a vibrant, happy place. When 
you go to bars or nightclubs in Addis, it’s full 
of singing and dancing and great food. 
I’ve always had a terrifi c experience there. 

Where else sticks in your mind?
I’ve spent time fi lming in Svalbard, which 
is wonderful. It really is the proper Arctic, 
and you can’t go any further north than that 
without going on some massive expeditions. 
It’s a fantastic place for many reasons: one 
of which is that the food there is extremely 
good. In Longyearbyen, which is basically 
a wilderness town in the Arctic, you have got 
polar bears and people, yet you’ve also got 
this terrifi c restaurant, Huset Svalbard, with 
the best wine cellar in Scandinavia. It’s just 
bizarre. The contrast is wonderful. 

Would you like to travel into space?
It would be a wonderful thing to travel into 
space. I think the Virgin Galactic idea, where 
you’ve got this sort of easy and safe access to 
just look out the window and see the Earth 
below against the black of space would be 
a wonderful thing. Virgin are idealistic, but 
I know they hope that it will change the 
world; that the more people who see the 
Earth from space, the better the direction 
we’ll be heading in, and I think that’s probably 
true. I know they’re hoping to get the costs 
down to something like £55,000 or so, which 
is more reasonable, yet that’s still a lot of 
money. But when it gets to around £8,000 
or £15,000, or the cost of a business class 
return ticket, then I think perhaps you can 
start changing the world. 

Universal: A Journey Through 
the Cosmos (Allen Lane, £10) 
by Brian Cox and Je�  Forshaw 
is out in paperback on 22 July Je
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Where’s the best place in the world 
that you’ve been stargazing? 
The best place for stargazing is the Atacama 
desert, Chile, just for the clarity and darkness 
of the sky. The reason is that the southern 
sky is more beautiful than the northern; it’s 
because the southern hemisphere points 
towards the galactic centre, so the Milky 
Way is signifi cantly more beautiful. 

Chile’s a great country. Have you 
explored any other parts?
I like Chile a lot. It’s a welcoming country. 
I’ve been down to Patagonia and to Easter 
Island. The latter is a wonderful place to 
visit. It’s Polynesian, but in a sort of unspoilt 
sense. It feels almost like Hawaii should feel. 
It’s small but not too small, and wild. It’s also 
a great place to spend time, not only for the 
statues but for the culture and the isolation. 
Its history is a simple story of a civilisation 
that was there for a thousand years or so, and  
in the end it failed not 
because of conquest, 
but because its 
people became 
obsessed with 
ancestor worship. 
They chopped 
all the trees 
down and their 
civilisation died out. 

Is there a lesson in there somewhere?
Yes. It’s a perfect lesson. You don’t have to 
do much to step back and look at the Earth 
and think, “Ah, f**k”. That’s basically the 
same way we still use the planet.

Easter Island also has lots of ‘myths’ 
about its statues being built by aliens…
There are all these myths there, just like 
people say about the pyramids in Egypt being 
built by aliens. I’ll put my cards on the table 
and say we’re alone in the Milky Way. It’s our 
galaxy. But it’s another matter when you 
start looking at the universe and beyond 
because there’s lots of diff erent galaxies. 
But if you opened up a pyramid and found 
one tungsten screw; one thing that could 
not have been built by those people at that 
time, then I would be interested. 

What was your fi rst travel experience? 
I didn’t leave the UK until I was 17. Growing 
up in Oldham in the 1970s, you just didn’t 
really leave the country. My fi rst time 
abroad was on a school skiing trip in Austria. 

I didn’t really start travelling until I was in 
the band D:Ream and we began touring. 
The fi rst place we went to was Hong Kong, 
when it was still British, back in the 1980s. 
We were there for about two or three 

weeks and it was very alien to me. When 
you haven’t really been anywhere, and you 
land in Hong Kong, of course it’s going to 
feel very diff erent. I remember just being 
a lad from Oldham and not being able to 
use chopsticks. At the time, it was 
a lot more gritty, though; I’ve been back 
since and now it’s an Asian ‘super city’. 

Are there any places you’ve fi lmed 
in that really stood out for you? 

I’ve fi lmed in Ethiopia several times and 
it’s a country that I fi nd grows in the 
mind. Drive out of Addis Ababa for 
a while and you’re up in the Rift 
Valley. The landscape there is 
second to none, and it really feels 
like the birthplace of humanity, 
the place where we come from. 
It’s also one of the few African 
countries, I think, where it’s not 
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‘I didn’t leave the UK until
I was 17. Growing up in
Oldham in the 1970s, you 
just didn’t leave the country’
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There’s a colonial hangover feel to this 
month’s bookshelf, like a distant 
imperial sigh echoing across the 
Himalaya, which, coincidentally, is 

also where Antonia Bolingbroke-Kent is off 
to in Land of the Dawn-Lit Mountains (Simon 
& Schuster, £10). She traverses 3,200km of 
Arunachal Pradesh, India’s heavily disputed 
– first by the British, then later China – and 
much mythologised western fringe, where 
its tribal occupants peer warily at modernity.

India’s colonial past is also the focus of Kief 
Hillsbery’s The Tiger and the Ruby (Oneworld, 
£19), as the author recounts – and retreads – 
his lost ancestor’s journey and attempts to not 
only solve his relative’s mysterious death but 
also get to grips with the realities of the Raj. 

Writer and society star Lesley Blanch spent 
most of the 20th century on the move. Far to 
Go and Many to Love (Quartet Books, £25) 
collects together her early pieces, taking her 
– and us – across much of a Central Asia still 
in the darkening shadow of the Great Game. 

Michael Dobbs-Higginson’s adventures 
took him from pre-indepedence Zimbabwe 
to training to be a Buddhist monk in Japan, 
to becoming a capitalist grand fromage in 
Asia. He recalls his weird, wild wanderings 
in A Raindrop in the Ocean (Eye Books, £17). 

Alastair Sawday has been publishing his 
guidebooks for over 20 years. His gentle 
memoir of a life in travel, Travelling Light 
(Little, Brown; £20), is a winning plea for slow, 
responsible and off-the-beaten-track journeys.

Take a wistful journey through the dying days of 
colonialism and beyond with these nostalgic reads

Proof that the past 
is another country

■  R e a d  t h i s . . .
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PLANET EARTH II REVEALED
London, 5 July
www.rgs.org
Royal Geographical Society, 1 Kensington Gore, 
SW7 2AR. Doors open at 6pm. £15; members 
£10; book online or call 020 7591 3100.
 
The producers of Planet Earth II, Fredi Devas 
and Mike Gunton, take you behind the scenes 
to explain how they filmed that scene involving 
racer snakes and baby iguanas, and more.

GLOBETROTTERS CLUB
Chester, 15 July
www.chesterglobetrotters.co.uk
Grosvenor Museum, Chester, CH1 2DD. 
Doors open at 1pm. £3. To book tickets, 
email chesterbranch@globetrotters.co.uk

Join David Redford as he talks Nile tales, and 
Pat Jones shares her Mongolian adventure.

ATLAS FESTIVAL
Malton, 29-30 July
www.atlasfestival.co.uk
Scampston Hall, Malton, Yorkshire, YO17 8NG. 
Day tickets £54; weekend tickets from £115. 
Concessions available; book online.
 
The UK’s newest travel festival arrives in 
Yorkshire. Wander ‘Moroccan souks’ and try 
SUP and rock-climbing, all soundtracked by 
African drummers and classical Berber songs, 
plus plenty of food from around the globe.

BIRDFAIR
Rutland, 18-20 August
www.birdfair.org.uk
Rutland Water Nature Reserve, Egleton, LE15 
8BT. Advance tickets: £13.50 for a day; £35 for 
three days. Concessions available; book online.
 
Birdwatching’s answer to Glastonbury. Flit 
among hundreds of stands selling everything 
from birding gear to tours. A murmuration of 
celebrity speakers, including Steve Backshall, 
Bill Oddie and Chris Packham, join the festival 
this year, plus there’ll be plenty of travel talks. 

A HITCHHIKE THROUGH  
AMERICAN POLITICS
Bristol, 24 August
www.stanfords.co.uk
Stanfords bookshop, 29 Corn Street, Bristol,  
BS1 1HT. 6.30pm. £4. Book online.
 
Join author Julian Sayarer, as he recounts tales 
from hitchiking his way across the US. 

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHER  
OF THE YEAR 2017
London, until 10 September
www.nhm.ac.uk
Natural History Museum, London, SW7 5BD. 
From £10.50. Buy online or at the museum.
 
Last chance to catch this year’s line-up features 
another stellar cast of nature shots; be sure to 
catch it before it ends on 10 September.

■  W h a t ’ s  O n

    UK
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Italy is giving away over 100 of its historic buildings in lesser-visited areas for gratis, 
with the prerequisite that they’re used to boost tourism – but should they?

YES
Rob John, 
Wanderlust reader
“I have been thinking of travelling 

around Italy for some time, in part for the rich 
history that it boasts. I remember visiting an old 
monastery on the Greek island of Samos and it 
sent my imagination wild, so opening up more 
historic places to see would be a major plus 
for me. And I’d like to think anyone who visits 
would not damage or vandalise the properties.”

NO
Sophie Hall, 
Wanderlust reader
“I get the thinking behind this 

giveaway, but the beauty of Italy, for me, is its 
quiet rural towns. Giving these buildings away is 
going to increase footfall but at the cost of losing 
authentic culture, and it will encourage multi-
national corporations to set up shop. For example, 
one of my favourite places, Lido di Jesolo (across 
the lagoon from Venice), now has a McDonalds!”

Should Italy be giving away its historic  
monasteries and castles for free?

■  T h e  B i g  D e b a t e

10

win these books!

Go to wanderlust.co.uk/competitions  



KNOW 
YOUR… 
THERMAL  
BATHS

■  I n s t a n t  E x p e r t

Reykjavik), are fed by Deildartunguhver hot 
springs. These are the same waters that fuel 
nearby greenhouses (the tomatoes here come 
recommended) and are used to steam-bake 
local bread. However, you don’t have to wait 
for the baths to open in September for a dip, 
take a soak in any nearby town – the springs 
supply everywhere within a 65km radius.

Where else can I soak?
The Blue Lagoon is where most visitors 
head, but few go beyond. Unsurprisingly, 
there are plenty of options… and legends. 

The lava-hewn spring of Grettislaug in the 
north was once used by legendary Viking 
rebel Grettir, the longest-surviving outlaw 
in Nordic history. Near Krauma is also 
Snorralaug, which inspired the tales of 
13th-century saga writer Snorri Sturluson, 

who loved its waters so much that he built 
a private tunnel from his home to the spring. 

Other baths offer fine views of Iceland’s 
moonscapes: peer past the steam for the 
amber rhyolite peaks at Landmannalaugar 
or witness hissing lava and bubbling mud 
pits from the cosy pools at Myvatn.

How else can I enjoy them?
Earn your soak the hard way. Trace the hot, 
bubbling River Varma from Hveragerdi – 
the self-proclaimed ‘hot spring capital of 
the world’ – up through sulphur-belching 
Djupagil canyon to the emerald Reykjadalur 
(steam) valley. Reward your hike with the 
perfect conclusion: a float in the hot river, 
flanked on all sides by neon-like moss and 
fine views of the steamy clouds that roll 
through the weatherbeaten valley beyond. 

No one bathes like the Icelanders, and western Reykholt is about to get
a hot new addition – proof that you can’t have too much of a good thing

Getting steamy 
Iceland’s Blue Lagoon 
spa was created after 
waste water from the 
nearby geothermal plant 
pooled nearby and locals 
took to bathing in it
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The volcanically charged waters of 

Iceland have been a vital part of life 
here for generations, and travellers 
today come in their droves to spy 

the raw power of its geysers. But long before 
visitors discovered its geothermal grandeur, 
locals were enjoying the bubbling waters. 

Viking settlers discovered the hot springs 
when they colonised Iceland in the late 9th 
century, and over time these sites became 
not just places to unwind but social settings, 
too. Today, sites like the Blue Lagoon baths 
are a staple on visitors’ hitlists, and Iceland’s 
love of steam is only set to grow, as a major 
new bath, Krauma, is set to open this year.

Tell me more...
The hot tubs and steam pools at Krauma 
geothermal baths, near Reykholt (north of 



with the experts

There is no better way to plan your 
perfect Iceland holiday than with the 
original experts. Using fi rst-hand 
knowledge and relationships spanning 
34+ years, our travel specialists work with 
you to design an authentic experience 
matching your budget and timescale. 
As an added bonus, our unique digital 
travel guide iDiscover is packed with 
insider tips, hidden gems and much more.
The world’s leading Iceland tailor made 
and self-drive specialists for over 34 years

Discover 
Iceland

01737 218 802

Book by 31 July 

for free entry into 

the Secret Lagoon*

* Offer applies to new self-drive & tailor made bookings confi rmed by 31 July 2017. Terms & Conditions apply
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1. Canada
Get some prime polar shots

Hole up in a remote lodge in Churchill on 
Discover the World’s Polar Bear Photo 
Safari and wait for the wild to come to 
you. Along the way, spot caribou, seals 
and wolves as you board a plane 
to Hudson Bay, before joining expert 
lensmen Robert Postma and Andy Skillen 
in waiting for glimpses of polar bears 
prowling the Arctic wilderness by day 
and the northern lights by night.
Who: Discover the World (01737 214291; 
discover-the-world.co.uk)
When: Selected dates Oct & Nov 2017; 
Oct & Nov 2018
How long: 7 nights
How much: From £6,929 (excl flights) 

Travel, camera, action! Photographs inevitably 
bring back floods of fond memories from our 
trips. But more and more of us are realising 
that our epic experiences should be matched 

by similarly impressive snaps, whether it’s observing 
lions feasting on game, witnessing a cultural festival or 
wandering frigid tundras. Photographic trips focus on 
these very keepsakes, matching us with professional 
lensmen to ensure that we 
not only have some wild 
adventures but learn 
how to capture them 
best. So be prepared 
to get snap-happy – 
the perfect warm  
up for our Travel 
Photo of the Year 
competition (p86).

2. Scotland
Click bait on the Knoydart peninsula

Widen your snapping horizons on 
Wilderness Scotland’s Photography: 
Knoydart and the Small Isles tour. 
Join landscape photographer Colin 
Prior and learn how to capture the 
peninsula’s widescreen views, from 
Eigg’s volcanic beaches at Laig Bay 
to Skye’s Cuillin peaks. Expect wildlife 
shots aplenty, with puffins, guillemots 
and red deer on Rum and minke whales in 
the waters between Muck and Mallaig.
Who: Wilderness Scotland 
(wildernessscotland.com; 01479 420020)
When: 12 & 19 May, 4 Aug 2018
How long: 7 nights
How much: From £1,595 (excl flights)

Picky 
Traveller

Know when you want to travel 
but don’t know where? Got  
an activity you long to try  

but not sure how? Try  
Wanderlust’s Trip Finder: 

mytripfinder.co.uk

1
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YOU CAN 
SNAP LIKE 
THE PROS
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sculpture (with Nick Mackman), as you 
capture the life and wilds of India. 
Who: Wildlife Worldwide (01962 302086; 
wildlifeworldwide.com)
When: 9 Mar 2018 How long: 13 days
How much: From £5,995 (incl fl ights)

7. Greenland & Norway
Gain some Arctic exposures

Build a portfolio of icy images on Aurora 
Expeditions’ Jewels of the Arctic tour with  
snapper Martyn Lucas. From Spitsbergen, 
cruise past glaciers and roaming reindeer 
to eastern Greenland’s polar bear-packed 
� ords. Then see narwhal-speckled ‘bergs 
aboard a Zodiac and ford Denmark Strait 
to snap dolphins and orca at play.
Who: Aurora Expeditions (020 7978 4534; 
auroraexpeditions.co.uk)
When: 18 Aug 2017; 6 & 19 Aug 2018
How long: 14 days
How much: From £5,066 (excl fl ights)

8. China
Capture culture on fi lm

Join travel photographer Richard l’Anson 
on World Expeditions’ South West China 
& Tibetan Borderlands trip, learning tips 
for shooting cultures and sights on the fl y. 
Begin at Kunming’s emerald Green Lake, 
then visit Yuanyang’s rice terraces before 
getting front-row passes to the Monlam 
Prayer Festival at Labrang Monastery.
Who: World Expeditions (0800 074 4135; 
worldexpeditions.co.uk)
When: 18 Feb 2018
How long: 16 days
How much: From £4,590 (excl fl ights)

9. Kenya
Carve an African aperture

The early bird catches the worm on Exodus 
Travel’s Photographic Safari trip. You’ll 
be in the Kenyan bush at all hours with 
snapper Paul Goldstein, but the result is 
glorious: prides of lions, cheetahs on the 
prowl and herds of migrating wildebeest. 
Just remember to bring your alarm clock.
Who: Exodus Travels (020 3553 9076; 
exodus.co.uk)
When: 10 Jan 2018 
How long: 9 days
How much: £4,949 (incl fl ights)

3. Burma (Myanmar)
Photograph a land time forgot

Train a lens on some icons with All Points 
East’s Images of Burma trip. Shoot the 
golden Shwedagon Temple, the shores of 
Lake Inle and the crumbling pagodas of 
Bagan – all of which pose an interesting 
challenge to those looking for a new take 
on old favourites – with useful tips drip-
fed en route by top snapper Gary Latham.
Who: All Points East (023 9225 8859; 
allpointseast.com)
When: 30 Jul & 24 Nov 2017; 6 Jan 2018
How long: 14 days
How much: From £3,400 (incl fl ights) 

4. Tonga
Frame some friendly giants

Rub shoulders with David Attenborough’s 
cameraman of choice on Steppes Travel’s 
Tonga Group Tour, as you join Doug Allan 
(of Blue Planet fame) in snorkelling with 
humpback whales. Learn the art of taking 
pictures underwater, then take some time 
out to explore the island’s lush interior.
Who: Steppes Travel (01285 601050; 
steppestravel.co.uk)
When: 15 Sep 2018
How long: 12 days
How much: From £5,395 (excl fl ights)

5. Spain
Land a lunar shot

Test your photographic fl exibility in the 
ever-changing landscapes of the Canary 
Islands with Kudu Travel’s Photography 
in Tenerife with Steve Franck trip. Frame 
the colonial splendour of UNESCO-listed 
San Cristobal de La Laguna, then turn your 
lens on the forests of Anaga Rural Park 
and the lava fi elds of Mount Teide NP.
Who: Kudu Travel (01225 436115; 
kudutravel.com)
When: 20 Nov 2017
How long: 6 nights
How much: From £1,990 (excl fl ights)

6. India
Snap on safari

Join Wildlife Worldwide on an India 
Art & Photo Safari for morning and 
afternoon safaris through the grassy 
meadows of Pench NP and the tiger-rich 
forests of Kanha NP under the eye of 
photographer Nick Garbutt. Learn shot 
composition, sketching and even 

MORE ONLINE Have these amazing photography 
tours got you thinking? Want to see more top 

trip options? Then go to wanderlust.co.uk/178

ORDER YOUR FREE
2017.18 ANTARCTICA GUIDE

FREE
ANTARCTICA 

ACTIVITY GUIDE 
OUT NOW!

Small Ship Expeditions

Expert Guides • Daily Excursions 

Sea Kayaking • Camping • Photography

Skiing • Snowshoeing • Diving & Snorkelling



Tusk masters 
A herd of elephants 
patrol Botswana’s 
Chobe riverside in the 
fading light of the day



WORDS SARAH GILBERT

Botswana is a land bursting with incredible wildlife and 
known for its high-priced luxury camps, but there is 
another way to safari if you’re prepared to muck in…

BOTSWANA
£1,000£1,000
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Botswana

H
er amber eyes narrowed as 
she sashayed towards him 
and nuzzled his neck. He 
stood up, shook his luxuriant 
mane and mounted her with 
a guttural grumble. Five 
seconds later, it was all over; 
she rolled on to her back, 
waving plate-sized paws in 
the air, while the king of the 
jungle flopped down with 
a satisfied sigh. They would 

keep this routine up every few minutes or so for up to a week.
It’s unforgettable sightings like these frolicking felines that can 

help to justify the hefty price tags attached to a safari in Botswana   
– as one old Africa hand told me, the country offers the crème de 
la crème of game viewing. But I was here to prove that you don’t 
need infinitely deep pockets to get close to the wildlife.

With a population of just over two million people spread across an 
area the size of France, huge swathes of Botswana’s pristine wilderness 
has been given over to fence-free national parks and private game 
reserves, allowing the local animals to roam as they please. And unlike 
some of its near neighbours, commercial hunting was banned here 
in early 2014, to preserve the very things that visitors come to see. 

In 2002, however, the country also adopted its current conservation 
strategy, focussing on a policy of high-end, low-volume tourism. 
Eye-wateringly expensive lodges began to open up, with some of the 
top camps now commanding as much as $3,000 (£2,350) per person 
per night in high season, making them solely the domain of the 
mega-rich. But I would be foregoing glitzy lodges and camps with 
every conceivable comfort – butlers to draw a bath, crisp G&Ts that 
magically appear as soon as the sun begins to dip, tasting menus to 
rival Michelin-starred restaurants – in order to get closer to nature. 

I wanted to go back to basics and return to the way safaris used to 
be, when they weren’t fixed to one location and were (in the original 
Swahili sense of the word) ‘a journey’. I was on a ‘participation mobile 
safari’, which meant pitching in with the washing up and helping 
daily to set up and dismantle the camp. It wouldn’t be five-star, but for 
seven action-packed days I would travel through some of Botswana’s 
most unforgettable landscapes, from the riverine forest of Chobe 
National Park to the banks of the Okavango Delta, and on to the 
baking plains of the Makgadikgadi Salt Pan. I would experience Pr
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Roar passion 
A lion and lioness take 
a deserved breather in 
their relentless, weeklong 
mating session in Khwai; 
(top left) the thin fabric 
of these tents is all that 
stands between you and 
the wildlife that wanders 
through the camp

‘Game spotting began on the way to our 
first campsite. As the sun began to sink, 
a herd of elephants were already 
drinking at the river while crocodiles 
sun-basked and pods of grunting  
hippos wallowed in the shallows’
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the sheer thrill of seeing wild animals in their natural habitat, 
and best of all, I’d do it in the cheapest way possible.  

The journey begins
I flew into Johannesburg, then hurtled through a boundless landscape 
of arid desert and scrub bush by car, following the one solitary road to 
Kasane. This city in northern Botswana lies at the meeting point of 
four countries: Botswana, Namibia, Zambia and Zimbabwe, as well 
as the Chobe National Park, one of 
Africa’s most prolific wildlife areas. 

Game spotting began on the way 
to our first campsite. As the sinking 
sun began to soften the stark terrain, 
a matriarchal herd of elephants were 
already drinking at the river, enormous 
crocodiles sun-basked on the banks 
and pods of grunting hippos  
wallowed in the shallows.

Our eclectic group of eight ranged 
from safari addicts like me to first-
timers, including a drone designer from 
California, an Italian actor and two Dutch psychiatrists. 
And, of course, there was Sam, our knowledgeable and passionate 
guide; and Noga, a human dynamo who could rustle up a feast of 
spaghetti bolognaise and flambéed banana just as easily as scaring 
off the hyena that launched a nocturnal raid on our rubbish bin.

Camping in a national park meant no barriers between the rustle 
and hum of the bush and our tents. Humans may have been given 
designated areas to sleep, but these weren’t always respected by the 
resident wildlife. So Sam’s rules had to be obeyed: no walking around 

at night without a torch and no leaving your tent after everyone 
had gone to bed, not even to visit the bush toilet.

As the campfire flickered and died, the embers glowing red against 
the night sky, we retired to our tents acutely aware that there was just 
a thin wall of canvas separating us from Botswana’s largest predators. 
Sam’s words rang in our ears: if we met a lion, we had to ignore our 
instinct to turn around and run as fast as possible in the opposite 
direction, but make ourselves look bigger, stand still and stay silent. 

I lay for a while, wide-eyed in the 
pitch darkness, my ears adapting to 
the nocturnal sounds. Suddenly I heard 
a guttural roar: the unmistakable call 
of a male lion patrolling his territory. 
Magnified by the stillness of the night, 
I knew that he was far away, but his 
sonorous call still made my heart 
beat that much faster. 

The following morning, we were 
woken at 5:30am to start dismantling 
the camp before sunrise – taking 
down tents, packing away sleeping 

bags and mats, closing up the kitchen-cum-trailer and hooking it 
to the Land Cruiser. Distances are huge here and it took five hours 
of bone-jangling dirt roads to reach our next stop, Savuti, but it gave 
us a feel for the sheer vastness of the country and an overwhelming 
sense of isolation. Every journey, it seemed, was a game drive.

The air was thick with the scent of wild sage as we crossed 
boundless stretches of sun-scorched grass, punctuated here and 
there with mopane and acacia trees. Rainbow bee-eaters 
swooped and dived alongside us, picking off insects.

‘Magnified by the 
stillness of the night, 

I knew the lion was far 
away, but his sonorous 
call still made my heart 
beat that much faster’
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The lion’s share 
(clockwise from this)  
Lions lie camouflaged in 
the golden grass of the 
Okavango; exploring the 
islands of the delta 
on foot with Mogale; 
yellow-billed storks 
flying at sunset 
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Wallowing time
(clockwise from this)
A pod of hippos hit 
the water for some 
refreshing downtime; 
punting the tranquil lily 
pad-strewn waters of the 
Okavango in a mokoro; 
the lesser-spotted 
Botswanan leopard

We were entranced by a journey of giraff es, their long, tough 
tongues delicately plucking tender acacia leaves from between 
razor-sharp thorns. They looked at us, docile and curious, before 
loping away. Ostrich sprinted in formation across the plain, a dazzle 
of zebras were refl ected in a mirror-like watering hole, and, for an 
instant, doe-eyed impala stopped and posed for our cameras 
before running, bucking and hopping back into the bush.

As we stopped to let a herd of elephants cross our path, one of their 
babies – still young enough to have a fuzz of reddish hair across its 
back – turned and trumpeted sweetly in our direction. But behind it 
was a fearsome adult, who wasn’t pleased at our presence. With her 
enormous ears fl apping and trunk waving, she started towards the 
jeep until, for one moment, we were close enough to see her long 
eyelashes and the sensitive tip of her trunk. Abruptly, she pulled up, 
gave a loud snort and lumbered off  to join the rest of the herd. 

“Don’t worry,” said Sam, “that was just a mock charge.” Mock 
charge or not, we all agreed that our adrenaline rush was very real.

Day three began with a stop off  at a hyena den, where three fl uff y 
puppies huddled together to keep warm in the fi rst weak rays of the 
sun. Then it was off  to Moremi Game Reserve, on the fringes of the 
watery wilderness known as the Okavango Delta, one of the world’s 
largest inland deltas. This extraordinary ecosystem starts with 
rain in the mountains of Angola and ends 1,600km away 
in Botswana, where it fans out into a maze of 
channels, lagoons and islands, covering as much 
as 22,000 sq km in the wetter years. 

Delta force
The days settled into a typical safari rhythm – we 
were soon dismantling the camp in record time 

before hitting the road. We’d become attuned to looking and listening 
but it was Sam who spotted the leopard prints in the sand. We set off  
in a dramatic swirl of dust, bouncing along secluded pathways and 
alert to any movement. But our leopard remained elusive.

As if to make up for it, we caught sight of a hippo emerging 
from a watering hole. Surprisingly nimble, it had no problem 
keeping pace with us, and to our delight it even ran in front of our 
vehicle for a moment, its wet leathery skin glinting in the sunlight. 
And then, in a fl ash of grey and pink, it was gone. 

Of course, there were small animals, too, which eagle-eyed Sam 
would stop and tell us about. There were the ubiquitous but 
nonetheless beautiful lilac-breasted rollers, which displayed their 
jewel-coloured plumage; a pair of wiry side-striped jackals, outsized 
ears poking out of the grass; and a stately tawny eagle surveying its 
terrain from the high branch of a dead tree. We saw all this and more.

One of the best ways to view the Delta up close is from a mokoro, 
a traditional dugout canoe – once carved out of wood, now made from 
fi breglass – which sits low on the shallow waterways. With a long 
wooden pole, Mogale, my Botswanan gondolier from the Boro 
community, steered me along the narrow channels. The only 

sounds were the splash of the pole and the swish 
of reeds as we passed. Metallic-blue malachite 

kingfi shers darted among the vegetation, dainty 
jacanas hopped between lily pads, and majestic 
fi sh eagles circled overhead.

We landed on one of the Delta’s islands, many 
of which began life thousands of years ago as 
termite mounds. Walking through the bush here 

was a very diff erent experience to driving through it. 
After a safety briefi ng, we silently wandered in single fi le Sa
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sun. Then it was off  to Moremi Game Reserve, on the fringes of the 
watery wilderness known as the Okavango Delta, one of the world’s 
largest inland deltas. This extraordinary ecosystem starts with 
rain in the mountains of Angola and ends 1,600km away 
in Botswana, where it fans out into a maze of 
channels, lagoons and islands, covering as much 

The days settled into a typical safari rhythm – we 
were soon dismantling the camp in record time 

community, steered me along the narrow channels. The only 
sounds were the splash of the pole and the swish 
of reeds as we passed. Metallic-blue malachite 

kingfi shers darted among the vegetation, dainty 
jacanas hopped between lily pads, and majestic 
fi sh eagles circled overhead.

We landed on one of the Delta’s islands, many 
of which began life thousands of years ago as 
termite mounds. Walking through the bush here 

was a very diff erent experience to driving through it. 
After a safety briefi ng, we silently wandered in single fi le 
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‘Metallic-blue malachite kingfishers 
darted among the vegetation, dainty 

jacanas hopped between lily pads and 
majestic fish eagles circled overhead’





Botswana

The high life 
(clockwise from this)  
A fish eagle surveys the 
waters of the Okavango;  
the Chobe is home to 
Nile crocodiles, which 
can weigh up to 1,000kg; 
driving through Moremi 
NP; spotting giraffes in 
the bush; flying over the 
Okavango, the largest 
inland delta in the world
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behind Mogale, cutting through thigh-high grass and trying 
to avoid stumbling into aardvark burrows, though occasionally 
stopping to play detective, as if piecing together the clues at a crime 
scene. The grass had been flattened by a herd of skittish wildebeest 
en route to a watering hole. They were still there, and we watched 
them from a distance just as intently as they watched us.

Through binoculars I saw a young bull elephant harrumph with 
delight as he laid his trunk flat against a towering ilala palm, before 
shaking it hard and plucking a haul 
of fruits from the ground. By my feet, 
Mogale pointed out an iridescent dung 
beetle, zealously manoeuvring a lump of 
elephant poo over three times its size.

But it’s only when you fly over the 
Delta, as five of us opted to do from 
Maun, does its size become apparent. 
Below the wings of our small plane was 
a vast expanse of vibrant blues and 
greens, a land cracked by floodplains, 
dotted with reed beds, water lilies and 
sun-bleached islands where clumps of 
trees resembled outsized broccoli. Soaring over the water channels, 
we spied on wallowing hippos, elephants plodding through the 
shallows, and one lone giraffe standing on a spit of land.

In the sky with diamonds
Our final stop was the arid landscape of Botswana’s saltpans. In Nxai 
Pan, the smallest of the country’s four national parks, there was little 
shade, just a large grassy plain scattered with clumps of short umbrella 
thorn trees. A springbok bounded through the bush, white rump on 

display, as the impressive horns of a stately gemsbok soared above the 
grass and a diminutive springbok licked salt from a puddle by the 
road. But it was the elephant bachelor party that held us captivated. 
Five large males were lolling in a watering hole, immersing their 
whole bodies and using their trunks like snorkels, rolling over in 
the mud and spraying each other with obvious delight. 

That evening, we set up camp on the crusty white surface of the 
Makgadikgadi Pan, the remains of an ancient lake. As the sun set, the 

sky turned from tangerine to dark, and 
with no light pollution and nothing to 
block the view, the night was dazzling, 
as though a great swathe of black velvet 
had been encrusted with Botswanan 
diamonds – the jewel that made this 
one of the most prosperous countries in 
Africa. Above me, the Milky Way was as 
bright as I’d seen it and, tucked into my 
sleeping bag, I felt like I was drifting to 
sleep under a celestial snow globe. 

The next morning, dirt tracks turned 
to tarmac roads; mud-and-thatch 

houses turned to concrete and corrugated iron; and safari vehicles 
turned to SUVs. As we departed, we devoted city dwellers from LA 
to London, agreed that we’d much rather be back in the dry, scented 
air of the bush, driving under endless skies in search of lions. 

The thrill of a safari can’t be measured in five-star service. 
I’d been immersed me in the incessant hum of the bush, showered 
under the Southern Cross and been woken by an elephant’s breath 
reverberating against my tent. My journey had given me an 
undiluted connection to the land and that, for me, was priceless.  

‘The night sky was 
dazzling, as though 
a great swathe of 
black velvet had 

been encrusted with 
Botswanan diamonds’
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Mud in your eye 
A group of elephants 
slip off from the herd 
to cool down in the 
Nxai Pan waterhole 
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a small herd of animals passing by in the distance. These are oryx antelopes that are 
now slowly moving on in the evening sun after resting all day long in the shade of the 
acacia trees. The CL Companion binoculars from SWAROVSKI OPTIK, always ready 
to hand, let you take in every amazing detail of these graceful animals, from the 
markings on their fur to their striking horns. Their excellent optics and compact design 
make these binoculars the perfect companion for observing such unique, unforgettable 
sights. With SWAROVSKI OPTIK the world belongs to those who can see beauty.
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VITAL 
STATISTICS
Capital: Gaborone
Population: 2.3 million
Languages: English, Setswana 
and a number of local dialects
Time: GMT+1
International dialling code: +267
Visas: Not required by UK nationals 
for stays of up to 90 days
Money: Botswana Pula (BWP), currently 
around BWP13 to the UK£. US dollars ($) 
are also widely accepted. ATMs are in all 
cities and major towns, with credit cards 
accepted at most hotels. You will need 
cash for the markets, however, and 
dollars are required for tipping.

When to go

■ Dry season – the best time to visit is 
during the cool dry season. The days 
are warm, even if the mornings and 
evenings can be chilly (Jun-Aug). The 
Okavango also floods between June 
and October, making it a good time to 
visit for boat trips and to see wildlife. 
■ Rainy season – this is the hottest 
time of the year, with day temperatures 
often over 35ºC. It’s also when rainfall 
is at its heaviest (especially from Dec 
to Feb), and some lodges in Moremi, 
Okavango and Chobe offer discounts.

Health & safety
Be up to date with all your jabs. 

Recommended immunisations include 
hepatitis A, typhoid and tetanus. There’s 
a risk of malaria in northern Botswana, 
especially between November and June; 
consult your doctor for recommended 
prophylaxis and cover up to avoid bites.  

Further reading  
& information

Botswana Safari Guide (Bradt, 2016) 
– a good overview of the parks

THE TRIP
The author travelled with Okavango 
Expeditions (okavangoexpeditions.com, 
res1@okavangoexpeditions.com, +267 
686 1211) on the Botswana Adventurer 
Safari. The six-night safari departs 
every Thursday from Kasane until 
30 November 2017, with a minimum of 
two people and a maximum of nine. The 
cost is $1,199 (£940) per person in 2017, 
and $1,299 (£1,020) for 2018 departures 
(1 Mar–12 Dec). This includes a guide and 
cook, a two-person tent, all entrance and 
camping fees within the national parks 
and game reserves, and all meals and 
activities; excludes sleeping bags (they 
can be hired for $30/£25.50), towels, 
toiletries and all other drinks. 

For an optional one-hour scenic 
flightseeing tour over the Okavango 
Delta, Mack Air (mackair.co.bw) runs 
trips that take off from Maun and 
cost from $120 (£95) per person 
(maximum five people per flight). 

Getting there 
There are currently no direct 

flights between the UK and Botswana. 
British Airways (ba.com) and South 
African Airways (flysaa.com) both 
have daily direct flights from London 
Heathrow to Johannesburg, with 
flight times from 11 hours and return 
fares starting from around £560. For 
connecting flights, Air Botswana 
(airbotswana.co.bw) and Airlink 
(flyairlink.com) fly from Johannesburg 
to Kasane, Botswana, with flights 
taking approximately two hours and 
return fares costing around £340. 

Getting around 
Buses only travel on main roads 

between the major towns of Botswana. 
In order to get to many of the lodges 
or campsites found throughout its 
national parks and reserves, you must 
either self-drive or be driven in a 4X4. 
An operator can often book charter 
flights for lodges inaccessible by road. 

Cost of travel
Mobile safari packages include 

transport and meals, and the majority of 
lodges tend to be all-inclusive. But it’s 
advisable to book through a bonded 
operator rather than go independently, so 
you’re covered in the case of cancellation 
and have full financial protection.  

Accommodation
In its towns and cities, Botswana 

has stays to suit all budgets, from family- 
run guesthouses to boutique hotels. 
For safari lodges, expect to pay around 
$500/£390+ per person per night during 
high season (May-Oct) and $300/£325+ 
during low season (Nov-Apr).

OKAVANGO HIGHLIGHTS
1 Okavango Delta 

The world’s largest inland delta and 
a watery haven for some amazing wildlife 
– especially during the winter months.

2 Moremi Game Reserve 
A vast reserve covering one third 

of the Okavango Delta.

3 Chobe National Park 
Known for its large herds of elephants 

and Cape buffalo along the riverfront.

4 Khwai Concession
This wildlife-rich private concession 

is tucked between Chobe and Moremi.

5 Makgadikgadi Pan
The world’s largest network of salt 

pans and an arid alternative to the Delta.

6 Nxai Pan National Park 
Botswana’s smallest national park, at 

the northern tip of the Kalahari Desert.

7 Kasane 
A tourism hub at the meeting point 

of Botswana, Zambia, Namibia and 
Zimbabwe. A good jumping-off point. 

8 Maun 
The gateway to the Okavango Delta 

and a great place to stock up.

Botswana Footnotes

More online  
Visit www.wanderlust.co.uk/178 

for links to more content

ARCHIVE ARTICLES
♦ Choose your perfect African Safari 
– online exclusive
♦ Makgadikgadi Pans: Where Only the 
Strong Survive– Issue 141
♦ Central Kalahari: Lion Kingdom – Issue 129
PLANNING GUIDES
♦ Botswana Travel Guide
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THREE WAYS 
TO SAFARI – 
ON A BUDGET
Self-drive – If you’re confident going 
off the beaten track in a 4X4 and you’re 
not worried by close encounters with 
the resident wildlife, you can always 
hire your own vehicle and camp in 
cheaper public campsites (be sure to 
book well in advance). The main cost 
here will be fuel (distances within the 
parks and reserves are huge) and food.
Mobile safaris – If a self-drive safari 
isn’t for you, upgrade to a fully serviced 
mobile safari. With these, the camp is 
set up for you as you move around and 
your tent comes with a camp bed and 
a private en-suite bathroom. You’ll have 
more time at each campsite and it’s still 

a fraction of the price of staying at 
an upscale lodge, if a little less plush.
Go in off season – Safari lodges in 
the Okavango Delta often cut their rates 
by as much as third in the so-called 
green season (Dec–Mar). However, 
there will likely be rain, which can make 
some roads impassable, and wildlife is 
often harder to spot amid all the lush 
vegetation, but you’ll certainly save cash.

USEFUL KIT
Peak season is also winter here, so bring 
a warm sleeping bag, fleece, beanie hat 
and gloves. However, the days can also 
be hot, so long-sleeved shirts, sun cream 
and sunglasses are a must. Binoculars are 
vital, as is a head torch for moving around 
at night, and insect repellent – you may 
be stationary for a long periods and you 
don’t want to be uncomfortable.
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Réunion Island

Out of the ashes… 
The Cirque de Mafate 
caldera on Réunion 
Island was formed from 
the collapse of the Piton 
des Neiges volcano



WORDS PHOEBE SMITH PHOTOGRAPHS NEIL S PRICE

Flung out in the Indian Ocean, it wasn’t until it hit 
the headlines in 2015 that this mysterious isle 

started to peak travellers’ curiosity…

THE 
PARADISE 

ISLAND 
YOU’VE 
NEVER 
HEARD 

OF…
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T
he cliff  walls were defi nitely getting closer. 
Looking out of the helicopter window at 
the impossibly steep-sided gorge, thickly 
coated in an array of green vegetation – so 
near, I felt I could lean forward and pluck 
a leaf from one of their branches – we edged 
closer still. I glanced towards the pilot 
nervously. Beyond him the canyon walls 
seemed to be closing in further and I had to 

work hard to steady my breathing. The 
blades whizzed above, slicing through 
the air with every rotation, and I stole 
a second to peer ahead only to see yet 
more slabs of vertical rock coming fast.

Speaking would have been futile 
– the only voice you can hear in 
a helicopter is that of the pilot – 
so all I could do was watch as we 
slalomed through yet more precipitous 
bluff s. Then, suddenly, there it was. 
The rocks dropped away beneath us 
to reveal a trio of waterfalls, each one 
cascading down into a single gouged pit, frothing white. This was 
the Trou du Fer (the Iron Hole). 

If the scene hadn’t been so mesmerising, I think I would have 
screamed. Just as our proximity to the water started to feel 
unbearable, we began to corkscrew upwards. With each spiral 
we gained lift, pulling our way out of this naturally formed 
pocket in the folds and pinnacles of the greater volcanic landscape. 
We emerged back into open airspace just in time for me to spy 

what looked, from a distance, like a toy helicopter snaking its 
way along the gorge below us.

It was a dramatic and exhilarating introduction to Réunion 
Island, the French-owned territory seemingly dropped into the 
Indian Ocean between Madagascar and Mauritius. Though 
something of a hotspot for our cousins across the Channel, outside 
of France, very few people have heard of it. At least that was until 
2015, when the fi rst piece of the ill-fated Malaysian Airlines fl ight 
MH370, which disappeared in March 2014, washed up on its shores.

While the lemur-fi lled forests of 
Madagascar are well known, and 
Mauritius will always be the last refuge 
of the dodo to many, Réunion was 
a blank to me, like fi nding a place you 
never knew existed on a map. My 
interest was piqued: what would 
France’s most far-fl ung easterly 
département – an 11-hour fl ight from 
Paris – off er the intrepid traveller?

French fancies
I’ll admit that, on arrival, Réunion 

was something of a shock at fi rst. Driving from the capital of 
Saint-Denis, with its high-rise buildings, stuff ed baguettes and 
Carrefour supermarket, it was as though I’d spent a day’s travel 
to reach a smaller – albeit slightly more tropical – version of France. 
That all changed, however, once I left the ease of the coast road and 
began heading inland, into volcano country.

Formed over 2 million years ago, when a heat spot under the ocean 
began seeping out magma, Réunion Island only took shape after 

‘The Creole spirit had 
seeped into the 

colourfully mismatched 
houses that lined 

Hell-Bourg’s streets’

�

Winging it
Flying over Saint-Denis 
on arrival into Réunion

Réunion Island
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Looking for lava 
(clockwise from this) 
Our guide Sully Chaffre; 
a sign warns of imminent 
eruptions at the volcano 
Piton de la Fournaise; 
the Trou du Fer – ‘the 
Iron Hole’ – is fed by 
three waterfalls

Réunion Island



Dizzy delights 
(clockwise from this) 
The famous hairpin 
route up to Cirque de 
Cilaos; deer at Diana 
Dea Lodge on the east 
coast; looking down on 
the colourful houses of 
Hell-Bourg, in Salazie; 
street musicians gather 
ready to play in Cilaos
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a series of major eruptions. First came the Piton des Neiges, which 
has since become extinct, then the still-active Piton de la Fournaise. 
When the smoke cleared, what was left was a 2,500 sq km blot of land 
around the size of Luxembourg, protruding from the Indian Ocean 
like a round, puckered pimple on an adolescent’s face. 

Volcanoes have shaped everything here. When the Piton des 
Neiges collapsed a long time ago, it created a trio of depressed 
calderas in its centre – the cirques of Salazie, Cilaos and Mafate –  
in which communities have sprung up. 
It was these that I set out to explore, as  
I drove first to Cirque de Salazie, 
snaking along the highway that 
followed the valley floor.

A single main road circles the 
circumference of the island, with 
other, smaller carriageways veining  
off it into the towns and communes  
of the interior. Crossing gorge-
spanning bridges, I found my way up 
into the village of Hell-Bourg (within 
the Salazie cirque), where the road 
ended. Although the official language here is French, as soon as I 
began strolling along the main street I could pick out the sing-song 
intonation of a different tongue – Creole. 

When the French first claimed the island in 1642, there were no 
humans living here (despite the Portuguese discovering it first in 
the early 16th century). And so a new nation was formed, made up 
of European settlers as well as African slaves and, later, workers 
from Madagascar, India and China. With the different populations 
mixing over time, the island’s national identity became a blend of 

peoples, and those born here proudly declare themselves Creole, to 
distinguish from those recently arrived from the European mainland. 

This Creole spirit had even seeped into the architecture of 
Hell-Bourg, in the colourfully mismatched houses that lined its 
streets. The village itself was created around a hot spring that was 
discovered in 1830. People would come from miles around to bathe 
in what they thought were its healing waters, bringing money to 
the town. However, over the century that followed, the water 

cooled significantly and nowadays most 
local residents farm to earn a living. 

After a lunch of chou chou gratin –  
the signature gourd grown in this 
caldera, smothered with cheese and 
grilled – I headed back down towards 
the coast, still in awe at the lush 
landscapes that greeted me at every 
turn. I had to constantly remind myself 
I wasn’t in the Caribbean or Costa Rica. 

The long & winding road
My search for the even more exotic side 

of Réunion next took me to Cirque de Cilaos, the second of the 
collapsed calderas and another once famed for its natural hot 
springs. Its name is a bastardisation of the Malagasy word  
‘tsilaosa’, which – fairly ominously – means ‘a place that you  
do not leave’. It makes sense once you realise that this was once  
a sanctuary for escaped slaves in the early 1800s, long before  
the abolition of slavery in the French colonies (1848). 

Nowadays, as I would soon discover, it’s the wine and  
walking that keeps most visitors from leaving – either  

‘After passing through 
tiny hamlets – and  

a wedding – I reached 
the vineyards of Cilaos, 
where a harvest festival 
had taken to the streets’

⊳

⊲



Réunion Island

that or the nerve-shattering 200 hairpin bends that line the 
34km road leading up to it. My way in started easily enough, 
following the flow of a spooling river along the valley floor, but  
soon the ascent kicked in and the tarmac narrowed to little over  
a car-and-a-half’s width, chicaning backwards and forwards like  
a bitumen concertina. 

I was relieved when I emerged from what must have been my 
fourth or fifth tunnel to find a lay-by to rest in, where an old man  
had set up a small fruit stall. The sweet smell hit me as soon as  
I opened the door: its source was hundreds of tiny yellow fruits 
stacked atop each other. 

“Qu’est-ce que c’est?” I asked, but couldn’t understand the  
reply, so I asked him to write it down instead. It turned out that 
these were bibasse, also known as loquat or Japanese plums.  
They tasted as explosively sweet as they smelt, erupting on my 
tongue like a bag of juicy sugar, giving me the energy to continue.

After passing through some truly tiny hamlets – and the bustling 
but miniscule Salazie town centre, where a wedding was in full 

swing – I reached a spread of vineyards clinging desperately to the 
sloping hillsides. This was Cilaos, and a festival celebrating the 
harvest (lentils, apparently) had taken to the streets.

“Try the wine,” a stall vendor advised as I passed, and I stopped to 
sample some white. I winced as I sipped, its taste even sweeter than 
the bibasse I’d tried on the road. As I meandered, music began to 
play on the bandstand; it was an upbeat fusion between the horns 
of traditional Gallic ditties and the rhythmic drumming of 
Caribbean beats. It was hard not to move my feet. 

A natural invader
After all that driving and feasting, the next day I thought I’d give  
my legs a proper workout and left the town on foot, walking  
a trail called Cascade du Bras Rouge. Thanks to its proliferation  
of saw-toothed mountain ridges, the island is something of  
a mecca for hikers, with several Grande Randonnée (marked  
walking trails) spanning its rocky centre, while the neighbouring 
cirque of Mafate is only accessible on foot. 

⊳



If you gaze 
into the abyss… 
Peering into the still 
active caldera of Piton 
de la Fournaise

After seeing the Iron Hole waterfalls of Mafate from the  
dizzying heights of a spinning helicopter, I was keen to visit  
one in Cilaos with my feet firmly on the ground. It only took  
a couple of hours to walk, on a trail almost as narrow and  
dramatic as the road I’d taken to reach the village. 

The path edged along a chasm that dropped to unknown depths  
on my left, while the lush forest extended high up to my right. It 
deposited me atop Bras Rouge (the Red Arm), the source for the 
Saint-Etienne River that crashed into the sea at Saint-Louis on the 
north-west coast. Sat on the edge, as the water plummeted into the 
rock-strewn valley below, I peacefully watched bright vermillion  
fody birds search for crumbs left over from walkers’ picnics. 

On the walk back, I heard a rustling in the leaves. Stonechats 
flitted between branches, but this was something bigger.  
Peering further, I was thrilled to come face to face with a tenrec,  
a small creature that looks a little like a tailless hedgehog, even  
if the mammal is actually genetically closer to an aardvark or – 
more bizarrely – an elephant. 

Its nose twitched as it looked up at me curiously, perhaps  
sensing another soul far from home. Like the peoples of Réunion, 
these animals were not native to the island (bats are the only 
endemic mammals here), but arrived smuggled aboard ships  
bound from Madagascar hundreds of years ago. I couldn’t help  
but smile as it wriggled off into the undergrowth. 

Going with the (lava) flow 
“You know we used to eat them,” said my guide Sully Chaffre  
when I told him of my encounter the following morning, as we  
drove out of Cilaos. “Tenrecs?” I asked quizzically.

“Yes, older people on the island still do, but the younger ones 
aren’t so fussed. We should be protecting the mammals we do  
have here anyway – we only have a few after all,” he confessed. 

Endemic mammals may not be so common on Réunion, but it has 
plenty of other sights to compensate. After an early start we arrived 
at the access road to Piton de la Fournaise, the island’s volcanic 
centrepiece, which had been active just a week before my visit. ⊳



Getting Réunited 
(clockwise from top left) Hindu 
temple near Saint-Paul – Réunion 
has a large population of Tamil 
Hindus; green shoots on the burnt 
landscape under Piton de la 
Fournaise; a fody bird; looking west 
to the Indian Ocean from Le Boucan 
Canot hotel; the church at the heart 
of Cilaos; gra� fi  in Sainte-Rose nods 
to the origin story of the active Piton 
de la Fournaise – supposedly 
embodied by the spirit of an angry 
plantation owner; a hedgehog-like 
tenrec; sweet bibasse, aka 
‘Japanese plums’; (centre) typically 
pretty pink fl ora; (right page) sitting 
above Bras Rouge, aka ‘the Red Arm’
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Sully pulled over to show me a view that looked down a giant 
crack in the landscape that had formed along with the cirques. It 
formed a plateau that ran as far as the eye could see and was 
covered entirely by vegetation. 

Further on, the landscape changed again, this time to a Martian-
style desert, completely flat and coated with thick red sand. We 
drove through it while the wind gusted, spitting up mini 
whirlwinds despite the sunny conditions. At the end of the road 
we walked to the viewing platform, perched on the edge of a giant 
crater that only a few days earlier had been filled with magma.

The pyramidal volcanic peak loomed on the horizon, its slopes  
a mottled shade of brown. From our elevated view it was difficult 
to get a sense of scale, but Sully was quick to help. “Look down 
there. They must have re-opened the path – you can see people 
hiking on one of the volcano’s vents.” I looked to see a much 
smaller circular depression. In comparison with the summit it 
seemed barely a molehill, but then I realised that what looked  
like little ants crawling over it were actually people. 

Sully explained to me how locals were still bewitched by the  
volcano’s power, and gathered to watch it explode in the spot  
we were now stood. “In the early days of settlement, people  
used to believe it was embodied by the spirit of a local plantation 
owner who had died; she would cause it to erupt if she was  
angry,” he explained. 

Later that day, below the volcanic slopes in the town of Piton 
Sainte-Rose, I saw a more tangible reason for why such beliefs 
persist. There sat a little pink church – Notre Dame des Laves – 
that, during an eruption in 1977, while the rest of the town burnt, 
was spared when the lava seemed to part ways at its doors.

Leaving the church, I passed the ruins of old brick sugar 
plantations – once the main income on the island, now crumbling 
and unused – and smelt the unmistakable scent of chicken being 
cooked at several roadside stands. Then the buildings and  
greenery stopped and everything either side of the road turned  
a silvery grey; a hoary wasteland. 

I had reached Le Grand Brûlé (The Great Burn). This was the  
area where lava from Piton de la Fournaise spilled down to the  
sea, and with such regularity that it’s now forbidden for people  
to build houses in the so-called ‘exclusion zone’. 

I pulled over and set out on foot, studying the hardened lava up 
close, which still had distinct ripples embedded within, as though 
it had only recently cooled. My boots crunched noisily as I hiked 
towards a sign that advised me that nearby was the entrance to  
a lava tunnel. As I hunted for it, eager to peer inside, I noticed  
little green shoots starting to appear between the cracks in the  
lava. Despite the great burn, life was still finding a way. 

A few steps further on, I reached an arch-shaped hole in the 
terrain, just big enough to peek inside. As I did, I felt the same  
sense of exhilaration whizz through my body as when the 
helicopter had been navigating through the narrow gorge, and 
indeed when my plane first landed here on this mysterious island.

It seemed a fitting way to end my visit, staring down into the 
darkness of the unknown. It may have taken a piece of debris 
washing up on its far-flung shores to get me and the rest of the 
world to notice it, but Réunion’s blend of European history,  
African culture and geothermic power deserves to be better 
known. I knew that it wouldn’t be long before more people 
discovered its volcanic seductions. 

⊳
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VITAL 
STATISTICS
Capital: Saint-Denis
Population: 876,967
Languages: French (o�  cial), Creole 
(widely spoken); English is understood in 
larger hotels and shops but not always 
spoken, especially in smaller towns.
Time: GMT+4
International dialling code: +262
Visas: Not required by UK nationals
Money: Euro (€), currently €1.16 to the 
UK£. ATMs are found in the main towns 
and tourist areas, though taking some 
cash is advised. Hotels, supermarkets 
and restaurants all take credit cards.

When to go

■ Cyclone season – expect heavy rain 
and wind; humidity is at its highest, with 
temperatures around 30ºC. Best avoided.
■ Shoulder season – expect some high 
temperatures but fewer visitors; a good 
time to get the hiking trails to yourself.
■ High season – temperatures stick 
around the mid-20s (ºC). Expect lots of 
families between Jul and Aug; Oct and 
Nov are best for hiking; Jun is also quiet.

Health & safety
Réunion o� ers good healthcare, 

similar to the EU. Still, ensure you are up 
to date with all your boosters, take your 
EHIC card and buy good travel insurance. 
Tap water here is generally safe to drink. 

When swimming, don’t go beyond the 
walled-o�  or netted lagoons; the area has 
a high number of bull and tiger sharks.

Further reading 
& information

Mauritius, Réunion & Seychelles 
(Lonely Planet, 2016)
Mauritius, Rodrigues, Réunion 
(Bradt, 2016)
en.reunion.fr – o�  cial tourist board

THE TRIP
The author travelled with Rainbow 
Tours (rainbowtours.co.uk; 020 7666 
1266). A similar eight-night trip to 
Réunion includes two nights in each 
of the four accommodation options 
listed below (including breakfasts), 
car hire, a 45-minute helicopter fl ight 
with Corail Hélicoptères and return 
fl ights in economy class with Air 
Austral from £2,625 per person.

Getting there & around
The author fl ew with Air Austral 

(020 7644 6124; www.airaustral.com, 
res.airaustral@aviareps.com), which 
o� ers daily fl ights from the UK via Paris 
CDG to Saint-Denis, Réunion Island, 
from around £700 return (fl ight time 
from Paris about 11 hours). On board 
there are three levels of service: Loisirs 
(economy), Confort (premium economy) 
and Club Austral (business class). 

Taxis are available from Saint-Denis’ 
Roland Garros Airport. The Citalis bus 
line 31 (citalis.re) also o� ers a good way 
into the city, while the Car Jaune bus 
(cg974.fr) goes out to the coastal areas 
of Saint-Benoît and Saint-Pierre, and 
around Saint-Marie; timetables are 
available from the airport information 
desk and on their respective websites.

 By far the easiest option is to hire 
a car. All the usual suspects can be 
rented from just outside the terminal. 
Driving the main coastal road is pretty 
straight-forward, but the hairpins 
bends required to get to the cirques 
require confi dent driving skills.

Accommodation
On the east of the island lies 

Diana Dea Lodge (diana-dea-lodge.re), 
set 600m above sea level in a game 
reserve where deer roam wild. It has 
both good access to the road up to 
Piton de la Fournaise as well as the 
church at Piton Sainte-Rose, and o� ers 
far-reaching views across the island and 
out to sea; doubles from €215pn (£185). 

On the south-east coast (good for 
visiting The Great Burn area and a safe 
swimming section), the Palm Hotel 
& Spa (palm.re) o� ers cli� side views 
of Grand Anse Bay in cosy Creole huts; 
doubles from £212pn. Elsewhere, deep 
(and high) in the Cirque de Cilaos, 
Le Vieux Cep (levieuxcep.re/en) has 
mountain views and is within walking 
distance of multiple trailheads, with 
doubles starting from €80pn (£69). 

On the west coast lies Le Boucan 
Canot (boucancanot.com/en), which 
o� ers unrivalled views of the Indian 
Ocean, lying just an hour from the 
airport and with good access to Cirque 
du Mafate as well as the helicopter base 
(for tours). Doubles from €185pn (£160).

RÉUNION ISLAND HIGHLIGHTS

1 Piton de la Fournaise
 Whether seen from its viewpoint 

(reached by car), the hiking trail, the 
lava caves below, or even from the air, 
this active volcano forms the dramatic 
centrepiece to this far-fl ung isle. Be sure 
to stop o�  in the museum on the way 
back to experience a simulation of an 
eruption (in blissful safety).

2 Hell-Bourg, Salazie 
Wander the main street of pretty 

painted houses before visiting Maison 
Folio, a restored 19th-century Creole 
home complete with a serene tropical 
garden. Also worth a look is the Museum 
of Music & Instruments from the Indian 
Ocean, which hits all the right notes.

3 Cirque de Cilaos 
Worth a visit for the drive alone. 

After the hairpins, stretch your legs on 
the many walking trails before a much- 
needed glass of local wine and some 
fi ne Creole grub in Restaurant Chez 
Lucay on Rue Du Pere Boiteau.

4 La Maïdo 
Its summit is the best way to get 

a good view (and tempt yourself into 
a hike) of the road-free cirque of Mafate. 

5 Helicopter fl ights, Saint-Gilles 
Taking o�  from Saint-Gilles, this 

is the real way to get an overview 
of the island’s volcanic topography. 
Treat yourself to Corail Hélicoptères’ 
(corail-helicopters.com) Excellence 
Overfl ight Tour to see the Trou de Fer 
(Iron Hole) as well as all three cirques, 
and fl y over the chimney of Piton des 
Neiges. It’s €320 (£276) but worth it.

Réunion Island Footnotes

More online 
Visit www.wanderlust.co.uk/178

for links to more content

ARCHIVE ARTICLES
♦ 10 spectacular waterfalls you’ve never 
heard of – online exclusive
♦ 25 must-visit outposts – issue 168
♦ 9 best volcanic experiences – 
online exclusive
PLANNING GUIDES
♦ Réunion Island Travel Guide
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Cost of travel
Being a part of France, but also 

relying on mainly imported produce, 
Réunion’s prices are in line with those 
of Paris. Expect to pay around €4.50 
(£4) for a beer, €3 (£2.50) for a co� ee 
and around €15 to €25 (£13–22) for 
a main course in a restaurant. Tipping 
is welcomed but not expected.

Food & drink 
Expect a lot of classic French fare: 

croissants, baguettes and macaroons are 
ubiquitous. While driving on the coastal 
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road, look out for little stands selling 
poulet bitumine, or ‘tarmac chicken’, 
which is grilled on barbecues all over the 
island. Seafood is common, for obvious 
reasons, and is often served in a Creole 
style, covered in vanilla cream or made 
into a rougail (a type of chilli made with 
tomato, peppers, onions and a whole 
host of spices and fruits). Be sure to try 
chou-chou gratin – a courgette-like veg 
served in cheese sauce and then grilled. 
Fruits such as starfruit and bibasse 
(Japanese plums) make great desserts 
and a happy end to any meal here.
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There’s plenty more to discover beyond Cuba’s colonial cities and 
lush tobacco country – from wild wetlands and mountain guerrilla 
hideaways to desert-island hopping in its gin-clear seas…
WORDS CLAIRE BOOBBYER
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2CHRISTMAS AT LAS 
PARRANDAS 

Remedios 

Join Cuba’s most riotous annual festival, 
Las Parrandas, when every Christmas Eve 
sees the tiny town of Remedios transforms 
into the biggest one-night fiesta in Cuba. 
The origin of this party lies, unusually,  
with the town’s priest, who in 1820 noticed 
his parishioners dwindling as the weather 
got colder. To make them attend mass, he 
rallied all the townsfolk together and 

encouraged them to make as much noise  
as possible to get the adults out of the 
house. Over the years, it has become 
a full-scale party, and now the town’s 
districts compete with vibrant floats, 
towering illuminated sculptures, music, 
dancing and all-night fireworks. 
How long? It’s one-night-only, but be sure 
to book your accommodation months 
in advance, as rooms tend to fill up fast. 
Get started: Víazul (viazul.com) buses 
run from Santa Clara to Remedios and 
take around one hour.
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1 LEARN TO DIVE 
AMONG SHIPWRECKS 

Santiago de Cuba

In July 1898, the entire Spanish naval fleet was 
sunk in a battle in Santiago’s bay during the 
Spanish-American Civil War, leaving a trail 
of diveable debris, including the 6,800-tonne 
cruiser Cristóbal Colón. Learn the basics at 
Scuba en Cuba, then head below to spy relics 
like the USS Merrimac, sunk by the US navy to 
stop the Spanish from escaping, concluding 
both the battle and independence for Cuba.
How long: Five days to complete Scuba en 
Cuba’s ACUC (acuc.es/en) Open Water Diver 
course; one day minimum for wreck diving 
(some wrecks for advanced divers only).
Get started: Scuba en Cuba offers ten-night 
Santiago wreck-diving from £1,635; six extra 
nights all-inclusive stay at Brisas Sierra Mar 
Hotel from £485, including ACUC course. 

3 COAST & CULTURE 
Gibara

 
Gibara, a once neglected fishing port in 
eastern Cuba, is having a renaissance. As well 
as the lively street parties that accompany its 
annual film festivals – one of which screens 
movies in the nearby Panderos caves – its 
culinary reputation is also growing. In town, 
there are plenty of chances to slurp down 
Taíno (indigenous Caribbean) food such as 
cassava bread and shellfish soup. Afterwards, 
work it off on the trails to Gibara’s biggest 
lure: its cave network. Explore its limestone 
caverns on foot, splashing in underground 
lakes and admiring ancient Taíno rock art. 
How long? Three days. 
Get started: Fly from Havana (1.5 hours) to 
Holguín; Gibara is an hour’s taxi ride. Víazul 
(viazul.com) buses also go to Holguín  
(11 hours). To explore the caves, guides can be 
found in town. To dive Tanque Azul, Cuba’s 
largest flooded cavern, advanced open-water 
PADI (or equivalent) certification is required.

⊳



4PADDLE THE SOUTHERN COAST
Bay of Cienfuegos

The southern coast of Cuba serves up a wealth of waters 
easily explored by kayak. Inland, Lake Hanabanilla takes 
centre stage: a vast reservoir cradled between the peaks of 
the Escambray Mountains, which also off ers great hiking. 
But the highlight is surely negotiating the turquoise waters 
and limestone cliff s of Guajimico, a slice of the Caribbean 
Sea riddled with plenty of hidden caves and coves to paddle.   
How long? Eight days. No previous kayaking experience is 
required, with conditions usually moderate to easygoing. 
Get started: For an eight-day trip to the above locations, contact 
Cuba Adventure Company (cubaadventurecompany.com); 
prices start from €1,729 (£1,507), excluding fl ights. �
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6TAKE A RIDE ON THE 
CHOCOLATE TRAIN

Havana to Matanzas

In 1917, American chocolate baron Milton S 
Hershey built a sugar mill in Cuba, then set 
about constructing an electric railway to 
transport materials. It still runs today, and is 
not only a cheap way to depart the capital and 
travel the 84km east to the port of Matanzas, 
but a great way to glimpse local Cuban life. 
Trundle out of Havana past fi elds of brahman 

cattle and busy villages, and visit the clapboard 
town of ‘Hershey’ (now Camilo Cienfuegos) 
to see how sugar changed this island forever.          
How long? From Havana’s Casablanca 
Station, the train runs 1.5 hours to Hershey, 
and 3.5 hours to Matanzas. Bring snacks.
Get started: Head to the local ferry terminal 
in Old Havana; from here a ferry crosses the 
Bay of Havana to Casablanca (fi ve minutes), 
where you’ll fi nd a ticket o�  ce and station. 
The train goes three times a day; be sure to 
turn up at least 30 minutes before departure.

5   GRAB A WILDLIFE CRUISE
Bay of Pigs

The Bay of Pigs is infamous for a failed 1961 CIA-backed invasion 
by the US, which attempted to oust the recent government of 
Fidel Castro. What many travellers don’t know is that it’s 
a birding and snorkelling paradise. The area is hinged to the 
Zapata swamp, a protected wetland cut with forests and rivers 
– and crocs. Boat down the Hatiguanico to spot manatee and 
jumping tarpon, then scour its woods for endemic birdlife, such 
as the rare bee hummingbird, the smallest bird in the world. 
Finish in the blue-black waters of the bay, snorkelling the coral 
wall that are just-off shore and the sink holes along the coast.  
How long? A couple of nights, with day trips to the Ciénaga de 
Zapata NP and snorkelling off  the coast. There aren’t many 
good hotels, but lots of beachside B&Bs (who can rent snorkels) 
dot the bay. Snorkelling and diving is accessed from the shore. 
Get started: Independent travel is possible. Hostal Luis 
(hostalluisgiron.com) is run by Luis, who has an excellent 
contacts’ book and can organise snorkelling and diving trips.   
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9 SWIM WITH SHARKS 
Jardines de la Reina

This archipelago off the southern coast of 
central Cuba is the country’s (and one of the 
planet’s) top sites for shark diving, as well as 
arguably the last pristine underwater world 
left in the Caribbean. Amid a necklace of 
coral keys, dive among scores of silky, reef 
and nurse sharks, and goggle at mammoth 
giant groupers, turtles and colourful coral.
How long: Visits usually consist of weeklong  
liveaboard trips; diving requires open-water 
certification, with a minimum of 50 dives.
Get started: Seven-day liveaboard boat trips 
(or stays on a floating hotel) with Avalon 
(cubandivingcenters.com) cost from around 
US$2,585 (£2,010). The price excludes all 
park fees ($200/£155), the conservation fee 
($100/£78) and gratuities. 

8 EXPLORE CENTRAL 
CUBA LIKE A COWBOY 

Ciego de Ávila Province

Most horseriding in Cuba takes place in the 
limestone mountains of the Viñales Valley, 
where the west is still very much wild. But for 
something different, the plantation country 
of central Cuba is a raw delight. The rugged 
reserve of Loma de Cunagua offers rare high 

ground, with a stay on a private farm (with 
rodeo) in nearby El Peñón a must. Then ride 
lush fields and bathe in waterfalls en route to 
the coffee plantations of Rincón de Maguyá. 
How long: Trips last 12 days. Riders should be 
comfortable walking, trotting and galloping.
Get started: Contact Riding Cuba 
(ridingcuba.com) to arrange a horseriding 
trip in Central Cuba, including the locations 
mentioned above; from €2,360 (£2,057). 

7   TASTE REAL CUBA IN… 
Havana 

Cuba hasn’t always been known for its 
sensational food. In fact, until the mid-1990s, 
paladares (privately run restaurants) were 
illegal here, and even when this law finally 
loosened, chefs were still restricted in what 
they could serve and what ingredients were 
available. Since late 2010, however, this has 
relaxed a lot – as has government control of 
farming – meaning the sudden availability 
and variety of fresh produce has seen a surge 
in creative new restaurants, and nowhere 
more so than in Havana. Still, the good ones 
aren’t easy to find and sourcing good street 
food isn’t all that simple either, so it pays to 
grab a guide like Irish restauranteur-turned- 
Cubaphile Tanja Buwalda, who offers insider 
tours that shine a light on the capital’s street 
food and family-run joints, as you sample 
intense Cuban coffee, cakes, churros, 
hamburgers and guarapo (sugar cane juice). 
How long? Tours can last between three  
and five hours. 
Get started: Food tours with Tanja Buwalda 
start from around CUC$130 (£100) and are 
for two-to-eight people; contact her on 
tanjabuwalda@gmail.com to arrange.

⊲
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10  TAKE BETTER PHOTOS
Trinidad  

Few places lend themselves to the camera’s lens like the Spanish 
colonial city of Trinidad. Its mansions and lavish interiors were 
fuelled by the cash the sugar boom brought to the island, but 
they’re no secret. To see them from a new angle, away from the 
crowds, try a tour with Julio Muñoz, who runs photography 
classes that introduce local street life and culture, and show 
you how to capture it.  
How long? Tours last two hours; the photography workshop 
consists of four sessions (up to two sessions per day). Both are 
for photographers of any level. 
Get started: Contact Julio Muñoz (photo.trinidadphoto.com) 
to arrange a workshop (CUC100/£77pp) or two-hour walking 
photography tour (CUC25/£15pp).
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11   RIDE CUBA’S RAILS
Across the island

In 1837, Cuba became the fi rst country in 
Latin America to open a railway line, linking 
Havana to Bejucal. Despite little investment 
down the years, it’s still the most authentic 
way to travel today, as it’s aff ordable for most 
Cubans. The main line, an artery that runs 
the island from Havana to Santiago, off ers 
ever-changing views, but enthusiasts should 
seek out the steam train rides at the old sugar 
mills of Remedios, Central Australia, Morón 

and Rafael Freyre, all long closed down. The 
railway and Marcelo Salado Sugar Museum, 
near Remedios, are particularly worth a visit 
for their engaging exhibits and daily rides.
How long? The longest single route is from 
Havana in the west to Santiago de Cuba in 
the east (tickets from CUC50/£39), taking 
from 16 hours. When it comes to timings, 
try to leave some wiggle room as delays are 
common. Bring snacks, drinks and toilet roll.
Get started: Tickets can be bought a couple of 
days in advance, albeit only from the station 
you are travelling from; bring your passport. 

�
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12     GO WILD ON THE 
EASTERN COAST 

Baracoa
 
Baracoa, Cuba’s eastern capital of adventure, 
is arguably also its most scenic spot. Beaches, 
rivers, mountains, cocoa and coffee make it  
a dreamy escape. Explore UNESCO-listed 
Alejandro de Humboldt Park and stay next to 
the wild bay. Surf at Yumurí’s beaches, then 
make for the surrounding area’s scooped-out 
coves. You can now also visit the easternmost 
point of Cuba at nearby Punta Maisí, a former 
military zone that was, until recently, off- 
limits; explore its lighthouse, beaches, and 
swim in the Pozos Azules de Maisí sinkhole.  
How long? Set aside several days to explore. 
Get started: Baracoa can be reached by Víazul 
bus via Santiago de Cuba (five hours). Stay at 
Villa Paradiso (villaparadisobaracoa.com), 
which can organise bikes for guests, and has 
commissioned a series of biking maps taking 
you off-road; doubles from CUC20 (£15).

13  ESCAPE TO 
THE COUNTRY 

Arcos de Canasí
 
Some 60km east of Havana and its urban 
hustle lies the countryside bungalow of 
MontECOrales. Situated a short walk from 

the tiny coastal fishing village of Arcos de 
Canasí, it makes for a serene base, with trails 
winding the surrounding palm forest and 
down to the coast where you can snorkel its 
sapphire sea coves. Just be sure to return to 
your country getaway at the end of the day 
for delicious home cooking and piña coladas.

How long? Two nights. Bring waterproof 
sandals for wading across the bay.
Get started: Combine with a trip onboard 
the Hershey train and get off at Canasi  
(2.5 hours from Havana). To reach the resort 
of MontECOrales (montecorales.com), walk 
the 30-minute journey from the station. 

14    STAY WITH AN 
ECO-COMMUNITY 

Las Terrazas 
 
The mountains of the Sierra del Rosario 
were at the centre of Fidel Castro’s 1968 
‘green revolution’, as Cuba set about 
reforesting land stripped by the Spanish 
conquistadors and ravaged by plantations. 
More than 1,000km of terraces were built 
here, and six million trees planted. But in 
the 1990s Cuba’s economy crashed and  
the people of Las Terrazas were left facing 
poverty. So locals opened up an eco-hotel 
(Hotel Moka), drawing visitors to their 
UNESCO-listed biosphere. Today you can 
zip-line through the forests around Las 
Terrazas, bathe in the pools of the San Juan 
River, wander ruined coffee plantations 
and stay with the community in lakeside 
bungalows, or at the hotel that started it all.   
How long? Many come for day trips, but 
overnight stays give you more chance to 
explore. Bring sturdy shoes for forest walks.  
Get started: Víazul (viazul.com) buses run 
from Havana to the village of Las Terrazas 
(lasterrazas.cu/en), taking about one hour. 
Doubles at Hotel Moka (lasterrazas.cu)  
start from £96. ⊲
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16HAVE A CIGAR 
ADVENTURE 

Across the island
 
You don’t have to smoke to immerse yourself 
in the fascinating world of tobacco farming 

in western Cuba: join an insider on a guided 
tour of its famed plantations. Matteo 
Speranza has been travelling to Cuba for 
15 years and there isn’t anything he doesn’t 
know about Cuba’s cigars and this artisanal 
trade. His passion has now translated into 

the business of guiding people to some areas 
otherwise unknown or ‘quasi forbidden’.
How long? Negotiable. 
Get started: Contact Matteo (matteocigars@
gmail.com) to arrange a tour; from US$200 
(£155) per day, excluding transport/expenses.
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17 DISCOVER THE 
FORGOTTEN COAST 

Western Cuba
 
When it comes to the western coast, most 
travellers will visit Cayo Jutías or skip offshore 
to the idyllic Cayo Levisa, but few explore the 
western peninsula’s backroads and coastal 
routes. Spread along the fringes of the island 
lie tiny beach communities like Playa La 
Mulata and the unspoilt Playa La Altura or 
Playa Banes (not to be confused with the 
eastern town of the same name), with plenty 
of hiking and cycling to be had. Trekkers can 
also summit Western Cuba’s highest rise, Pan 
de Guajaibón (699m), overnighting in the 
protected forests of the Mil Cumbres area. 
How long? Set aside a few days to explore. 
Get started: Independent travellers will need 
their own car. Stay at Villa José Otaño y María 
(Playa La Mulata; +53 5254 9810), which can 
arrange local guides for guests. Cubania 
(cubaniatravel.com) also run weeklong 
cycling and trekking trips here from £885.

15MAKE FOR THE 
REAL WILD WEST 

Viñales
 
Viñales, a vast green valley pocked with rocky 
pinnacles and sprawling tobacco fields, is 
now the tourist capital of western Cuba, but 
that doesn’t mean you can’t find ways to 
escape the crowds. Head deeper into this 
mogote-prickled, UNESCO-crowned area 
for a taste of rural Cuba, horseriding in the 
lesser-visited Palmarito Valley, bathing in 
cave pools or climbing one of Viñales’ 250 
climbing routes. Pause only to chew the 
fat with the odd local farmer, while hiking, 
riding and scrabbling this wild wonderland.    
How long? A couple of days. 
Get started: Stay with Idania in El Bostezo, 
whose B&B (tinyurl.com/el-bostezo) offers 
horse-riding trips throughout the valley; 
doubles from £19pn. Alternatively, Omar 
and Mayra (casaomarymayra@gmail.com) 
live in a quiet, off-centre house that also 
offers eco walks; doubles from £18pn. 
Cubaclimbing.com is an authoritative 
source on Vinales’ climbing routes, while  
local guide Jorge Luís Pimental Morales  
(aka Tito; jorgeescaladaencuba@nauta.cu) 
can take you on climbing trips in the valley. 

⊳
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19 LIVE THE LIFE OF 
A CAMPESINO

Havana & Mayajigua, 
Sanctí Spiritus province

If you’re looking for a quick taste of rural life, 
volunteer for the day at organic farm Finca 
Tungasuk, near Havana, where you can help 

plant, weed and learn about how sustainable 
agriculture is transforming Cuba. But for 
something a bit more intense, head to the 
island’s centre for Mayajigua’s La Picadora, 
a farming community that accepts visitors 
into its fold on agritourism stays, allowing 
them a true taste of life as a Cuban campesino 
(farmer) and to see another side to the island.

How long? Minimum one day. Be prepared to 
weed (at Tungasuk) and get your hands dirty.
Get started: Contact Finca Tungasuk 
(tungasuk@gmail.com) to arrange a day visit 
from Havana; from CUC45 (£35), including 
transport and lunch. La Picadora costs CUC32 
(£25) per night, including all meals and 
activities (la.picadora.cuba@gmail.com).

18GO ISLAND HOPPING
Canarreos Archipelago

The scattered islands of the Canarreos Archipelago slumber 
peacefully off  Cuba’s southern coast. Postcard-perfect white 
sands, coconut palms and gin-clear waters greet the few sailing 
boats that loll through its snorkel-friendly shallows. Join 
a sailing tour and pit-stop at the islands of Cayo Largo del Sur, 
home to pristine shores and nesting green and loggerhead 
turtles, before sailing on to the friendly iguanas and manta rays 
of Cayo Rico and the forests of Cayo Cantiles, where wild 
monkeys and jutía (a giant rodent) bustle among the trees. 
How long? Most trips last between eight and nine days.
Get started: G Adventures run eight-day Sailing Cuba trips 
around the Canarreos Archipelago from Havana via Cienfuegos; 
from £959. Intrepid Travel’s (intrepidtravel.com) nine-day Cuba 
Sailing Adventure similarly starts in Havana and includes stops 
at a half-dozen islands in the archipelago; from £1,480pp. 

�



Don’t just visit. 
Conquer.
The most beautiful destinations in the world become nothing short 

of personal triumphs when you hike, bike, raft, or ride your way through 
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will get you there for the active adventure of your life.

0844 272 2230 
gadventures.co.uk
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21WAKE THE DEAD 
Santiago de las Vegas

 
Every 5 February, Cuba’s quirkiest festival 
unravels in the small town of Santiago de las 
Vegas, on the outskirts of Havana. 
‘Pachencho’s Wake’ involves the live mock- 

burial of a man (Pachencho), accompanied by 
his ‘widow’ and presided over by a scolding 
‘priest’, all to a background of fake mourning, 
copious amounts of rum and an afternoon-
long conga. This faux funeral was launched 
in 1984 and has been entertaining the locals 
with a great party ever since.  

How long? One day. Marathon dancing is 
required, as is drinking stamina. 
Get started: Get a shared taxi (almendrón) 
from Havana to nearby Santiago de las Vegas 
(CUC20/£15). The ‘ceremony’ starts at 7.30am, 
the ‘funeral’ is mid-morning at the cemetery, 
and the conga wake lasts all afternoon. 
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20BECOME A CUBAN 
CASTAWAY 

Isla de la Juventud
 
This undeveloped island (‘The Isle of Youth’) 
off the southern coast of Cuba once housed 
both Fidel and Raúl Castro, back when it 
was little more than a prison. Since then, 
scuffles with the US and a failed ‘university’ 
have seen progress stall here. For visitors, 
however, that all feels like a bit of a blessing 
as you explore its crocodile-packed swamps, 
pine forests, pre-Columbian rock art and 
white-sand beaches said to have inspired 
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Treasure Island. Its 
waters are just as rich, and if you venture to 
the island’s southern extremity of Cocodrilo, 
you can volunteer to work on its green and 
loggerhead turtle conservation programme. 
How long? A few days is plenty, though 
volunteering lasts for one week minimum.
Get started: Regular NCC ferries leave 
Batabano (50km south of Havana) for Nueva 
Gerona; tickets can be bought in advance at 
the NCC kiosk at Havana Central Bus Station 
and the crossing takes three hours. Volunteer 
stays in Cocodrilo can be arranged through 
the Intercultural Outreach Initiative (ioi.ngo).

22HIDE OUT LIKE 
A GUERRILLA  

Pico Turquino National Park
 
From Santo Domingo, hike the 9km to the 
Comandancia de la Plata, Fidel Castro’s 1950s 
rebel hideout. It lies in the high-altitude forests 
of eastern Cuba’s Sierra Maestra Mountains, 
where you can wander Fidel’s old hut (with its 
several escape routes), hike up to the rebel 
radio station, then visit the hospital hut (kept 
far away, so the guerrillas’ screams wouldn’t 
draw attention), gaining an insight into one 
of the 20th-century’s most divisive figures. 
And for the fit, it’s an 18km hike to the top of 
Pico Turquino (1,972m), Cuba’s highest peak.     
How long? It takes at least two days to hike up 
Pico Turquino, with mountain huts en route; 
La Comandancia can be visited in a day. 
Get started: Treks to La Comandancia (from 
CUC27/£21) and Pico Turquino (from CUC57 
/£44 for two days, including accommodation) 
must be done with state guides; these can be 
hired on site (minimum two people). 

⊳
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24SPEND A NIGHT IN 
GUANTÁNAMO BAY 

Caimanera
 
To Cuba’s irritation, a US naval base has been 
stationed in Guantánamo Bay since 1903 (at 
an annual rent of just $4,085). The closest you 
will get to it, however, is Caimanera, a remote 
fishing community on the western shore of 
the bay. Here, the Hotel Caimanera is the 

only place for curious visitors to stay, and 
getting there is a surreal experience, passing 
control points and barren salt pans. Locals are 
intensely interested in travellers, while hotel 
staff are keen to show you their tiny museum 
on the US occupation. Less welcome are the 
base’s control towers, sea barrier and nightly 
patrolling searchlights, as seen from the 
hotel’s lookout point. But as a front-row view 
on a piece of modern history, it’s compelling.

How long? One night is enough. Note that 
three days’ notice is required to organise  
a permit (free) to stay in or visit Caimanera. 
Get started: Minimum two people can spend 
the night at the hotel; solo travellers can visit 
by day. Permits/trips to Caimanera can be 
booked through Islazul (islazul.cu) or Infotur 
(infotur.cu) in nearby Guantánamo City; you 
must enter the area with a guide. Hotel 
Caimanera costs from CUC40pn (£31). 
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25RIDE INTO THE 
VALLEY OF SUGAR  

Trinidad 
 
Just east of the gorgeous mansions and 
facades of colonial Trinidad lies the Valley of 
the Sugar Mills, a UNESCO-protected area 
that was once the heart of Cuba’s colonial 
sugar boom. The best way to explore it is on 
four hooves, as local guide Reinier Toscana 
Orbea takes travellers out on horseback to 
trot the fading relics and ruins of its former 
plantations, steering along a scenic route 
into the heart of the Cuban countryside. 
Combine your ride with a cerdo asado en púa 
– a spit-roast pig lunch – and cool off by 
bathing in natural pools along the way. 
How long? Rides last around 6.5 hours  
and begin from 8.30am. 
Get started: Reinier’s Trinidad Travels 
(trinidadtravels.com) runs horseriding 
trips throughout the valley that begin in 
Trinidad; from CUC60 (£46) per person.           

23          PEDAL THE 
ISOLATED 

SOUTHERN COAST 
Marea de Portillo to 
Chivirico (Santiago)

Cuba’s most dramatic cycle pedels  you past 
where the sheer edges of the Sierra Maestra 
Mountains meet the wild Caribbean sea. The 
road rises, falls, flatlines, and has even broken 
off into the sea in places. It’s totally thrilling, 
and the views are majestic, as you cover 105km 
between Marea del Portillo and Chivirico, 
though stops are few and far between.
How long? One or two days. You need to be 
fairly fit to cycle in shadeless Cuba; Nov-Feb 
is the coolest time. The bicycle-shy can hire 
a car (about eight hours’ drive from Pilón to 
Santiago de Cuba; 185km); take advice on 
road hazards before setting off.
Get started: Make sure you bring water and 
food, as there’s little help or traffic en route. 
Explore’s (explore.co.uk) 15-day Cycle Tour of 
Cuba covers this section, with back-up jeeps 
offering support to the weary and 
exhausted; from £1,895 excl flights.

⊳



Havana, Cuba

We had a fantastic holiday in Cuba with 
Journey Latin America. Booking was 
straightforward and our trip was well 
organised and exactly how we had imagined it. 
We would defi nitely travel with them again.
SF, Edinburgh
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■ This month’s experts include: The ‘Urban Birder’ David Lindo, p72
♦ Drone ranger Rob Johnson, p76 ♦ Macro-machine David Taylor, p78
♦ Careful eater Dr Jane Wilson-Howarth, p80 ♦ Boot basher Phoebe Smith, p83

How a Victorian 
cabinet maker 

changed the 
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see p75



B
irds are the perfect travellers, 
able to go anywhere with 
just a flap of their wings. 
This also means they can be 
spotted anywhere, from the 
Arctic of Spitsbergen to the 

hot streets of Mumbai, adding a whole other 
dimension to any trip. Often, it’s just a lack of 
know-how (or equipment) that keeps us from 
taking an interest, but birdwatching on your 
travels is a lot easier to start than you think… 

What do I need?
Many think birding is an art that takes years 
to hone, but you can pick up the basics easily. 

In fact, there’s nothing stopping you from 
starting either at home or on your next trip. 

“The most essential piece of kit is your 
natural awareness,” says birding expert 
David Lindo (theurbanbirderworld.com). 
“Train yourself to stop occasionally and tune 
yourself into the nature around you.” 

Once you’ve got a keen eye, and developed 
an ear for your surroundings, you’ll start 
noticing more. But your own optics can only 
take you so far. The skittish nature of birds 
means you’re never guaranteed a close-up 
glimpse, so you’re going to need a pair of 
binoculars. And thankfully, you don’t need 
to remortgage your house for a decent pair. 

“There are some remarkably good pairs for 
less than £150,” explains Matt Merritt, editor 
of Birdwatching magazine. “Even for £300, 
some extra-low dispersion binoculars 
[which improve focus at long distances] 
can match the optics of £2,000 models.” 

Good, compact models can be found for 
your travels, too. But don’t scrimp too much, 
as inferior models can potentially damage 
your eyes. Try to road test before buying, or 
chat to experienced birders for their opinion. 

A field guide (many also come as apps for 
your tablet or phone) for the area in which 
you’re travelling is also a useful research tool 
and will become your go-to when in the wild.

Begin birding on your travels
■  T h e  W a n d e r l u s t  M a s t e r c l a s s

Birds of a feather
Train your eyes and 
ears on the birdlife back 
home, before you set out 
on your travels overseas
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Learn the techniques
When starting out, just admiring a bird’s 
movements and characteristics can build 
your awareness. But as your interest grows, 
you’ll naturally want to know what types 
of species you’re encountering, too. 

“Wherever you are in the world, try and 
learn a handful of the most common birds,” 
says Matt. “Then, you can use those as 
yardsticks against anything more unusual.” 

Taking notes is also useful. Scribble down  
a bird’s size, leg length, the shape of its bill 
and distinctive colours – where possible – 
and then compare it to your field guide until 
you’re confident you’ve found the species. 

“Habitat can be a useful clue to help aid in 
identification as well,” adds Mark Ward of 
the Royal Society for the Protection of 
Birds (RSPB). “For example, if it 
has long legs and is found poking 
its beak into a muddy beach, 
it’s likely a wader.” 

Try and prepare for times 
when you won’t be able to 
spot the bird straight away. 
For example, “Learning bird 
songs and calls can be really 
useful,” says Liz Gordon from the 
American Birding Association. Practice 
is important, so try to gain experience in 
areas near you before you start travelling.

Take it on your travels
Birdwatching is easy to build into your 
travels. Before you go, though, Matt advises 
that you do some research into the species 
near the sites you’re planning to visit. 

Trips to reserves often promise a greater 
array of sightings, but you often don’t need 
to alter your itinerary at all. For example, if 
you’re wandering Berlin, then keep an eye 
out for nightingales or goshawks near the 
Brandenburg Gate. Alternatively, tilt your 
head skyward in Buenos Aires for views of 
great kiskadees and shiny cowbirds. 

“You’ll find birds provide a natural 
soundtrack to your trip, also helping you to 
identify them,” adds Mark, “whether it’s the 
squawking of parrots or beautiful songbirds.” 

An easy way to turn your trip into a natural 
adventure is to find a dedicated birding tour. 

“Travelling with like-minded people will 
help improve your skills and your passion,” 
says Liz. And swapping notes helps, too. 

“Never be afraid to ask birders for help,” 
adds David. “They’re a forgiving lot and 
love to impart knowledge.”

Birding bloopers
But however eager you are to identify every 
bird you spot, you shouldn’t be worried if 
you can’t. Birdwatching can easily become 
a box-ticking exercise, when it shouldn’t be. 

“But don’t get lazy and accept the identity 
of birds from others,” warns David. “Ask 
yourself questions about its appearance 
and come to your own conclusion.”

Overzealous, misinformed practices 
can also harm birds. Keeping noise to 

a bare minimum is a well-known 
unwritten rule, but also keep 

your distance when spotting – 
especially if they’re breeding. 

“You should likewise avoid 
playing bird songs and calls 
off your phone or other 

devices,” explains Matt. “It can 
really distress birds, as it makes 

them believe others are nearby.” 

Where to go
After tuning your eyes and ears in your own 
backyard, you’ll want to try your birding skills 
further afield. The UK boasts some fine areas 
to spot birds, from the avocets at RSPB’s 
Minsmere reserve in Suffolk to kittiwakes 
and puffins in Northumberland. But Britain 
aside, the world is your oystercatcher… 

In Europe, Matt recommends both Spain 
and Portugal for their year-round birdlife, 
which isn’t outlandishly different to that 
found in the UK. Beyond, Africa has plenty 
of large wading birds, such as storks and 
flamingos, with Gambia (home to over 500 
species) and Madagascar, which has a large 
number of endemic birdlife, especially good.  
Australia also has plenty of colourful species, 
especially in the rainforests of Queensland. 

But wherever you go, you’ll see something 
remarkable, whether stood on the balcony of 
a New York City hotel or deep in the Amazon. 
All you have to do is look around you.  

Why did you get 
into birdwatching? 
My parents are keen 
birdwatchers but I was 
never that interested. 

As I’ve got older, I’ve become more 
curious about it. But it’s only recently, 
since I’ve moved to the countryside, 
that I’ve started birdwatching – we 
have so many birds in the garden. 
How hard was it to get started?  
Beyond the obvious – robin, blackbird, 
woodpecker – I didn’t have a clue, so it 
was quite daunting. Bird books require 
you to have an idea of what the bird 
is, then you can look it up and check. 
Instead, I focused on just trying to 
identify the birds in our garden. As 
I saw them regularly, it was easier to 
learn (and remember). It was also 
handy when I visited nearby places 
like Avalon Marshes and Dartmoor NP.
What techniques did you use to  
help you better identify birds?  
The bird identifier on the RSPB’s 
website is helpful but it assumes 
you’ve had a good look at the bird, 
and you need to already have some 
knowledge. Taking photos is 
invaluable in being able to identify 
birds, and having a camera-equipped 
smartphone means it’s easy to get 
a subtle snap, even if it’s not great 
quality. They’ll jog your memory later 
on, when looking up its features. 
And what are the no-nos?  
Getting overexcited and moving 
too suddenly. Stealth is key.
What other advice do you have?  
Birdwatching can seem overwhelming 
at first. There are so many different 
types of birds, and everyone else 
seems to be so knowledgeable. But 
once you know a handful, it becomes 
easier to identify others, as you know 
what to look out for and what is similar. 
Will you carry on birdwatching? 
Definitely. Once you’ve started, I don’t 
think you can stop. There are birds all 
around us, so you’re always watching.

REBECCA 
MCCANDLER

■  C a s e  s t u d y
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top tip
The early bird really does 

catch the worm – the morning  
and late afternoon is  

when birds are at their  
most active.

Birding beginner Rebecca on how 
she focused her eagle eyes...

‘Habitat can be a useful clue to help aid in identification
as well. For example, if it has long legs and is found
poking its beak into a muddy beach, it’s likely a wader’
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Are you suggesting I “Thomas Cook it”?
Not as such. But 5 July always marks one of 
travel’s key anniversaries: it’s the date in 1841 
when Mr Cook, the former Baptist preacher 
turned cabinet maker, fi rst began sending 
Britons around the globe, and in doing so 
pioneered the package holiday. 
So where’d he send them? Malaga? Ibiza? 
Loughborough. But there wasn’t any boozey 
carnage in sight – in fact, just the opposite. 
Cook was very much a product of his era, and 
had a fi erce Victorian belief in the ill-eff ects of 
drink on the working classes. He saw a chance 
to spread the word, ferrying a trainload of 500 
souls from Leicester to a Temperance Society 
meeting 18km away, all at a shilling a head.
No booze? I can’t see it catching on. 
But it did, even if Cook claimed he didn’t 
make a penny on it at fi rst. Then, after three 
years of alcohol-bashing Midlands getaways, 
he launched his fi rst commercial trip… to 
Liverpool, selling discount train tickets with 
a brochure extolling the joys of Merseyside. 

1 Ten Acres Vineyard, 
Winkleigh, Devon

Pitch up beside the grapevine 
fi elds, which are often grazed 
by furry Kunekune pigs. Peer 
over the vines for fi ne views of 
Dartmoor while the lack of 
nearby villages makes for 
spectacular stargazing.

2Oak Tree Cottage, 
Huntingfi eld, Su� olk

Here, you’re just a small step 
away from wild camping. Set 
among untamed meadows of 
tall grasses and wildfl owers, 
the only luxury available here is 
a spade. No, really.

3 Jelley Legs, Studley 
Roger, North Yorkshire

Camp out in the ultimate back 
garden, complete with a 
treehouse and shepherd’s hut 
– handy options if the weather 
turns. Plus, it’s a stone’s throw 
from the gorgeous 12th-
century Fountains Abbey ruins.

4 Llanddeusant, 
Carmarthenshire, Wales

Perched on the northern 
foothills of the Black Mountain, 
your pitch is a bit of a climb 
here but worth it for the 
valley-wide views of Garreg 
Lwyd’s lush curves. Telescopes 
are also on hand for fi ne 
after-dark spies. 

5 The Lazy Duck, Nethy 
Bridge, Inverness-shire 

Nestled on the fringes of 
the Cairngorms, this site is 
a gateway to the true Scottish 
wilderness. Grab a hammock 
among its native red squirrels 
and enjoy the butterfl y-fi lled 
wildfl ower garden, too. 

Adapted from 
Tiny Campsites 
(AA Publishing; 
£12) by Dixe 
Wills. The fully 

updated 3rd edition is out now.   

So this was a ‘landmark’ for travel? 
It was, because it wasn’t the distance but the 
intent. Cook was the Groupon of his day, 
selling discount trips previously out of the 
range of ordinary Brits, many of whom had 
never been on a train before. A decade on, 
he‘d broadened his horizons to Europe 
(1855), then Egypt (1869), South America 
(1908) and even the moon (1950)…
The moon… you sure about that? 
Well, the company he began started taking 
reservations for lunar package trips. By the 
time they stopped in 1996, they had 10,000.
But weren’t these the forebear of the 
kind of boozy escapes that ensures Brits 
abroad are beloved the world over? 
Ironically, to some extent. But long before 
Ibiza Uncovered, one man was showing 
regular Britons that the world was for 
exploring and enjoying, even personally 
leading the fi rst round-the-world tour, 
taking 222 days and covering 46,670km. 
That’s worth celebrating.   

UNIQUE 
CAMPSITES
IN BRITAIN
From Scotland to Devon, here’s fi ve 
prime places to pitch your tent... 

■ 5 of the best…
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Thomas Cook
■  I n s t a n t  E x p e r t

did you 
know?

In 1884, Thomas Cook’s 
brother, John, was asked to 

help plan the rescue of a
 General Gordon from 

Khartoum. 



Q I want to buy a decent 
drone for my travels, 
but without going  

over the odds. How much  
should I realistically pay?
Josephine Minter, via email

A In terms of the specs, it is 
really hard to tell drones 
apart on paper. Most claim 

to offer 4K filming, 13 megapixel-
plus cameras, stabilising gimbals 
and autonomous flight. For me, 
however, it’s about deciding what 
you want to use it for and then 
watching videos that have been 
filmed using your chosen drone, to 
get a better idea of what you’re 
buying. The pricier models often 
have better image quality, longer 
flight times and include features like 
automatically avoiding obstacles 
and a ‘return to home’ function.

If you want something small 
enough to be portable, then the 
DJI Mavic Pro is hard to beat. It 
folds down and can be stuffed into 
a rucksack without having a big 
impact on weight or space. I would 
recommend the combo pack that 
includes spare batteries, a case, 
chargers and spare propellers. It’ll 
set you back £1,100, but yields nice 
images as long as you expose them 
correctly (the codec is not great for 
post-production), plus it’s easy to fly. 

For people who don’t want the 
hassle of actually flying a drone, 
Apple’s Hover Camera Passport 
Drone is handy. Just unfold and 
it will hover at a set distance, 
following you as you go. This isn’t 
the sort of device that is going to 
capture great landscape shots – 

Bilbao has wonderful character 
and a stratospheric pintxo and 
restaurant scene of its own. This 
is the place to try the Basque 
signature dish bacalao al pil-pil, 
salted cod with a thick yellow 
sauce, skilfully elicited from just 
pan juices, garlic and olive oil.

Enough of fish: Basques are keen 
carnivores too. Almost any of the 
inland villages will be a worthwhile 
venue for an excellent txuletón 
steak, accompanied by succulent 
local peppers. Then head to the 
Basque Rioja, where the hearty 
cuisine matches the chilly winters 
and goes hand-in-glove with the 
region’s fine red wines. Laguardia 
makes a wonderfully characterful 
place to stay, while many wineries 
also offer excellent accommodation.
Andy Symington, author of 
Footprint’s Bilbao & Basque 
Region guidebook

the camera just isn’t that good – but 
it would be great for the ultimate 
selfie. It also comes at a reasonable 
price of £500, and I also like that the 
propellers are covered, so it’s much 
safer around you and other people.
Rob Johnson, qualified drone pilot 
(filmuphigh.com)

Q I want to do a foodie 
tour of Spain’s Basque 
region, but I can’t 

decide where to go. What 
highlights would you suggest?
Matthew Moore, via email

A Any true gastronomic 
pilgrimage to the Basque 
area must include a major 

stop in San Sebastián (Donostia): 
the only thing that beats its seaside 
location is the quality of the food. 
Get your reservations in early for the 
constellation of Michelin-starred 
wonders in the hills around town, 
but allocate plenty of time to 
explore the city’s inspiring pintxo 
(Basque-style tapas) scene. Don’t 
just be tempted by the canapé 
cornucopia on the bar counters; 
discover the list of cooked-to-order 
treats that are often wonderful.

Within easy reach of San 
Sebastián is Hondarribia, which 
looks across the Bidasoa river to 
France. It’s a handsome town with 
several excellent places to eat. 
Heading west again, Orio is famous 
for its besugo (bream), while the 
charming fishing town of Getaria 
is a great overnight stop to enjoy 
charcoal-grilled rodaballo (turbot), 
washed down with the slightly 
effervescent local white, txakoli.

THE EXPERTS

Phoebe Smith
Wanderlust editor, travel author,  
all-round outdoorswoman and 

road-tripper extraordinaire 

Andrés Vásquez Noboa 
Guide and co-author of Princeton 

University Press’ Wildlife of Ecuador 
guidebook (press.princeton.edu)

Andy Symington 
Writer and author of Footprint’s 
Bilbao and Basque Region guide 

(footprintravelguides.com)

Rob Johnson 
Rob is a certified drone pilot at 

video production company 
filmuphigh.com

ASK THE 
EXPERTS
Eyeing up drones; eating our way through the Basque region;
getting a pre-Galápagos wildlife fix in Quito; and taking it easier 
on Switzerland’s ‘Grand Tour’ – our experts put you in the know

Spinning a tale 
Capturing your trip from 
a 100m-high bird’s eye 
view can make for some 
stand-out travel photos 
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Q I’m spending a few 
days in Quito before 
heading into the 

wilds of the Galápagos Islands.  
What wildlife hotspots can I see 
that are either close by, or even 
found within the city?
Helena Hickey, via email

A Ecuador is quite a small 
country, but it’s one that 
is rich in biodiversity. In 

just a short trip you can spot plenty 
of animals, and given it’s roughly 
the size of the UK, with over 1,670 
species of birds, there’s lots to see. 

The areas surrounding Quito 
are no exception; a short ride 
eastwards from this busy capital 
city will see you arrive on the 
Páramos of the Antisana Reserve 
at 4,000m looking at Andean 
condors, Andean ibis, sword-billed 
hummingbirds, and even 
spectacled bears. 

Forging a di� erent path takes 
you towards the famed Tandayapa-
Mindo-Milpe area, where you drop 
to about 1,000m and fi nd yourself 
among Andean cock-of-the-rock, 
choco toucans, olinguitos (a small 
racoon-like mammal) and more 
than 30 species of hummingbird.

For other great wildlife near 
Quito, check out the Antisana 
Reserve, the famed Papallacta Pass 
area, Cotopaxi National Park, and 
either the Yanacocha Reserve in 
the high Andes or the Guango and 
San Isidro Lodges on its eastern 
slopes. All of the parks, reserves 
and wild areas mentioned are 
located within a two-hour drive 
of Quito. I hope your trip to Ecuador 
is very enjoyable – but with all that 
wildlife to see, how could it not be? 
Andrés Vásquez Noboa, co-author 
of Princeton University Press’ 
Wildlife of Ecuador guidebook

Q My wife and I are 
looking to tackle 
the ‘Grand Tour’ of 

Switzerland, as Phoebe Smith 
did [May 2017, issue 176]. Will 
eight or nine days be enough, 
and can you do it anti-clockwise?
Chris Searle, Reading

A Thanks for your question, 
Chris. The fi rst thing I’d 
say is that when I cover 

anywhere for the magazine, I do so 
in the fastest way I can, cramming 
in activities and interviews so I have 
more to write about. So, while I may 
have done the Grand Tour in seven 
nights, and you could defi nitely do 
likewise in eight or nine days, it 
would be a bit whistle-stop, with 
less time to simply enjoy the trip. 

It’s also a lot of driving to do each 
day; that’s why all the Grand Tour 
guides encourage you to take your 
time. That said, you could still do all 

Tom Harari, Botswana product 
manager at Exodus Travels, 
shares his tips on the country’s 
natural wonders and wild delta…

the things I did: visit the cheese and 
chocolate spots; indulge in winery 
tastings; drop by the museums; 
ride on the cable cars; see Heidi’s 
house; go for a walk around the 
‘Grand Canyon’; and stop whenever 
something takes your interest. 

So, yes, it is doable, though a little 
rushed. But I did get quiet moments 
of refl ection thanks to the places in 
which I stayed, such as sitting atop 
the rooftop at the tower, spending 
time on a dairy farm, or sleeping on 
hay (my highlight). It depends on 
what you want to get from the trip. 
I loved running around, but I also 
appreciate that not everyone does.

Lastly, there’s no reason you can’t 
do the Tour anti-clockwise. But do 
let me know if you go; and if you do, 
please take a copy of Wanderlust 
with you, so you can take a photo 
with it en route and send it in!
Phoebe Smith, Wanderlust editor  

WHEN TO VISIT: Botswana is a year-round destination, but the best 
time to visit is from May to October, when the weather is dry and the 
Okavango Delta’s water levels are high. But bird enthusiasts may 
prefer November to March, when a number of migratory birds arrive. 

NATURAL BEAUTY: Probably the most famous region of Botswana 
is the Okavango Delta. This is one of the largest inland deltas in the 
world, with countless islands criss-crossed by canals. Beyond this, 
however, lie plenty of other areas of natural beauty, such as the 
Kalahari and the Makgadikgadi salt pans, with the latter’s otherworldly 
desolation a remarkable contrast to the lush wilderness of the delta. 

DELTA VS PANHANDLE: The Okavango Panhandle is the part of the 
river that feeds into the eponymous delta. It’s ideal for those travelling 
from northern Namibia or who don’t have the time/money to head o�  
the beaten path; plus there’s a better chance of spotting hippos here. 

BOTSWANA’S CULTURE: The country’s safari opportunities are some 
of the best in Africa, with a high concentration of elephants sighted 
along the Chobe River. But beyond its natural history, Botswana also 
claims a rich cultural past. To explore this, visit the San people, many of 
whom still live a traditional hunter-gatherer lifestyle not too dissimilar 
to that of their ancestors – the fi rst people to populate Botswana.

■  I n s i d e r s ’  G u i d e  t o . . .

BOTSWANA

‘First, work out what you want to use your drone
for, then watch some videos filmed using it, so
as to get a better idea of what you’re buying’
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TAKE
BETTER
TRAVEL
PHOTOS

T
he story of every trip is always 
the shot that got away. It’s 
never something big, either. 
More often than not it’s a tiny 
feature that catches your eye: 
the fi ligrees on a historical 

building or the fi ner details of a statue hiding 
in the dark recesses of a church or museum. 
But capturing them is another story entirely. 

Close-ups, especially those shot in 
buildings with little light, require a fl ash to 
bring out their detail. But using a fl ash fi red 
direct from a camera (front lighting) can be 
unfl attering – the police don’t shoot mugshots 
this way for art’s sake, it’s for maximum 
detail. If total recall is your aim, then fi ne, 
but your image could be dull and fl at. 

To get the right eff ect, I use side lighting: 
placing a separate light at a 90° angle to my 
camera by using an external fl ashgun (these 
are small and easily packed). This can create, 
as with this image of a cherub statue (right), 
interesting highlights and help defi ne shape. 
It’s a simple technique that can turn an 
often tiny feature into a big travel shot. 

David Taylor’s Mastering Macro 
Photography (Ammonite Press, £20) 
is out now. To enter Wanderlust’s 
Travel Photo of the Year 2017, see p86

2 Position yourself
Flashguns can be fi red remotely 

and typically use an optical triggering 
system, meaning the sensor on the front 
of the device has to be able to ‘see’ the 
light from your camera’s built-in fl ash. 
You therefore have to be careful where 
you place the fl ashgun; don’t hide it 
around a corner, for instance.

1 Let there be light 
Use of a fl ashgun can produce 

hard-edged shadows and bright, intense 
highlights. For some subjects, such as 
statues and architectural detailing, this 
can be ideal, as the contrast helps to 
defi ne shape. For organic subjects, 
a softer approach is preferable. A di� user 
fi tted over the fl ash head will soften the 
light and decrease the contrast – at 
a pinch, a hankie will work too.

3 Adjusting the fl ash
Cameras use a system called 

Through-The-Lens (TTL) to ensure the 
fl ash exposure (its output) is correct, but 
this isn’t foolproof. You can adjust this 
manually by changing the Flash Exposure 
Compensation to a positive number, to 
increase the exposure (make the subject 
brighter), or negative to decrease it 
(lessen the shadows and highlights).
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Tiny features can
often turn a good
travel shot into

a macro wonder. But the
devil is not only in the
detail, it’s in the lighting,
too, says David Taylor 
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5 Setting the scene
The one drawback to shooting at 

the sync speed is that the background 
of your photo may be underexposed, 
though this can be benefi cial as it will 
make it less distracting. If you want 
to make the background lighter, use 
a slower shutter speed, but use some 
camera support to avoid any shake.

4 Getting in sync
The fastest shutter speed that you 

can shoot with a fl ash is called the sync 
speed. This varies between di� erent types 
of camera, though is typically around 1/180 
of a second. Shooting at the sync speed 
when using a fl ash means you reduce the 
risk of camera shake, which is likely when 
shooting in the dim corners of old buildings.

top tip
You can modify the colour of 
fl ash light by fi tting coloured 
photographic gels over the 

fl ash head. For a cheap 
alternative, use a rubber band 

to hold a coloured sweet 
wrapper in place.



This infection is unusual but has 
been known to occur in both 
South-East Asia and China. It is 
disturbing but curable.

Cooking, and also deep 
freezing, kills many parasites. 
Most parasitic infections are 
reported in Japan and South-
East Asia, where consumption 
of raw fish is common. It is  
a good idea to consider this risk 
if eating raw fish. Though it 
wouldn’t stop me eating sushi,  
I do, however, keep in mind the 
risks I’ve taken, so I can mention 
these to any doctor I end up 
needing to consult. 

SOMETHING FISHY

While fish are considered  
a healthy food option, there are 
some precautions to take when 
travelling, particularly if you are 
not so sure where the fish was 
caught or how long it has been 
hanging about. There’s also the 
danger of the fish itself 
consuming toxic substances, 
which can depend on where you 
are in the world. 

Tropical reef fish, and the 
predators (barracuda, moral eels) 
that feed on them, carry a greater 

risk of ciguatera poisoning due 
to toxic marine microalgae 
(Gambierdiscus toxicus) that can 
get into the food chain. An early 
sign that a fish may have become 
contaminated is that your 
mouth and lips will tingle, then 
feel numb. If you reject the fish at 
that stage, you’ll probably be fine; 
but if not, between 30 minutes 
and 30 hours after eating, you 
will likely experience vomiting, 
cramps and watery diarrhoea. 

The symptoms of ciguatera 
poisoning usually settle in 
24-to-36 hours, but some 
victims go on to experience  
a very odd hot-cold reversal;  

WORM TURNED

I have written plenty about the 
risks of gastroenteritis from 
eating raw or lightly cooked fish 
and shellfish, but I wonder how 
many travellers are aware that 
such foods can also be a way to 
acquire interesting hitchhikers? 

There certainly seems to be  
a spate of food parasite stories of 
late. The UK press recently 
picked up on an issue of the 
British Medical Journal 
highlighting that persisting 
abdominal pain may be caused 
by tiny fish parasites. This 
accompanied the story of a 
32-year-old man in Portugal who 
had abdominal pain so severe 
that appendicitis was suspected 
until – using not surgery but an 
endoscope – doctors discovered 
a larval worm in the man’s 
intestine. It was detached and 
removed and he was cured 
immediately, while images of the 
invader went viral online. 

Generally, Anisakis worms 
(the parasite in question) don’t 
make people particularly ill, but 
fish parasites aren’t the first 
thing a GP thinks about when  
a patient consults about belly 

ache or irritable bowels. This  
is often the problem when it 
comes to diagnosing rare and 
unusual illnesses, which is why  
it pays to know the risks of  
what you’re eating.  

FANTASTIC 
BEASTIES & 
WHERE TO  
FIND THEM

Another kind of nematode worm 
can be taken in unknowingly if 
you eat raw, insufficiently 
cooked poultry, freshwater fish 
or frogs. This can give you  
a problem resplendent in the 
name gnathostomiasis. 

In Thailand and Vietnam, the 
most common way of 
contracting this parasite 
appears to be from eating 
undercooked Asian swamp eels. 
After swallowing a suspect eel, 
there may be intestinal 
discomfort or even vomiting; 
this settles, but as the parasites 
wander the body, they may 
become manifest as painful 
itchy lumps under the skin. 
These tend to stay for one-to-
four weeks, then disappear, but 
may reappear at another site. 

Parasites found
One of the pleasures of travel is the opportunity it affords to 
try new flavours, but we should also be aware of the dangers 
that come with them says Dr Jane Wilson-Howarth...

TRAVEL 
CLINIC

with Doctor Jane + Fishy business 
Eating raw fish on your 
travels can be a way to 
picking up a little 
passenger of your own
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‘The fugu – or pufferfish – should be prepared by a local expert, 
otherwise the results could be deadly; poisoning from 
improperly prepared fugu carries a 60% fatality rate’

bananas. When in Brazil, don’t be 
put off  by ‘ladies’ saliva’, a dessert 
made from sugar and egg whites, 
and in Italy, ‘cat’s tongues’ are 
just biscuits. In Estonia you may 
be off ered Fur Coat Salad 
(herring with cream cheese), and 
bear – which really is bear meat 
(hunting is licensed in some 
seasons). And, in Thailand 
(where people seem to eat most 
things that move, and many that 
don’t), you are likely to be served 
what is on the menu. I’ve eaten 
curried lily fl owers and also 
deep-fried frog skins thinking 
that they surely must be a 
euphemism, yet both were 
surprisingly good to eat.

It turns out that there are few 
health hazards as long as your 
food is hygienically prepared, 
and I would encourage 
travellers to try exotic 
delicacies. Local specialities 
are likely to be healthier and 
tastier than attempts to 
reproduce the kinds of dishes 
we eat when at home. 

sea cucumbers have the taste 
and texture of elastic bands, and 
their skin can be poisonous, so if 
you must eat them, make sure 
they’ve been peeled. 

Finally, I would mention that 
it can sometimes be very hard 
to work out what is being 
described on some menus, so 
don’t be afraid to point to what 
you want. For example, you 
will often see mata sapi on 
Indonesian menus; this 
translates as ‘cow eye’ but is, in 
reality, simply a fried egg. In 
Myanmar, ‘Shark’ is a local 
energy drink while ‘fried 
sparrows’ are in fact little 

for example, when putting your 
hand on a cold surface, it will 
feel hot. These weird sensations 
can persist for months.

ADVENTURES 
IN EATING

South-East Asia is certainly an 
exciting region for any foodie, 
and will allow the adventurous 
to try toe-biters (large pond-
dwelling insects), snake, tadpoles 
and street dog. If you have any 
concerns about the hygiene status 
of the animal you propose eating, 
make sure it is thoroughly 
cooked and properly prepared. 

There are, fortunately, very 
few commonly eaten foods that 
can carry harmful levels of 
toxins. One is the fugu 
(puff erfi sh), beloved of the 
Japanese; the other is cassava, 
also known as manioc. Both 
should be prepared by a local 
expert, otherwise the results 
could be deadly; poisoning from 
improperly prepared fugu 
carries a 60% fatality rate. I also 
would add that cassava – which 
is used as a basis for wallpaper 
paste in some places and 
contains small amounts of 
cyanide – has few culinary 
merits and little taste. Similarly, 

Jane Wilson-Howarth tries to 
eat adventurously and hasn’t 
regretted it yet; www.
wilson-howarth.com
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+ 
Travel health experts 

for over 30 years.

+ 
More than 170 UK clinics.

+ 
Appointments to suit you 

across the network.

+ 
No itinerary too simple 

or too complex.

Use our free vaccine checker, 
fi nd your nearest clinic 

and book online at: 
www.masta-travel-health.com 

or call 0330 100 4200. 

Travel Health Advice and Vaccination

In association with



Wanderlust Publications Limited are an Introducer Appointed Representative of Insure and Go Insurance Services Ltd. Wanderlust Travel Insurance is arranged and 
administered by Insure & Go Insurance Services Ltd. Insure & Go Insurance Services Ltd are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Insure & Go 
Insurance Services Ltd Registered Address: One Victoria Street, Bristol Bridge, Bristol BS1 6AA. ✝Acceptance subject to a medical screening, all conditions must be 

disclosed and additional premiums apply. *Three children per adult insured. ̂ Free winter sports cover included with annual multi-trip policies..

Scan now for a quote and 
receive your 10% discount

TRAVEL INSURANCE
THAT GOES THE EXTRA MILE

WANDERLUST READER OFFER

Peace of mind with comprehensive cover from

• Annual and single trip cover
• No upper age limit

• All pre-existing medical conditions considered ✝
• Free cover for children*

• Free winter sports cover^
• 50 sports and activities covered as standard

TRAVEL INSURANCE
WANDERLUST 

READERS
SAVE 10%

Xtra

Wanderlust Xtra 
gives you more

Xtra
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■  Tr a v e l l e r ’ s  G u i d e  To . . .

As the weather warms, walking boots become all about comfort and getting good
protection at a lighter weight. But can you get all this for £120 or less? We fi nd out…

Masterclass Gear

OUTSOLE
Look at the depth and 
pattern of the lugs – deep 
ones will take longer to wear 
and grip better on mud. 
A well-spaced design is 
key for stopping the build-up 
of debris underfoot. Some 
boots will also have a heel 
breast to help you grip 
better when going downhill.

BUDGET 
SUMMER BOOTS
As the weather warms, walking boots become all about comfort and getting good
protection at a lighter weight. But can you get all this for £120 or less? We fi nd out…

CUSHIONING
To make boots lighter (and 
cheaper), you sometimes get 
less cushioning underfoot. 
Check how much there is by 
trying them on and jumping 
up and down or walking on 
uneven terrain – you’ll feel the 
di� erence. Some people don’t 
need much, others prefer a bit 
more, especially on long hikes.

MIDSOLE
Essentially, this is the middle of the boot, which will be either 
bendy or sti�  – summer boots (particularly cheaper models) err 
more towards the former. If using boots to walk around town or 
lowland, or even on trails, a very bendy boot won’t really be an 
issue, but you will be able to feel more through it. However, if you 
want to tackle more rocky and uneven ground, you may opt for 
a sti� er sole for more support and to stop your feet getting tired.

FABRIC
This can be leather, synthetic 
or a combination of the two. 
Remember that fewer panels 
and stitches means fewer 
places for wear and tear and 
a better chance of remaining 
waterproof. Leather, if treated, 
is naturally waterproof and 
breathable, whereas synthetic 
models need a liner added to 
make them so, which can add 
weight and make the boot 
hotter (and sweatier) to wear.

WHAT IS A SUMMER BOOT?
From barely-there multi-activity shoes to clumpy winter boots 
– it can be di�  cult to know what constitutes a good trekking 
shoe when the weather is snow-free and (hopefully) light on 
rain. It is down to personal choice. Some may prefer long 
lasting leather (though it’s heavier); others may opt for 
a super-lightweight synthetic a� air with limited cushioning. 
But, ultimately, you get what you pay for, with features that add 
comfort and longevity likely lacking. So weigh up what you will 
use them for and what you are prepared to sacrifi ce to save cash.

WEIGHT
For travel, this is key. Going 
light is always good due to 
increasingly tight luggage 
limits, but do check the other 
features of the boot to make 
sure you’re not getting a lower 
weight at the price of comfort, 
such as less cushioning for 
your foot, a good sole for grip 
or support for your ankles.

TOE 
A sti�  toe box o� ers 
protection from loose rocks 
and knocks (push down on it 
to check how fi rm it is). Also 
look for a rubber rand (the 
bit that wraps the toe of the 
shoe); the larger it is, the 
better the boots’ protection 
and overall durability.



We test out your essential travel kit, so you don’t have to…

Budget summer boots

JACK WOLFSKIN 
Rocksand Texapore 
£100
THE TEST: At the lower end of the scale, the 
Rocksand is made from a mix of suede leather 
and synthetic fabric, with a fair bit of stitching 
holding it all together – though a breathable 
waterproof lining is also thrown in. The 
midsole is predictably very bendy and, when 
putting them on, the amount of cushioning is 
noticeably less when compared with those 
boots of a higher price tag. They also have 
a slightly wider fi t than other brands here, 
which could be good or bad depending on 
your foot shape. Coupled together, it could 
mean a less comfortable meander on rocky 
ground or over multi-day use. 

The toe pushes in fairly easily, though 
a raised rubber rand helps o� er some 
protection. Underfoot, there’s a decent 
set of lugs, though certainly not the most 
aggressive, even if they are well-spaced 
and o� er a heel break to help on descents. 
Weight-wise, they’re not bad – at 935g (pair, 
UK size 5.5) they are third-lightest on test.
The verdict: A fair price for a suede mix with 
a reasonable weight and decent features, 
though you may want to pay a little more to 
get some extra cushioning.
IN BRIEF 
Features: ★★★★★
Design: ★★★★✩

Comfort: ★★★✩✩

Versatility: ★★★★✩

Value: ★★★★✩

Overall: ★★★★✩

www.jack-wolfskin.co.uk

REGATTA 
Samaris
£100
THE TEST: Boasting one of the lowest 
prices of those on test, it was surprising to 
discover that these were in fact the lightest 
boots – 772g for the pair, UK size 5.5. This is 
partly explained by their design, being 
made up of multiple panels of synthetic 
materials that have been stitched together. 
The downside of this is that it has knock-on 
implications for the boots’ long-term 
durability. They do have a waterproof and 
breathable lining, though, to help keep your 
feet dry. The midsole is also very bendy  
when compared with the Jack Wolfskin 
model; these felt like they o� ered a little 
more cushioning for more comfort though.

They also provide a narrower (and, for 
me, closer) fi t and, while the toe box o� ers 
reasonable protection, its generous 
rubber rand certainly helps. Underfoot, the 
lugs are less spread out and more shallow 
than some here, and the heel break – 
though present – is not nearly as 
pronounced as other models tested.
The verdict: A fantastic weight and slightly 
more cushioning at a low price, though the 
grip underfoot is marginally compromised.
IN BRIEF 
Features: ★★★★★
Design: ★★★✩✩

Comfort: ★★★★✩

Versatility: ★★★★✩

Value: ★★★★✩

Overall: ★★★★✩

www.regatta.com
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BERGHAUS
Expeditor AQ Ridge
£110 
THE TEST: Pay an extra tenner and you get 
a full-grain leather boot, with some added 
mesh panels (coated in a waterproof fi nish) 
to help with ventilation and breathability 
– though it has to be said, there’s a little 
more stitching here than you’d expect from 
a leather boot. Those panels do help with the 
weight, though – at 890g (pair, UK size 5.5) 
these are the second-lightest here. Given the 
weight, they o� er a surprisingly good level of 
sti� ness in the midsole – certainly more than 
others here on test. There is also a noticeable 
increase in cushioning when you put them 
on; they feel comfortable straight out of the 
box and o� er a good fi t, being neither too 
wide or narrow. 

The toe box only has a small rubber rand, 
but the leather alone is more solid than others 
here, o� ering a good level of protection. Turn 
the boot over and there’s a good set of lugs 
that are well-spaced to stop debris building 
up, and then there’s the heel break, too. 
The verdict: A well-featured, lightweight 
leather option that’s competitively priced 
– though, for a little more cash, you could 
stump up for some extra cushioning.
IN BRIEF 
Features: ★★★★★
Design: ★★★★✩

Comfort: ★★★★✩

Versatility: ★★★★★
Value: ★★★★★
Overall: ★★★★✩

www.berghaus.com

VALUE
BUY

Xtra Xtra XtraXtra XtraXtra



SCARPA
Bora GTX
£110
THE TEST: Boot manufacturer Scarpa is 
known for its quality, so it was unexpected 
to fi nd this o� ering has a very bendy 
midsole. But while cushioning is actually 
good in this boot, it didn’t feel quite as 
generous as some of the other, pricier 
models that we tested – or indeed, the 
Berghaus o� ering. Made from a suede-and-
mesh panel mix, there is less stitching here 
than others on test; they are also Gore-Tex- 
lined for a good level of waterproofi ng and 
breathability. Naturally, this does mean 
extra weight is added – at 936g (pair, size 
UK 5.5) these are the fourth-heaviest on 
test (though only by 1g!).

The toe box is softer than some, even if it 
is reinforced with an extra panel of suede 
that adds more protection to the boot. The 
outsole also extends higher, to help cover 
this area. Elsewhere, the lugs are decent 
and well-spaced, though the heel break is 
not as pronounced as others we tested.
The verdict: A decent o� ering that comes 
with good cushioning, but when it comes 
down to straight comparisons, others 
o� ered more and at a lighter weight.
IN BRIEF 
Features: ★★★★★
Design: ★★★★✩

Comfort: ★★★★✩

Versatility: ★★★★✩

Value: ★★★★✩

Overall: ★★★★✩

www.scarpa.co.uk

How we did the test…
We asked gear manufacturers to submit the lightweight summer walking 
boots most suitable for travellers, off ering a balance between support, 
comfort and versatility, all for under £120. From the ten pairs we were 
sent, our editor, Phoebe Smith, took them out on the road. The six here 
are all ‘Wanderlust Approved’, with a ‘Value Buy’ and a ‘Best in Test’ both 
indicated. All of the below are available in both mens’ and womens’ fi ts. 
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KEEN
Wanderer
£120
THE TEST: Coming in at the upper end of the 
price scale, you’d expect a decent boot for the 
cost, and the Wanderer doesn’t disappoint. 
Using a combination of suede leather and 
mesh panels, the makers have refrained 
from going overboard with the stitching, 
which should help with durability. The midsole 
o� ers the same level of sti� ness as the 
Berghaus, though it does have a good amount 
of cushioning; and like the Oboz boot, it feels 
moulded, to better support your foot. It’s 
a wider fi t – good for some – but the main 
di� erence is felt around the ankle, where the 
cu�  is much softer (again, some may prefer 
this but it does also mean less support). 

A generous rubber rand helps protect your 
toes, and the lugs underfoot are also deep 
and well-spaced. There is a heel break but 
this is not as pronounced as on the Oboz. 
As with most Keen footwear, they do feel a 
bit more clunky and full-on, hitting the scales 
at 1,025g (pair, size UK 5.5), though they do 
feel a little lighter on your feet.
The verdict: A comfortable and wider-fi tting 
option, with good cushioning. But softer 
ankle cu� s mean Oboz pips it to the post.
IN BRIEF 
Features: ★★★★★
Design: ★★★★★
Comfort: ★★★★★
Versatility: ★★★★✩

Value: ★★★★✩

Overall: ★★★★✩

www.keenfootwear.com

OBOZ
Sawtooth B-Dry
£115
THE TEST: Made from waterproofed 
Nubuck leather – though the boot itself 
still retains a fair amount of stitching – 
the di� erence between this Oboz o� ering 
and the cheaper shoes we tested is the 
cushioning. As soon as you put them on, 
not only do you feel the benefi t of the 
wedge of rubber on the sole, but you 
can tell that the insole is more moulded, 
instantly o� ering greater support. The 
midsole has a good amount of sti� ness, 
too, while keeping its fl exibility; and when 
coupled with the cushioning, this makes 
for a comfortable walk. 

The fi t is slightly narrower than the Keen 
o� ering, and a large rubber rand helps 
o� er protection at the toe box. Underneath, 
the lugs are some of the best here – deep, 
aggressive and well-spaced – and the heel 
break is pronounced, helping you on 
muddy descents. All this comfort does 
come at a price, however; at 1,040g (pair, 
size UK 5.5) these are the heaviest on test.
The verdict: Well-featured, comfortable and 
versatile, the only drawback is weight, 
though maybe it’s a small price to pay.
IN BRIEF 
Features: ★★★★★
Design: ★★★★★
Comfort: ★★★★★
Versatility: ★★★★★
Value: ★★★★✩

Overall: ★★★★★
www.obozfootwear.com

KEEN

Scan where you see the
Wanderlust Xtra icon to buy 

your summer boots now

               
Wanderlust Xtra
Gives You More!Xtra

BEST IN
TEST

Xtra Xtra Xtra Xtra Xtra Xtra
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COULD YOUR WINNING SHOT TAKE YOU ALL THE WAY TO COSTA RICA?                                      ENTER THE UK’S BIGGEST TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION



COULD YOUR WINNING SHOT TAKE YOU ALL THE WAY TO COSTA RICA?                                      ENTER THE UK’S BIGGEST TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION

TRAVEL 
PHOTO OF 
THE YEAR 

2017

OR £3,000 IN CASH

ENTER AND WIN A PHOTO COMMISSION TO

COSTA RICA
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S pectacular starling 
murmurations over Brighton 
pier, a timeless glimpse into 
an ancient Incan festival and 

lionesses wrestling with a wildebeest in 
Tanzania… these were just a handful of 
the images that you sent in to last year’s 
Wanderlust Travel Photo of the Year 
competition. Now the UK’s biggest and 
best travel photo competition is back 
for 2017, and we’re hungry to see more 
of the world expertly framed by you, 
our well-travelled readers. 

To refl ect the rich variety of your 
entries, this year’s Amateur category 
will reward its four winners with 
a Wanderlust photo commission to 
Costa Rica, one of the most biodiverse 
countries on the planet, as well as £500 
worth of Berghaus vouchers. Meanwhile, 
in our Portfolio competition, one skilful 
snapper will win a cash prize of £3,000.

Win a commission
AMATEUR COMPETITION
Costa Rica is renowned for its rich 
ecological wonders. Vast swathes of 
dense rainforest, misty cloud forest and 
volcanic cones squeeze into this compact 

country, each dripping with tropical life, 
including three-toed sloths, howler 
monkeys and brightly billed toucans. 
Meanwhile, the friendly locals, known as 
‘Ticos’, off er their own colourful variation 
on South American cowboy culture. 

Hemmed in by the Caribbean Sea 
and the North Pacifi c, Costa Rica aff ords 
off shore delights, too, with sea turtles, 
dolphins and exotic fi sh fi lling the oceans. 
The country’s easily navigable size also 
means that, in one snap-happy visit, 
travellers can cover both coasts as well 
as the extraordinary landscapes, fl ora 
and fauna that lie in between them. 

This is why Wanderlust has teamed 
up with the Costa Rica Tourism Board 
(www.visitcostarica.com) to whisk the four 
winning photographers of our Amateur 
category to Costa Rica for a once-in-
a-lifetime Wanderlust commission.

How to enter
Whether your photos are fi ve years old or 
snapped yesterday, it doesn’t matter when 
or where they were taken. However, your 
Amateur entries need to slot into one of 
four special categories: People, Wildlife, 
Landscape, or new category Active Travel, 

which is dedicated to the very act of 
travelling. So, a great Active Travel image 
could be of someone cycling through 
spectacular scenery or of footprints 
across a desert, or even a fi rst-person shot 
by someone careening down a zipline.  

So, if you’ve got, say, a Great Migration 
shot tucked away somewhere or an 
alternative view of Beijing’s Forbidden 
City gathering pixel dust on your 
memory card, we’d love to see it. 

Win £3,000!
PORTFOLIO COMPETITION
If you feel you can weave stories through 
your photos, then the Portfolio contest 
(open to both amateurs and professionals) 
is ideal for you. We’re on the hunt for 
a collection of fi ve eye-arresting photos, 
each brilliant as a standalone image, but 
when combined, they must tell a powerful 
and evocative tale – whether it’s a world 
event, wildlife scenario or something else. 

Entries in the Portfolio competition 
also must fi t into one of our quartet of 
categories: People, Wildlife, Landscape 
or Active Travel, with just a single 
winner taking home the £3,000 prize. 
Closing date is 15 November 2017
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All our Runners Up and Highly Commended photographers will win  
Nikon cameras. The Runners Up can gather new perspectives with the 
Nikon KeyMission 360, a tough, wearable action camera capable of 
recording true 360° video in 4K UHD. Its compactness and durability – 
being waterproof to 30m, shockproof to 2m, freezeproof to -10°C,  
and dustproof – means it’s ideal for perfectly capturing your next travel 
adventure, wherever that may be. It’s backed up by 

powerful supporting apps that let you 
edit your content or send it to your 
social media devices. Create lasting, 
immersive images of your travels the 
way you experience them – in 360°.  
www.nikon.co.uk

NIKON CAMERA PRIZES FOR THE RUNNERS-UP

THE CATEGORIES
■  There are four categories in the Amateur 
competition: (i) People (ii) Wildlife (iii) 
Landscape (iv) Active Travel (a shot 
representing the act of travelling).
■  You may enter up to four photos IN 
TOTAL. This can be across all categories or 
within selected categories (eg, four shots in 
one category OR two shots in one, two in 
another OR one in each, etc). One 
submission per individual; multiple entries 
will be disqualified.

ONLINE ENTRIES 
You can submit competition entries for 
free at www.travelphotooftheyear.co.uk  
 
POSTAL ENTRIES
You can also submit prints, transparencies 
and digital images by post. Here’s how:
■ Postal entries must be accompanied by 
the entry form. Photocopies are acceptable. 
■ A separate sheet must accompany each 
entry, with the entrant’s name and a brief 
caption (subject, location) for each photo.
■ If submitting prints, mark the image 
taker’s name on the back (on a label).
■ If you’re submitting transparencies, 
mark the photographer’s name on the 
mount. Duplicates can be sent. The 
original must be available. Picture 
orientation should be shown by a dot on 
the front, bottom-left corner.
■ Prints from digital originals: include a 
CD (ISO cross-platform Mac/PC) with the 
original JPEG or RAW files, with all 
metadata intact. These may be used to 
check that any alterations made are within 
our rules. CDs must be clearly labelled with 
the photographer’s name.
■  Do not send negatives – they will be 
requested if needed.
■  Only entries accompanied by an 
adequately sized and stamped SAE 
(stiffened/padded) will be returned.
■  Please tick the box on the form if you’d 
prefer not to be contacted by Wanderlust 
or the sponsors.

GENERAL GUIDELINES
1.  Each entry must reflect the theme of 
travel and be suitable for its category.
2. Images must be high resolution to be 
printed, without loss of quality, to A3 
exhibition standard. As a guideline, your 
camera will need to be 6MP+ and the image 
will need to be 300dpi at A3 size.
3. Minor digital adjustments (ie: curves, 
contrast, levels, colour, saturation, 
sharpening) are allowed. However, we are 
interested in shots that capture the moment, 
not ones that create it, so the image must still 
be a faithful representation of the original 
scene. Composite and multiple exposures 
are NOT allowed, nor the adding or 
removing of subjects into or from the image.
4. Black-and-white images may be shot in 
colour and de-saturated, then have a 
duotone or sepia tone applied. 
5. Originals must be available on request. 

Open to amateur photographers only; free entry.  
All entrants are deemed to have agreed to be bound  
by the full terms and conditions at travelphotooftheyear.co.uk.
For further info, call 01753 620426. 

AMATEUR 
COMPETITION

RULES & RESTRICTIONS
1. Photos that have won competitions with 
a prize exceeding £100 cannot be entered.
2. Employees of Wanderlust, the Costa 
Rica Tourism Board, any Wanderlust Travel 
Photo of the Year 2017 partners, and regular 
Wanderlust contributors are excluded.
3. Professional photographers are 
excluded; being defined as any individuals 
whose primary source of income is from 
the sale of photos, or who gain part- or 
full-time employment as a photojournalist. 
4. Exclusions: prints larger than A4 
(300mm x 210mm); transparencies with 
glass mounts; entries submitted in tubes; 
photos that have been manipulated 
digitally outside of our stated guidelines. 
5. The organisers take no responsibility for 
loss, delay or damage to photos. 
  
PRIZES & AWARDS 
1. Up to ten entries in each category will be 
displayed for judging at Destinations 2018. 
2. The category winners will win a photo 
commission to Costa Rica to include flights, 
transfers and ground arrangements. The 
prize is non transferable. 
3. All trips will originate from the UK and 
the winner is responsible for making  
their way to the departure airport and  
for arranging any necessary visas, 
insurances and vaccinations.  Entrant 
must meet and provide own valid visa/
entry requirements to Costa Rica.  
Blackout dates will apply. 
4. Participants must be over 18.
5. No alternative prizes are available. 
6. Winners will be announced at 
Destinations 2018, London.
7. Prize-winning and commended photos 
may be reproduced free of charge by both 
Wanderlust and their media-partners, and 
may be used by any of the exhibition’s 
sponsors and organisers, without payment, 
in direct promotional material related to 
the competition and exhibition only; 
including production and exhibition of 
prize-winning and commended entries.
8) The photographer also grants the 
organisers and sponsors non-exclusive 
rights to use any submitted photo in 
direct promotion of and publicity for this 
competition during the period for which 
entries are being accepted. 
9) Wanderlust and any media partners may 
use any of the photos taken on the 
commission, without payment, for related 
Travel Photo of the Year follow-up features. 
Costa Rica Tourism Board will also be 
granted free use of the photos taken on the 
commission for promotional purposes. 
Each winner will be required to provide a 
minimum of five photos for this use.
16) Prizes and winning trip itineraries may 
be subject to change. 

Closing date is 15 November 2017 

The full terms & conditions are available 
at www.travelphotooftheyear.co.uk

HOW TO ENTER

DAZZLINGLY DIVERSE COSTA RICA
Bordered on the east by the Caribbean Sea and on the west by the 
Pacific Ocean, Costa Rica offers adventure, relaxation, romance 
and exploration – and all in one visit. With an abundance of unique 
wildlife, landscapes and micro-climates, the country proudly 
shelters approximately five percent of the existing biodiversity in 
the world, while its compact size means travellers won’t have to 
miss any of this remarkable diversity during their adventure here.

Beach wanderers, divers, surfers and anglers will quickly feel 
right at home along the coasts, while couples and those in search 
of a relaxing retreat will be captivated by the country’s natural 
beauty, diverse retreats and eco-friendly accommodation. Thrill 
seekers will also meet their match further inland, as they explore 
Costa Rica’s volcanoes, rainforests, cloud forests, and rivers 
primed for whitewater escapes. Whatever your adventure, 
Costa Rica is your destination. www.visitcostarica.com

Scan the 
Wanderlust Xtra 
icon for  
more detailsXtra
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WANDERLUST TRAVEL PHOTO OF THE YEAR   |   AMATEUR
Amateur category official entry form  (Please complete in BLOCK CAPITALS. Photocopies are acceptable)

Name:  

Occupation:

(If retired please also state previous profession)

Daytime tel no:

Evening tel no:

Email:

Address:

   Postcode: 

  

Where did you first hear about the competition?  (please state) 

 I confirm that I am not a professional 
photographer as defined in the terms and 
conditions of the competition (found on 
www.travelphotooftheyear.co.uk)

  I agree to be bound by the full conditions of 
entry (found on www.travelphotooftheyear.co.uk)

Signature:

  

  

Please summarise your entries:  
Category No. transparencies No. prints

People

Wildlife

Landscape 

Active Travel  

Total 
(Maximum 4 photos) 

Send your entry, with this form, to: Wanderlust (Amateur Photo of the Year), PO Box 1832, Windsor SL4 1YT.
Please be sure to enclose a stamped, addressed envelope if you wish your photos to be returned.

 Please tick the box if you’d prefer not to be contacted by Wanderlust or the sponsors.
#

#

Entry fee (please tick):   

 I enclose a cheque for £10 payable to Wanderlust Publications Ltd, or

 Please charge my debit/credit card the sum of £10 (NB we do not accept American Express)

Please summarise your entries:  No. transparencies No. prints Total

Card No:

Expiry date:   Issue no:         Start date: CVV no.:

I agree to be bound by the full conditions of entry (found on www.travelphotooftheyear.co.uk)

Signature:

Send your entry, with this form, to: Wanderlust (Portfolio of the Year), PO Box 1832, Windsor SL4 1YT.
Please be sure to enclose a stamped, addressed envelope if you wish your photos to be returned.

  Please tick the box if you’d prefer not to be contacted by Wanderlust or the sponsors.

WANDERLUST TRAVEL PHOTO OF THE YEAR  |   PORTFOLIO
Portfolio category official entry form   (Please complete in BLOCK CAPITALS. Photocopies are acceptable)

Name:  

Occupation:

(If retired please also state previous profession)

Daytime tel no:

Evening tel no:

Email:

Address:

   Postcode: 

  

Where did you first hear about the competition?  (please state) 

Portfolio category (circle one):    People    /    Wildlife    /    Landscape    /   Active Travel

5

Open to amateur or professional photographers; 
£10 entry. All entrants are deemed to have 
agreed to be bound by the full terms and 
conditions found at travelphotooftheyear.co.uk. 
For further information, call 01753 620426. 
CATEGORIES
■ There are four categories in the Portfolio competition:  
(i) People (ii) Wildlife (iii) Landscape (iv) Active Travel  
(a shot representing the act of travelling).
■ The portfolio must be themed and reflect one of the 
categories, working together to create a cohesive portfolio. 
Pictures will be judged independently and as a set.
■ Each submission must consist of a portfolio of five 
photos in total. Only one entry per individual is allowed. 

ONLINE ENTRIES
You can submit photos to the competition at 
www.travelphotooftheyear.co.uk

POSTAL ENTRIES
You can also submit prints, transparencies and digital 
images by post. The conditions for the portfolio category 
are the same as the Amateur category (see left hand page) :

ENTRY FEE
■ Each Portfolio entry must be accompanied by a fee of 
£10. Entry fees can be paid online, or by cheque 
(from a UK bank to Wanderlust Publications Ltd), 
international money order or credit card.

ENTRY GUIDELINES
1. Each Portfolio must reflect the theme of travel and be 
suitable for its category.
2. Acceptable formats: colour or black & white prints 
from negatives; colour or black & white transparencies 
(duplicates can be sent providing originals are also 
available); digital images can be submitted as prints with 
the original RAW file or JPEG (with all metadata intact) 
supplied on a CD. Images must be sufficiently high 
resolution to be printed, without loss of quality, to A3 
exhibition standard therefore your image must be A3 
proportion, ideally at a minimum of 300dpi. 
3. Minor digital adjustments are allowed, such as levels, 
curves, contrast, colour, saturation and sharpening. 
However, we want shots that capture the moment, not 
ones that create it, so the image must still be a faithful 
representation of what was taken at the time. Composite 
and multiple exposures are not allowed, nor the adding/
removing of subjects into/from the image.
4. Black-and-white images may be shot in colour and 
de-saturated, then have a duotone or sepia tone applied. 
These pictures will be judged on their merits. 
5. Originals of all entries must be available on request. 

RULES & RESTRICTIONS
1. Entries must be accompanied by an entry form; 
photocopies are acceptable. 
2. Photos that have previously won competitions with a 
prize exceeding £100 or are currently entered/shortlisted 
in other travel photo competitions may not be entered.
3. Exclusions: Photos that have been manipulated digitally 
outside of our stated guidelines. 

PRIZES & AWARDS
1.  The overall winner of the Portfolio category will be 
awarded £3,000.
2. One ‘runner up’ entrant will receive a Nikon 
KeyMission 360 (RRP £399).
3. One ‘highly commended’ entrant will win a Nikon camera.
4. No alternative prizes are available. 
5. Each postal entry that includes a further SAE will 
receive a free pass for two people to Destinations 2018.
6. Winners announced at Destinations 2018, London.
7. The judges reserve the right to edit a portfolio 
submission by removing one image of the five if they feel 
it necessary to strengthen the overall quality of the entry.
8. The judges’ decision will be final – no correspondence 
will be entered into. 
Closing date is 15 November 2017 
The full terms & conditions are available at 
www.travelphotooftheyear.co.uk

PORTFOLIO 
COMPETITION

Scan theWanderlust Xtra 
icon for more details

Xtra



I AM THE NEW NIKON D500. I have professional features in a compact body. Starting with 
an incredible 153 point AF system and 4K UHD movies. Featuring an exceptional ISO sensitivity up 
to 51,200 and an extraordinary 180,000 pixels AE metering sensor. SnapBridge uses BLUETOOTH® 
to connect your camera to compatible smart devices, allowing you to automatically upload all your 
images. I am concentrated performance. nikon.co.uk

The BLUETOOTH® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks 
by Nikon Corporation is under license.
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DISCOVER THE 
NORTHERN LIGHTS 

IN NORWAY

Call 020 7838 5950 to speak 
to a Scandinavia specialist or 
visit wexas.com to order our 
latest brochure

NORTHERN LIGHTS · SNOWMOBILING 
HUSKY SLEDDING · WILDLIFE SAFARIS

WINTER 2017–18
EARLY BOOKING OFFER

4-day Tromsø city break
from £595 per person incl. flights & Aurora Safari
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Vietnam

WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHS SARAH GILBERT

Food isn’t just a way to the heart – 
in Vietnam, where eating touches every 

aspect of life, it’s a road map for exploring 
the country’s history, culture and soul…  

EAT, 
STAY, 
LOVE  



Hue & fry 
Visiting the local 
market in Hue



Good evening, 
Vietnam 
The Hanoi skyline 
stretches out  
at sunset
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W
hen we eat, we don’t talk 
much. We just focus on 
the food,” explained Tu, 
my guide. I looked around 
the unassuming white-
tiled room at the people 
wedged together on 
communal wooden tables 
and realised it was silent 
save for a steady slurping 

noise. I looked at Tu through the wisps of steam drifting up from my 
bowl of pho bo, and nodded, savouring the silkiness of the noodles, 
the contrasting crunchiness of the fried shallots, the richness of the 
broth and the fresh green flavours of the herbs. 

I was at Pho Gia Truyen in Hanoi’s Old Quarter, where they’ve 
been cooking up this one, perfectly executed dish for generations. In 
fact, pho – perhaps the most famous of all Vietnamese dishes – is all 
they serve here, starting at 6am and continuing until the pot runs 
dry. But, as I was about to discover, there’s far more to Vietnamese 
cooking than this one familiar soup. 

I was here to explore Vietnam through its vibrant cuisine, 
journeying from north to south to sample its regional specialities, 
crafted by climate, culture and history. Over the centuries, both 
invaders and neighbours have shaped the country’s eating habits: the 
Chinese, who ruled on and off from 111 BC, introduced stir-fries and 
chopsticks; later, the Mongolian hordes brought beef, and in the 19th 
century, French colonists shipped in asparagus, coffee and baguettes.

However, perhaps the most important influence to cross its 
borders was the Asian culinary principle of the five elements: spicy, 
sour, bitter, sweet and salty. No matter how dishes vary across the 
country, this balance – “yin and yang,” as Tu described it – is key. 

Vietnam’s diverse dishes don’t just offer clues to its past, though. 
Food still permeates every aspect of daily life here; there are markets 
in every neighbourhood and cooks on every pavement, so my 
journey began in the obvious place: on the streets of the capital.

Taking to the streets
“Cross like you own the road; they won’t stop but they’ll swerve 
around you,” advised Tu, as we faced a barrage of scooters. Safely 
across, we squeezed down another dimly lit alleyway in Hanoi’s Old 
Quarter, and stopped at a stall selling cha ruoi. As I bit into the 
innocuous-looking deep-fried patty, I tasted anise-like dill and the 
citrusy tang of kumquat, and was starting to realise that Vietnam’s 
deceptively simple dishes were filled with complex flavours –  
even if I was perched on a child-sized plastic stool. 

“What meat was that?” I asked Tu, after I’d wolfed it down. 
“Sand worms,” he replied, smiling, “harvested in brackish water 

between 11am and 4pm. It’s a Hanoi speciality.” 
Leaving the city hustle behind, I headed south-west to the Mai 

Chau Valley. Many classic Vietnamese ingredients are grown among 
the green-clad limestone karsts, which tumble down towards a 
patchwork of rice fields. The villages here are a mix of seven ethnic 
groups, including the White Thai, who came to Vietnam thousands 
of years ago and built stilt houses to protect themselves from the 
bears and tigers that roamed the land. 

Most of the houses here were still made of wood, or flattened 
bamboo, and I wandered around to a soundtrack of birdsong and the 
tinkle of water that feeds the rice that’s harvested twice a year. 
Women were bent double tending to the knee-high crop, faces 
shaded from the sun by conical straw hats. Doe-eyed buffalo were 
tied up underneath houses and pigs snuffled around in makeshift 
sheds, while raucous ducks and scrawny chickens roamed free. ⊲



Market value 
(clockwise from this) 
The food stalls in 
Hanoi’s Old Quarter; 
Buddha’s hand citron 
fruits; the classic pho bo 
at Pho Gia Truyen
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Meals on wheels
(clockwise from this) 
The mobile shop arrives 
in the Mai Chau Valley; 
jackfruit, often used as   
a meat substitute; local 
ducks, pointing people 
towards the jackfruit



Grainy days
Rice remains an 
essential staple 
and export for 
the Vietnamese

Only the blaring music that accompanied the arrival of the 
mobile shop – a scooter overloaded with skilfully balanced dry goods 
– disrupted the tranquil scene. They grow almost everything else here 
in their gardens: tropical fruits such as lychee, pomelo and mango 
alongside starchy sweet potatoes and pumpkins, and tangles of 
morning glory and bok choy.

Local men also enjoy a glass or two of rice wine, especially in winter, 
to ward off  the chill, so I stopped off  at villager’s house to try it for 
myself. Ton and her family have been making corn, cassava and rice 
wine for generations, and she off ered me some black rice wine – black 
sticky rice fermented with herbs and tree bark, usually saved for special 
occasions. I tentatively swallowed a thimbleful of this potent, sake-like 
homebrew and Ton laughed as I grimaced, her lips crimson and her 
teeth stained black from the age-old tradition of chewing betal leaves.  

Fit for a king (or queen)
After the simplicity of rural life, I headed south to discover the 
complexities of royal cuisine. Around 400 miles from Hanoi (and over 
two centuries ago), the Nguyen Dynasty, the last ruling family of 
Vietnam, chose Hue for their royal seat, and brought the fi nest artists 
craftsmen and chefs to the Imperial City during their 143-year reign. 

The proximity of the Perfume River, sea and mountains ensured 
a steady stream of produce to the royal kitchens, which served up 

creative concoctions that took culinary art to a new level – dishes 
often took the form of animals – during lavish 50-course banquets. 

There are restaurants that still try to emulate Hue’s illustrious 
menus, with varying degrees of success; but you don’t need a palace 
to feast like a king, and some of the fi nest cooking in the city can be 
found in more modest family homes.  

One morning, I joined local resident Nga on a visit to the market 
before going back to her house for lunch. While she cooked, her 
husband Quy proudly showed me his small garden, packed with fruit 
trees – fi gs, dragon fruit, jackfruit, carambol – as well as herbs and 
spices, and delicate orchids. He made green tea every day, plucking 
the leaves straight from the bush, and showed me the process: 
crushing the leaves to release the tannins, adding ginger and boiling 
water, then waiting 20 minutes before drinking the refreshing, 
citrine-coloured brew. 

Lunch was va tron, a salad made from fi gs found only in Hue, 
followed by the city’s signature dish, bun bo Hue. This tangy broth is 
made from boiled beef bones suff used with spices, such as lemongrass 
and fi ery chillies, ladled over paper-thin strips of pork and ubiquitous 
rice noodles. Nga made it the traditional way, with cubes of congealed 
pig’s blood, which sounded unappetising but added a rich fl avour.

That evening I had dinner at Ben Xuan Garden House, arriving 
by gaudily painted dragon boat as the sun began to streak the

‘In Hue I was treated to a mini banquet of locally sourced 
dishes, including a clear lemongrass soup, rice-paper rolls tied 
with dainty bows, and white duck breast served with mango’

�

�
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 river pink and gold. This exquisite example of a traditional teak 
house took its owners, Camille and Ngo, eight years to build, and 
they’ve since opened an art-filled, intimate dining room, serving 
a contemporary take on royal cuisine. 

The menu here was all about slow food – the couple grew herbs 
and vegetables in their organic garden; kept chickens, ducks, pigs and 
fish; and would buy whatever was fresh at the market that day – 
and I was treated to a mini banquet of dishes, including a clear 
lemongrass soup, fresh rice-paper rolls tied with dainty bows, and 
white duck breast served with mango.

When the Vietnam War ended, Camille, who is related to the 
erstwhile royal family, had to make a new life in Europe before later 
returning. In a luminous silk ao dai – a traditional Vietnamese dress 
– and accompanied by classical musicians, she performed songs from 
Hue. The notes were redolent of love and loss as they drifted into the 
balmy, frangipani-scented air. 

Trading places 
A short, scenic drive over the Hai Van pass brought me to Hoi An,  
in the centre of the country. Set on the Thu Bon River, tucked 
between lowland countryside and the balmy South China Sea, it was 
once a stop on the Silk Route, its port an age-old hub for 
international trade. Today the city moves at a more languid pace,  

but I wanted to see if the influence of China, Japan and France was 
still as strong in its dishes as it was in the old town’s architecture. 

The current doyenne of its foodie scene is Trinh Diem Vy, better 
known as Ms Vy. I found myself at her latest venture, The Market 
Restaurant & Cooking School, to learn how to rustle up cabbage roll 
soup, crispy pancakes and green mango salad.

Before the class, we visited the food market. On route to Hoi An, I’d 
watched families in Danang wade thigh-deep in the sea, straining 
every muscle to drag in their nets for a catch of tiny, thrashing fish. 
Here the haul was much richer. Live crabs, claws tied with twine, 
clacked around a tin bucket; plastic bowls were filled with still-
wriggling shrimps, and women sat at low tables surrounded by 
glistening snapper, outsized squid and enormous slabs of swordfish.

We stopped to check out the city’s legendary cao lau noodles – 
thick like Japanese udon. Shrouded in mystery, they’re made from  
a secret recipe and have to be boiled in water from Ba Le, one of the 
centuries-old wells that dot the old town. Any other water, people 
say, just won’t work. When served with slow-cooked pork, seasoned 
with five-spice and steeped in a tangy broth spiked with anise and 
topped with mint, coriander and a crumbled rice cracker, it’s so good 
you’ll start to believe the myth. 

Then it was back to Ms Vy’s and the ‘weird and wonderful’ station, 
to sample salads made from pig’s ears, jellyfish and river snails, 

‘Hoi An’s cao lau noodles are shrouded in mystery – they 
have to be boiled in water from Ba Le, one of the old wells 
that dot the old town. Any other water just won’t work’

⊳
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Water wonders 
(clockwise from this)  
A dragon boat; a tasty 
shrimp ‘white rose’ 
dumpling; the Quan 
Cong Temple in Hoi An, 
founded in 1653; wading 
fisherman pull in their 
catch in Danang; Bun bo 
Hue on the stove; Nga’s 
local market in Hue



Start planning your trip with one of our Vietnam specialists.
Call us on 01993 838 140www.audleytravel.com

A TASTE OF VIETNAM
Sample street food from
Hanoi’s Old Quarter
By Lauren Burzalow

If you feel overwhelmed by 
choice in Hanoi,then a 
street-food tour of the Old 

Quarter is a great introduction to the city’s 
culinary o� erings. Your local guide will give 
you the chance to try delicacies such as 
green papaya salad  and Vietnamese 
‘co� ee’, made with a whipped egg. 

Eat with a local
family in Hue
By Heidi Lockwood

For a truly authentic 
experience, a home-hosted 
meal in the charming town of 

Hue is a unique way to sample Vietnamese 
cuisine and immerse yourself in local life. 
Sharing stories with the family over a 
traditional three-course dinner makes for a 
truly memorable evening.

Dine as the sun sets
on the Mekong
By Georgina Mullins

Enjoy a sunset dinner on board 
the Bassac, a beautifully 
crafted wooden boat which 

cruises between Cai Be and Can Tho in the 
Mekong Delta. This relaxing experience 
allows you to take in the ever-changing 
views of the Delta, while enjoying delicious 
Vietnamese cuisine served with a smile.

Explore the sights and tastes
of Saigon on a Vespa
By Stella Lewis

Zipping around Saigon on a 
Vespa is an exciting way to 
acquaint yourself with 

Vietnam’s diverse cuisines. Your guide will 
take you to a di� erent location for each 
course, exploring the city’s lesser-visited 
districts while sampling the best local 
street-food stalls and restaurants.

F
rom the simple street-food stalls of Saigon to luxury dining on board a Mekong River 
cruise, you will never run out of options when choosing your next meal in Vietnam. Here 
are Audley’s specialists’ suggestions for experiencing authentic Vietnamese cuisine.
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along with spicy lemongrass frog, before baulking at duck 
embryo. I watched as the chefs created a more palatable Hoi An 
speciality: white rose dumplings, a delicate shrimp parcel 
reminiscent of Chinese dim sum that fluttered like an ethereal sea 
creature before I popped it whole into my mouth. 

Later, I strolled through the narrow streets of the Old Town 
bathed in the steamy heat of early afternoon, stopping off to visit 
vestiges of its trading past: the covered bridge, built by Japanese 
merchants in the early 17th century; the Quan Cong Temple, 
founded by Vietnam’s first Chinese settlers in 1653; and the  
ancient timber merchants’ houses. Then I sat and watched the  
ebb and flow of river life, over an iced coffee from the terrace of  
the Hoi An Roastery, until the light of the riverfront lanterns  
began to shimmer on the water. 

My dinner plans were cheap and simple. The Vietnamese take on 
sandwiches is a legacy of French colonialism and the tiny Banh Mi 
Phuong eaterie has been serving up the best banh mi (stuffed baguettes) 
long before celebrity chef Anthony Bourdain put it on the map. 

When I arrived, the queue snaked down the street, but soon 
the ladies standing shoulder-to-shoulder behind the small  
glass counter were deftly preparing my pork deluxe: thin slices  
of smoky barbequed pork and cha lua (a rich pâté) were  
slathered with homemade mayonnaise and chilli sauce, and  
topped with pickled carrots and daikon radish, all surrounded  
by a still-warm baguette. I’d devoured it before I reached the  
street corner, marvelling at how the Vietnamese had taken  
French bread and made it their own. 

Vietnamese soup for the soul 
My last stop was Ho Chi Minh City, to check out its burgeoning 
culinary scene. While many locals still refer to it as Saigon, the city 
has changed a lot since Tank 390 crashed through the gates of its 
presidential palace in 1975, heralding the end of the Vietnam War 
and the subsequent reunification of the north and south. Today, 
glass-walled skyscrapers tower over the French Quarter’s tree-lined 

boulevards and the city’s richly decorated, dimly lit pagodas, where 
incense smoke swirls in shafts of sunlight. 

Around the upscale restaurants, street-food stalls still ply their 
trade. And in a city that’s easier to navigate on two wheels than two 
feet, one of best ways to reach them is on the back of a vintage Vespa 
on a foodie tour with a local-in-the-know. 

My driver slapped a helmet on my head and we were off, zipping 
through the rush-hour traffic. I closed my eyes and swore under  
my breath as we came within a hair’s breadth of our fellow road 
users. But he was used to negotiating the endless stream of  
scooters, and by the time we stopped for locals’ favourite banh xeo,  
I was as relaxed as the Saigonese.

These outsized, savoury crepes are cooked in a sizzling wok until 
their shell is crispy but the inside remains juicy. Mine arrived spilling 
over the edges of a plate, turmeric-yellow and stuffed with bean 
sprouts, pork and shrimp. I tore off a chunk, its honeycomb edges 
breaking with a satisfying crack, and ate it wrapped in aromatic 
mustard leaves, washed down with a Saigon beer.

Beer is playing its own part in the city’s evolving culinary scene. 
The French brought brewing to Vietnam, and while Hanoians  
still favour Bia Hoi – cheap, low-alcohol, fresh-brewed draft beer 
served in basic bars, or on the street – in outward-looking Saigon, 
Western-style craft beer is on the rise. 

Among the first, and finest, brewpubs to emerge was the Pasteur 
Street Brewing Company. Its American founders create unique  
brews using European malt and American hops, and I could taste 
Vietnam in the flavours of passion fruit, jasmine and vanilla. 

Later, we made our way to Propaganda, a self-styled Vietnamese 
bistro where the brick walls are covered in murals and colourful 
reimaginings of Vietnam War-era posters. The menu offered up a 
contemporary take on time-honoured street-food classics, including 
Saigon favourite com tam, or broken rice, which was served here with 
barbecued honey pork chop and pandan leaves. The atmosphere was 
fun and buzzy, filled with tourists and expats, but I hankered after 
more homespun fare, so I went in search of the southern pho. 

What set the local version of this broth apart from the Hanoian 
pho was not only its elaborate blend of spices, including star anise, 
cinnamon and ginger, but its spiciness, with the chillies added 
directly to the broth. In fact, the further south I went, the higher 
the temperature and the hotter the food seemed to become.

At a no-name restaurant, I took my steaming bowl of broth and 
heaped on bean sprouts, fragrant basil and rice paddy herb – the 
leaves of which pack a peppery punch; a mix of cumin and citrus  
that belies their diminutive size. This was all followed by a dash of 
hoisin sauce and a squeeze of lime.

Back on the pavement, I squatted on a low-slung stool and 
reflected on how much I’d learnt from eating my way around 
Vietnam: seeing the way that food was produced, prepared and  
eaten here, its role in family life and its inextricable links to the 
country’s past – and future. Then I focussed on my pho and  
silently relished the essence of Vietnam in a bowl.  

‘We zipped through Saigon’s 
rush-hour traffic on a vintage 
Vespa. I closed my eyes and 
swore under my breath as we 
came within a hair’s breadth 
of our fellow road users’

Nearer to God… 
Scooters zip 
precariously around  
the roads in front of  
Ho Chi Minh City’s  
Notre Dame Cathedral

⊳
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VITAL 
STATISTICS
Capital: Hanoi
Population: 95 million
Languages: Vietnamese, English, 
and some French is spoken
Time: GMT+2
International dialling code: +84
Visas: Until 30 June 2017, UK nationals 
do not require a visa for stays of up to 15 
days; at the time of writing, information 
on visas beyond this period was not yet 
available. For updates, check the FCO 
(gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice) website. 
For stays of up to 30 days, buy an e-visa 
(evisa.xuatnhapcanh.gov.vn) for $25 (£19); 
these take three working days to process. 
Money: Vietnamese Dong (VND),  
currently around VND29,533 to the UK£. 
There are ATMs in all cities and major 
towns. Credit cards are accepted at most 
hotels and upscale restaurants but you’ll 
need cash for the markets and tipping.

When to go

■ The best time – Vietnam is a year- 
round destination but has three separate 
microclimates affecting the north, central 
and southern regions. Autumn and spring 
offer the mildest weather if crossing each.
■ The rest of the year – winter sees 
monsoons hit the north; summer brings 
storms to northern and central areas, 
plus high humidity and temperatures 
hitting the low 30s (ºC) everywhere else. 

Health & safety
Keep up to date on all jabs, 

including hepatitis A, typhoid, tetanus 
and diphtheria. There is little to no risk of 
malaria, so prophylaxis are not usually 
required, but cover up to avoid bites. 

Further reading  
& information

Vietnam (Lonely Planet, 2016) – a good 
area guide and overview of the country

THE TRIP
The author travelled to Vietnam with 
Audley Travel (www.audleytravel.com, 
01993 838140) on a 14-night tailor-made 
tour that included bed and breakfast 
accommodation in Hanoi, Mai Chau, 
Hue, Hoi An and Ho Chi Minh City and 
full-board accommodation in Halong 
Bay. From £3,865 per person, including 
international flights on Vietnam Airlines, 
transfers, excursions and a guide. 

Getting there  
The author flew with Vietnam 

Airlines (vietnamairlines.com), which 
flies direct from London Heathrow to 
Hanoi four times a week, and direct to 
Ho Chi Minh City three times a week. 
Flight time to Hanoi is approximately 
11 hours; return fares from London cost 
from around £460. Airlines including 
Emirates (emirates.com) and Singapore 
Airlines (singaporeair.com) also fly from 
London Heathrow to Hanoi via Dubai/
Yangon and Singapore respectively. 

Getting around
Roads can often be chaotic in 

Vietnam, but there are comfortable 
buses on the main tourist routes, and 
some come with sleeper-berths – 
although always keep an eye on your 
belongings. Vietnam Railways 
(vietnam-railways.com) run a single- 
track train network that is slowly being 
upgraded, but is still better for short, 
scenic journeys than overnight routes. 
Flying saves a lot of time on longer 
journeys; for example, travelling from 
Hanoi to Ho Chi Minh City by train takes 
nine hours; by air it takes just two. 
 

Cost of travel 
Vietnam suits all pockets, 

although rates vary by season. You can 
get by on around £30 a day sleeping 
in budget guesthouses, using public 
transport and eating in local restaurants. 
To upgrade your accommodation and 
factor in taxis, it will be between £30 and 
£75, and for luxury lodgings and internal 
flights, think £100 and upwards. Tipping 
isn’t usually expected in restaurants 
and bars, but be sure to tip your guide 
if you’re happy with their service.

Accommodation
Vietnam has a variety of stays 

to meet all budgets, from family-run 
B&Bs to boutique hotels and the more 
glamorous big chains. The author 
stayed at the following: 

Hanoi’s Silk Path Boutique Hotel 
(hangkhay.silkpathhotel.com), overlooks 
Hoan Kiem Lake in the city’s Old Quarter, 
and has B&B doubles from £75 per night. 

La Residence Hue Hotel & Spa 
(la-residence-hue.com) is a beautifully 

VIETNAM HIGHLIGHTS
1 Hanoi 

Lose yourself in the winding streets 
of the capital’s atmospheric Old Quarter.

2 Halong Bay 
Touristy it may be, but sailing past 

Halong Bay’s colossal limestone pillars 
and tiny islets is still a magical experience.

3Mai Chau 
Escape the city hustle amid verdant 

hills and a patchwork of rice fields.

4Hue 
Relive Vietnam’s royal heritage 

in Hue’s timeless Imperial city. 

restored Art Deco building in Hue; 
B&B doubles from £115 per night. 

Sol Bungalows (solbungalows.com) 
in Mai Chau has fine countryside views, 
with B&B doubles from £95 per night. 

The rather glam Park Hyatt Saigon 
(saigon.park.hyatt.com) is well placed in 
the heart of Ho Chi Minh City, with B&B 
doubles from around £245 per night.

5 Hoi An 
This charming, historic riverside 

market town moves at its own pace.

6 Ho Chi Minh City 
A dynamic boomtown where the 

War Remnants Museum is a powerful 
reminder of the human cost of war.

7 Mekong Delta 
Take a languid journey along 

one of the world’s greatest rivers.

8 Phu Quoc 
An idyllic island escape with white- 

sand beaches and tropical jungle.

The rather plush Anantara Hoi An 
(hoi-an.anantara.com) overlooks the 
river of the UNESCO-listed market town 
of Hoi An and is just a stroll from the old 
town; B&B doubles from £155 per night. 

A one-night Halong Bay cruise on 
Heritage Line’s (heritage-line.com/cruise) 
Jasmine boat has doubles from $218pp 
(£168) per night, full board included.

Vietnam Footnotes

More online  
Visit www.wanderlust.co.uk/178 

for links to more content

 ARCHIVE ARTICLES
♦ South East Asia: Trip Planner– issue 175
♦ Riding Vietnam’s Reunification 
Express – issue 160
♦ Exploring Vietnam’s Caves – issue 154
PLANNING GUIDES
♦ Vietnam travel guide

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

 Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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01273 670 001         
www.selectiveasia.com

0800 251 1063
wendywutours.co.uk
or visit your local travel agent ABTA W7994  ATOL 6639

19 years’ experienceSmall group journeys
No single supplements* Expert local guides

DISCOVER VIETNAM 
DIFFERENTLY

Active and cultural adventures through Asia

19 years’ experience

 Trek through remote Sapa Vespa through Saigon Experience a local homestay

*Terms and conditions apply.
www.bambootravel.co.uk

The hIGhLIGhTS 

OF VIeTNAM 
An excellent value private 
tour covering all the 
principle sights of Vietnam 
in a short space of time. 
highlights include an 
overnight cruise around 
halong Bay, the historic 
towns of hue & hoi An, 
an overnight stay in the 
Mekong Delta and the two 
major cities of hanoi and 
Saigon. Call us for more 
information or to make a 
booking.

020 7720 9285 
info@bambootravel.co.uk
Wanderlust Readers’  
Travel Awards:  
Top Tour Operator -   
Gold Winner for 2017

PRICeS FROM 

£2,195
per person for a 13 

day private tour
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costumes, hoisting up the e�  gy of a giant 
‘carnival king’ in one mass kaleidoscopic 
celebration. Patras in the Peloponnese region 
lays claim to the biggest example, with scores 
of brightly clad dancers and fl oats parading 
the cobbled lanes. There are plenty of others, 
though: Rethymno on Crete prides itself on 
the huge treasure hunt that takes place 
through its narrow streets; in the town of 
Naoussa, hidden in the foothills of the Vermio 
Mountains in Central Macedonia, Carnival 
means performers re-enacting its traditions 
in masks, costumes and fl ower garlands.

Spring suppers
The Apokreas celebrations feed into Easter. 
Kitchens fi ll with the smell of tsoureki bread 
(similar to brioche) and families may 
welcome you in to share their home-cooked 
food, including maghiritsa (tripe soup or 
fricassee, depending where you’re staying), 
served after midnight on Easter Saturday, 
while spit-roasted lamb will be on the menu 
for Easter Sunday. But many towns and 
villages have some unique celebrations, with 
elaborate processions, brass bands and 
decorations. Corfu boasts one of the most 
vibrant, with hymn performances and 
orchestral music fi lling the streets by day, 
while religious processions can weave the 
island during the evening.

Find Greece’s soul in       its festivals
From street-wide Easter celebrations to parties praising 
the humble pistachio, it’s always party season in Greece

G
reece is many things to 
travellers. It’s the cradle of 
Western civilisation, 
a sun-drenched escape full of 
hiking-route-laced islands, 

and it’s home to a Mediterranean diet fi t for 
the gods. But any Greek will tell visitors that 
their festivals are the key to understanding 
life here. Ever since antiquity, when locals 
fi rst dined and danced in honour of mythical 
deities and cheered on its Olympians, the 
Greeks have loved to put on a show. Festivals 
and events fi ll streets all year long, so take 
note – your diary is about to get very full...

Wild winters 
Greece’s year of festivals begins with one of its 
biggest. Apokreas (carnival season) aff ords 
locals – and visitors – the chance to enjoy 
a feast of dance, wine and meat for the three 
weeks in February/early March before the 
fasting of Lent and the run-up to Orthodox 
Easter. It’s a festival that’s been celebrated since 
antiquity, originating as a dedication to 
Dionysus. Villages will hum to the sizzle of 
barbecues and the tavernas (restaurants) are 
stuff ed with locals, fi rst gorging on meat (week 
one) and then dairy (week two). 

Apokreas culminates in a series of carnivals 
on its fi nal weekend, where locals don 
ornate masks and take to the streets in vivid Dr
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Spring sees living history come to Rhodes 
in May, where chainmail-clad knights fi ll the 
island’s cobbled squares at the Medieval Rose 
Festival. The carnival draws on the legacy of 
the Knights of the Order of St John of 
Jerusalem – a religious order once charged 
with the defence of the Holy Land – with 
exhibitions, workshops and re-enactments 
fi lling the sites that the knights once defended. 

Elsewhere, Scotland descends on the tiny 
but cosmopolitan island of Spetses in May, 
when well-dressed cyclists pedal its streets in 
the Tweed Run, while cars tear along the 
rocky mountain passes circling Athens in the 
Acropolis Rally.

Summer sensations
Summer is when Greek festivities come alive, 
and travellers should head for the capital and 
ancient Epidaurus on the Peloponnese, about 
140km south of Athens. From June to August, 
the Athens and Epidaurus Festival soundtracks 
balmy summer days with a mix of opera, 
classical music and open-air plays, performed 
in locations such as the well-preserved fourth 
century BC theatre of Epidaurus. Ancient 
Greek tragedies play to crowds in the 
second-century amphitheatre on Acropolis 
Hill and the Greek National Opera performs 
in front of the Parthenon. There’s 
contemporary theatre, too, with many of 



Find Greece’s soul in       its festivals
Promotional feature

Greece’s upcoming playwrights, actors and 
dance companies often added to the bill.

Movie buff s can equally enjoy the city’s 
historic sites, with the Athens Open Air Film 
Festival (Jun-Sep) held in Athens’ many open 
air screens, while ruins, art galleries and 
suburban parks are being transformed into 
cinemas showing blockbusters as well as 
small indie projects – some with live music. 

July’s Kalamata Dance Festival champions 
both new Greek dance talent and global 
stars. For the best of the rest, the Molyvos 
International Music Festival, held on the 
island of Lesvos, brings together the best 
young classical musicians (August), and for 
a burst of adrenalin, the Aegean Regatta, 
a major yacht racing event, and Chios 
Half-Marathon both feature in August.

Autumn arts
The year may be drawing to a close but party 
season in Greece is in full fl ow, and wanderers 
can enjoy an eclectic mix of events celebrating 
the arts, mythology and... nuts. September and 
October sees the Dimitria Festival take over 
Thessaloniki with its spread of exhibitions, 
fi lm screenings and gastronomy events. Stick 
around in the city in November and you’ll 

also be treated to Greece’s biggest silver 
screen event – its International Film Festival.

For an alternative (and exhausting) tour 
of the capital and its eastern suburbs, join the 
Athens Authentic Marathon (November), 
which honours the ancient tale of a 
messenger running from the Battle of 
Marathon to Athens in order to spread word 
of victory over the Persians. 

Away from the mainland, sleepy Aegina 
comes alive in September and goes nuts – 

literally. Look out for its four-day festival, 
which celebrates one of the island’s most 
sought-after (and tastiest) products: the 
pistachio. Live music and theatre events 
mark the nut harvest, while local chefs whip 
up savoury and sweet recipes for you to try.

Greece’s festivals off er a glimpse into 
the country’s beating heart and soul. And 
you can be sure that whenever you visit 
Greece there is a party going on 
somewhere… and you’re all invited.

Visit www.wanderlust.co.uk/discover/undiscovered-greece for more of Greece’s top travel secrets

Festival fever
(clockwise from this) 
Marching musicians bring a 
dash of colour to the streets 
of Corfu on Holy Saturday; 
the Herodes Atticus stone 
theatre plays host to the 
Athens and Epidaurus 
Festival; the colourful masks 
of the Naoussa carnival; 
Greece’s International Film 
Festival gets into full swing 
in Thessaloniki



Letters, tips, photos & exploits from you, our endlessly adventurous readers

T he Guatamalan village of 
Chortiz was little more than 
a ramshackle collection of 
wooden huts, unusually 
high-sided enclosures and 

pens for the livestock, together with 
a couple of sturdier-looking buildings 
(school, church). There were no roads in or 
out; instead mule tracks wound their way 
across an almost moorland-like landscape 
that stretched off  into a thickening mist. 

The only crops that grew at this altitude 
were potatoes, the maize having given up 
a few hundred metres further down the 
mountainside. This was a harsh place to 
survive in, and it was easy to forget that 
we were still within tropical latitudes.

We came to a stop outside a large wooden 
building on the peripheries of the village, 
which seemed to function as a kind of 
shelter for people passing through. 
Broken into two rooms, the smaller one was 
locked, so it was into the larger one that we 
carried our stuff  and set up for the night.

After building our beds, it was time to eat. 
The mist had come down and the light was 
fading as we walked along a stony path that 
circumnavigated the village. Shepherds 
were driving their fl ocks home with the 
help of their stick-wielding kids, while the 
local semi-feral dog population barked. 
There were no bars, shops or restaurants 
here, so our guide, Pablo, had prearranged 
some vittles at a local family’s house.

After dinner, on the walk back to our 
digs, we heard the fi rst howls of the wolves. 

“Grab a good-sized rock to protect 
yourself, just in case,” warned Pablo, deadly 
serious. “You wouldn’t be the fi rst person to 
have been attacked by a wolf up here.” 

I realised then why the sides of the 
animal enclosures were built so high.

We turned in early that evening, but 
I was awoken part way through the night 
by a slow chanting that was becoming ever 
more surreal with each weary blink. A low 
light had seeped across the ceiling from 
a gap that ran along the top of the wall 
to my right, and from it emanated the 
pungent smell of burning herbs, mixed 
with a prolifi c amount of candle smoke. 
All the while, the voice continued 
its unintelligible mantra in a low hum. 
I found myself utterly transfi xed. 

Winner of this month’s 
online writing competition,
 Daniel Davies-Llewellyn
recounts the most unusual

sight on his travels...

Spying on 
shamans 

■  Yo u r  S t o r y

FROM
THE

ROAD
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With some encouragement, I crept over 
to the wall, grabbed a chair and climbed 
aloft to get a better look. Below me, in the 
smaller room next to ours, were sat four 
or fi ve men in a rough circle. One seemed 
to be leading the others in the chant, 
keeping the smoke billowing from the 
burning grasses in the circle by wafting 
a handful of herbs back and forth.

 Candles were placed in a kind of interior 
ring in front of the congregation. This 
was a shamanic ceremony, possibly 
clandestine judging by the late hour. 
I looked at my watch – it was 3:30am. 
None of the men had noticed me and 
I decided to keep it that way, sneaking 
back to the warmth of my sleeping bag 
where I lay in a trance, hypnotised by what 
I’d just witnessed and feeling blessed by 
the magic of travel and the serendipitous 
experiences it often throws at you.

Back on the road the following day, 
the events of the previous night felt like 
a dream. The going soon became tough as 
we crossed the wild plateau, snaking our 
way through wind-whipped evergreens, 
following an ancient path that was 
becoming increasingly boggy as the 
steady rain that had begun to fall went 
quickly to work on the dust and soil that 
covered it. We drew our coats up to block 
the cold, put our heads down and slipped 
into a reverie, thinking back to the time 
we shared shacks with shamans.

The day was chilly and dull; it was 
a typical October Sunday as I left 
Ávila, Spain, riding a motorcycle 
that was in sore need of some 
love. This was in 1969, and I was 

nearing the end of my four-week, 3,200km 
ride through France to southern Spain.

It was possibly the bad state of the remote 
rural roads that had contributed to a broken 
spoke in my rear wheel. I had no idea how 
many I could aff ord to lose before the wheel 
collapsed, but there were four days before my 
ferry departed Bilbao, so I stopped at Segovia 
to study the map. I could either take the 
longer main road or a shorter one with less 
chance of help if the bike broke down. I opted 
for the latter and rode northwards on minor 
roads towards Burgos until I heard a ‘Ting! 
Ting!’ sound, indicating another breakage. 

Wheel building is a skill beyond me, but 
I did what I could. I had a spoke spanner in 
my tool kit, so I could remove the broken 
spoke and recheck the others, gauging their 
sound when struck and evening out the 
tensions by tightening those that rang dull. 

As the elevation rose to about 900m above 
sea level, fi elds gave way to moorland scrub. 
Through the mist I could see in the distance 
groups of hunters carrying long-barrelled 
guns, moving slowly across the moor. But 
I could not see any birds and the scrub gave 
little cover for anything larger. I was curious. 

As daylight faded, I thought I’d better stop 
soon rather than risk being caught in the 
dark with a disabled bike in the middle of 
nowhere. I rode to a nearby village, though it 
didn’t look too promising. The streets were 
unlit and badly paved, and cattle occupied 

some of the ground fl oors of the houses. 
I wasn’t sure what accommodation I’d fi nd. 

At that time, tourists could take only £50 
a year outside the sterling area (plus £15 for use 
on the motorcycle). Foreign currency buys 
were recorded in one’s passport, so I’d had to 
eat and lodge cheaply throughout the trip. 
In this remote village, I found the cheapest 
room of all, at 40 pesetas, or fi ve shillings 
(25p). I didn’t like to guess how many people 
had shared the bed since the last sheet change.

Looking for somewhere to eat, I wandered 
the village. I had a beer in a small, dimly-lit 
bar before realising that I had stumbled upon 
one of the hunting parties I’d seen earlier in 
the day. Ancient-looking long-barrelled guns 
were propped in one corner and old men in 
berets sat on chairs lining the walls, drinking 
quietly. There was barely a murmur, perhaps 
refl ecting the eff orts of the day or the quiet 
satisfaction of a successful hunt. Against 
a pillar in the centre of the room, a recently 
gutted boar bled onto the sawdust-strewn 
fl oor, its hind legs attached to a roof beam. 

Exhausted and relieved to have found 
a night’s shelter, I’d left my camera in my 
room. I’m sure there would have been no 
objection to me photographing the moment, 
but it’s the shot I most regret not taking. This 
was a scene anchored in the past, never likely 
to be seen again, at least in Western Europe.

And by the way, my bike did make it to 
Bilbao after all, and then from Southampton 
to home without further incident. 

Motorbike A&E
Bike trouble can be a pain,

except when it leads to 
a rare encounter, as reader

Chris Prior discovers on
a trip through 1960s Spain

■  Yo u r  S t o r y

These were entries in our regular online writing 
competition. Keep an eye out for the next one 
at wanderlust.co.uk/mywanderlust 
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“Befuddled by a confusing 
signpost on the Isle of Lewis 
in the Outer Hebrides.”
Nick and Mary Monk

“Within touching distance of the 
Parthenon in Athens, Greece.”
Caitlin Homstad

“Being blown away by 
the Hindu, Buddhist and 
Jain artwork in the cave 
temples of Ellora, India.”
Louise Markus
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YOUR 
PHOTOS

■  R e a d e r s ’  P i c t u r e s

Been somewhere beautiful? Done something amazing? 
Email fromtheroad@wanderlust.co.uk – make us jealous!



Where does your 
Wanderlust take you?
Every month, we ask ‘Where does your 
Wanderlust take you?’, giving you a chance 
to win a goody bag including a versatile High UV 
with Insect Shield Buff® – the ultimate travel 
accessory (from £23.25 RRP). But can you top 
Erica (above)? Show us where your Wanderlust 
takes you and where you take your Wanderlust!

Take your magazine with you on your next trip 
and share a pic with us. Post it on our Facebook 
wall, tweet it to us at @wanderlustmag, email it  
to fromtheroad@wanderlust.co.uk or hashtag 
it #wanderlustmag on Instagram. 

“Sketching a kangaroo in 
Australia – sometimes the 
widlife can be too close!”
Pollyanna Pickering

“Tasting some marang fruit 
at a stall near Polomolok 
in the Philippines.”
Simon Dunbar

“Spending a spectacular day
at Mount Cook National Park
on New Zealand’s South Island.”
Sharon Hodgkins

“Standing in a hole in
Ranea, Sweden, that we’d
cut the previous night for
a cheeky midnight dip
– it would freeze over
again by morning!”
Erica de la Harpe
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LETTERS
Your mail and missives: this issue, gushing with love for the people of Sri 
Lanka, road-tripping in Iceland, recalling Canada’s parks and winning big!

Taking a road trip
I read with enormous interest 
your piece on the ‘World’s Best 
Road Trips… in a Week’ [May 
2017, issue 176]. I was delighted to 
see included Iceland’s Ring Road 
(Route 1), but you only covered 
the southern half. I’ve just come 
back from Iceland (early May) 
and had the most amazing few 
days driving the whole route 
(with stops and diversions) in 
just fi ve days. This included the 
‘Golden Circle’ and a trip to 
Snaefell to see the cliff s of 
Vesturland peninsula.

The Ring Road is, in my 
opinion, a must for anyone who 
wants to properly see Iceland, 
rather than dropping in on the 
touristy bits around ‘The Golden 
Circle’ or Reykjavik (both of 
which are well worth visiting).
For me, this was a true bucket-
list destination. If you have an 
interest in any of the Earth 
sciences, you’ll see it all there. 
It was like witnessing things I’d 
studied for years in the fl esh. 

On the downside, Iceland is 
expensive – be warned – but as 
a ‘diff erent’ place to visit, it off ers 
a life experience, and one for 
which travellers have been 
enjoying for over a thousand 
years now – so it must be good.
John Braybrooke, Tewkesbury

Kind Sri Lanka 
I recently arrived home to 
fi nd a new issue of Wanderlust 
awaiting my return from Sri 
Lanka – also, coincidentally, 
the subject of its front cover 
[May 2017, issue 176] – and it got 

me thinking. What struck my 
husband and I most about the 
country, apart from the scenery, 
was the kindness and tolerance 
of Sri Lankan people, especially 
when it came to animals. 

In no way did we ever see 
anyone – certainly not the 
monks – chase away monkeys, 
or dogs, from the temples, which 
were amazing in themselves. 
After all, this is the basis of the 
Buddhist religion: kindness to 
every animal, as one does not 
know into what creature you 
will eventually be reincarnated. 

So, your caption, ‘A monk 
chases away monkeys at the 
temple in Anuradhapura’, 
gives the wrong impression. 
Our memory of Sri Lanka was 
of such loving, gentle, kind and 
tolerant people, living in a 

beautiful, but surprisingly 
poverty-stricken, country that is 
still very dependent on tourism. 

It was a truly wonderful trip. 
Anyone who hasn’t been, go!
Carolyn Cawood, Sherborne

Thank you! 
We are absolutely delighted to be 
the lucky winners of the 12-day 
trip to Burma (Myanmar) in your 
competition [February 2017, issue 
173]. The itinerary looks amazing 
and we’re looking forward to 
experiencing the country. We 
plan to go in late September and 
will be in touch with you again 
upon our return. We have been 
subscribers to Wanderlust for 
many years and thoroughly 
enjoy the regular delivery of your 
magazine through our door.
Ken and Jennifer Rogers, Leicester

the lucky winners of the 12-day 
trip to Burma (Myanmar) in your 

February 2017, issue 
]. The itinerary looks amazing 

plan to go in late September and 
will be in touch with you again 
upon our return. We have been 

enjoy the regular delivery of your 

Each issue, our winning 
contribution wins a haul 
of Wanderlust gear. 
This time, congratulations 
to John!

WIN
WANDERLUST
GOODIES

★ STAR LETTER ★ Canada’s wild side 
After reading about Canada’s 
national parks in your latest 
issue [June 2017, issue 177], 
I wanted to share some of my 
experiences. Banff  and Jasper 
in British Columbia are my 
two favourites, but the fi rst 
national park I remember 
going to was Waterton Lakes 
on the Alberta/US border. 
I was on a 4-H youth exchange 
programme, and going to the 
park was a real highlight. 
Of course, there are many 
more that I would love to see, 
especially Gwaii Haanas, Gros 
Morne, Grasslands, Fundy, 
Cape Breton Highlands and 
Prince Edward Island.
Rachelle Meilleur, via website
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Realising how much there 
is to enjoy in Morocco. It has 

such a charming culture and there’s 
so many varying landscapes to 
explore! ericwatson

Looking forward to journeying 
through Japan. I’m visiting 

Kyoto with a friend next spring – 
we’re both so excited! 
@NatashaBalletta

Floating along the 
Kinabatangan river 

in Borneo. We even spotted 
a male pygmy elephant on 
the riverbank. farafen
 Remembering amazing 

adventures in Sri Lanka. 
I went years ago and got involved 
with lots of local activities. It was 
great. Hazel Bingham

This month you have
been mostly...

Turtle hatchling, 
Tortuguero, Costa Rica
Charles Kinsey
On our fi rst night at Tortuguero, we 
were taken to see a female green 
turtle laying her eggs on the beach. 
This was a brilliant experience – 
the turtles go into a kind of trance 
as they lay their eggs, so we 
were able to get really close. The 
following morning, I searched the 
beach for hatchlings appearing 
from beneath the sand – we were 
there at the end of the season, 
so I hoped to spot those that 
had been laid previously. I was 
delighted to see a little group 
scampering down the beach, and 
I was able to take this shot as 
I escorted one to the sea.

TALK TO US: Online at www.wanderlust.co.uk/mywanderlust Email fromtheroad@wanderlust.co.uk 
Mail Wanderlust, 1 Leworth Place, Windsor, SL4 1EB Twitter @wanderlustmag 
Facebook www.facebook.com/wanderlusttravelmagazine Instagram @wanderlustmag

 Falling in love with India. 
It has such diverse customs 

and traditions, colourful attire and 
mouth-watering food. 
@colbhagwan
 Beating the price hike 

enforced by the Rwandan 
government on its gorilla trekking 
experiences. I’m so glad I got to 
see them before the permit costs 
increased. It is imprinted on my 
memory forever! Barbara Widener

Taking the slow route. We 
took the train from Bangkok 

to Chiang Mai in Thailand and it 
was absolutely awesome.
@BohmerLife

Bird watching in Wales. 
I managed to spot my 

fi rst barn owl! louise199360
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PHOTO OF
THE MONTH

JUST BACK
FROM...

France
Wanderlust forum 
user Polly Allen 
recounts her 
whistle-stop two 
nights in Aveyron

The highlight: The medieval 
village of Sainte-Eulalie-de-
Cernon, where the Knights 
Templar and Hospitallers 
set up one of their bases. 
Must see: Fashion and design 
lovers must visit Causse Gantier 
in Millau, a historic glove factory 
now owned by Chanel.
Top tip: Hire a car – I barely saw 
any buses. But take breaks along 
the winding roads; the hairpin 
bends may make the strongest 
of stomachs feel car sick. 

Cautionary tale: Be specifi c with 
waiters if you have any food 
intolerances. I travelled with 
a vegetarian and the menus 
were especially meat heavy!
I wish I’d known... More French. 
Most people speak English, 
but it’s much more polite for 
visitors to make an eff ort. 
Anything else? Wear sensible 
shoes to wander the cobbled 
streets of historic villages like 
Conques and Estaing. And take 
even more care if it’s raining!

■  E x p e r i e n c e s
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Slovakia



WORDS PAUL BLOOMFIELD 

Slovakia isn’t well known for its wildlife, but in the valleys of 
the Western Tatras and beyond roam some 1,200 bears, and 

all it takes to see them is a little patience – and a lot of walking

Join our cub!  
A European brown 

bear and her offspring 
wander the wilds of 

the Carpathians 

NECESSITIES
THE 



‘The evening yielded 
tantalising tasters: roe 

and red deer hoofmarks, 
mud grubbed up by 
wild boar, crossbills 
pilfering pine seeds’
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T
he three most beautiful words in the English 
language aren’t ‘I love you’, nor even ‘Get 
one free’. No, they’re ‘Fresh this morning’. 

I was roaming high in an alpine meadow, 
a gentle breeze scenting the post-dawn 
air with pine perfume, when I heard this 
beguiling phrase whispered from beneath 
a pair of soft brown eyes. And what made 

these words truly magical wasn’t the location, nor the person 
who uttered them – Roman Trizna, 
ranger for two isolated valleys in 
Slovakia’s Tatras National Park 
(TANAP). No, it was the fact that 
he was indicating a huge, deep-trod 
bear pawprint. If a heart can both 
lurch and soar in the same moment, 
well, that’s what mine did.

Roman continued whispering 
urgently to Peter Lapšanský, our Slovak 
guide, who translated in a soft tone: 
“These prints weren’t here late last 
night, he says – neither was the dung.” 
Roman nodded, gesturing at a glistening pile 
nearby. “They must have been left earlier today.”

Ordinarily, you might not be overjoyed to be told a 300kg- 
plus carnivore with such large claws was likely lurking nearby. 
But since an ursine encounter was the main aim of my Slovak 
sojourn, the news was nothing less than electrifying.

Slovakia doesn’t top most bearwatchers’ hitlists. But it should. 
Though this compact, rugged corner of eastern Europe spans a mere 
49,000 sq km (that’s 2.5 Waleses, to use the popular international 

measure), 50% of its land provides a suitable habitat for European 
brown bears – more than 1,200, according to recent estimates. 

While these bulky beasts roam much of Slovakia, their prime 
territory is the Tatras Mountains, the north-westernmost stretch 
of the Carpathian range. Here, Slovakia offers an alternative 
experience to better-known bearwatching hotspots such as 
Finland or Romania. There’s no baiting, no shivering for hours in 
hides. Instead, the trip I’d joined aimed to spy wild bears on foot.

Centrepiece of the itinerary was three days in Roman’s valleys, 
normally off-limits to the public, in the 
less-trodden Western Tatras. Before 
that, though, our compact group of 
five eased into Slovak life in Slovenský 
Raj National Park, south of Poprad.
 

Ascending to Paradise 
Our first evening’s stroll yielded  
plenty of tasters: roe and red deer 
hoofmarks, mud grubbed up by wild 
boar, crossbills pilfering pine seeds. 
More thrilling were wolf prints  
(“Claws point forward from the pad, 

not splaying at the sides like dog paws”), though Peter was careful 
to manage expectations. Wolves are rarely spotted, he told us,  
being shy and wide-ranging, covering 60 to 70km each night. 
Lynx and wildcats are yet more elusive.

The next day, we climbed a stairway to heaven – or at least paradise 
– the flights of steps ascending the beautiful gorges of Slovenský Raj 
(Slovak Paradise) National Park. Through the gleaming limestone 
Suchá Belá Gorge we tramped, negotiating wooden boardwalks 
and metal ladders alongside waterfalls while juvenile jackdaws ⊲

Roman’s empire 
Tatras NP ranger 
Roman Trizna scours 
the slopes for signs 
of bear activity
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Prints charmings
(clockwise from this) 
An aquilegia blooms in 
the forests of the Tatras; 
the ruins of a Cartesian 
monastery in Slovenský 
Raj NP; the all-elusive 
bear print; crossing the 
Suchá Belá Gorge
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croaked admonishments. At the top we explored the ruins of 
medieval Kláštorisko monastery before descending via another 
exhilarating obstacle course of a trail along Hornád Gorge. 
Otters and kingfi shers thrive here – or so the information 
boards declared. I was too intent on clinging to iron chains 
and not teetering off  cliff -stapled steps to notice. 

That night, we refuelled with some typically hearty Slovak fare: 
bryndzové halušky – mini-gnocchi with sheep’s curd and bacon – 
all washed down with crisp (and very cheap) pilsner. 

Even if its cuisine is hardly haute, there are plenty of other 
reasons to explore Slovakia, from castles – nearby Spiš is one 
of Europe’s largest sites – to Renaissance-era towns such as 
Levoča, to thermal springs. But in truth, tourism remains 
a bit-part player here, even if its walking trails do draw 
visitors, particularly to the Tatras Mountains. And that’s 
where we headed the next morning.

What bears do in the woods...
Our fi rst day in the Western Tatras promised little. Dour 
skies lowered as we ambled up the Kamenitsa Valley, fi rst 
traversing a woodland path lined with blueberries (“Foxes eat 
them to clear their guts of parasites,” remarked Peter) before 
emerging into a rocky valley. Up into the murk we climbed, 
pausing intermittently to train our binoculars on the lighter-
green stripes that interspersed the pine-cloaked fl anks.

“These avalanche chutes off er our best chances of spotting 
bears,” advised Peter. “They feed on the fresh grass and berries 
that spring up where trees are cleared by snow-slips.” 

They’re essentially bear buff ets, or so goes the theory. In 
practice, persistent mizzle dampened both our spirits and 

binocular lenses. A lithe, nervy red deer, antlers still sheathed in 
spring velvet, was our biggest sighting. So, when we found our 
path blocked by a barrier of snow after a few soggy hours, 
it was more with resignation than regret that we descended.

The following day, the bear-tracking began in earnest. That 
much was clear not just from Peter’s optimism but also our 
schedule: we were set to rendezvous with ranger Roman in 
the Kôprová Valley and start hiking before 5am. 

The approach into the park was inauspicious. The route was 
guarded by a gargantuan hotel, and for the fi rst few kilometres 
the road wound through a post-apocalyptic landscape of blasted 
tree stumps. This area, like others in the Tatras, is still recovering 
from the devastating 2004 storm that felled vast swathes of 

woodland, and from the bark beetle infestation that followed. 
Soon, though, the forest reasserted itself. By the time 
we had picked up Roman, who was waiting at the entry 
barrier, we were eagerly scanning the dense pine and 

those emerald avalanche chutes in hope of spotting… 
well, anything not green – and preferably brown and furry. 

At that early hour the mountain air had a nip. Fleeces were 
zipped, walking poles extended, bootlaces tightened, and off  we 
set. The trail into the Garajova side valley began wide and gentle 
before snaking steeply up into the pine forest – an enforced 
(and puff -inducing) detour necessitated by tree fall on the main 
path. No matter: the climb soon dispelled the chill from our 

bones, while blueberry sprigs whipped warmth into my 
bare legs. The path was littered with grey-green lichen, like 
so many thousands of cast antlers, and the woods chimed 
with the rat-a-tats of woodpeckers, the familiar two-tone 

calls of cuckoos and the strident trills of nutcrackers.

�

, there are plenty of other 
reasons to explore Slovakia, from castles – nearby Spiš is one 
of Europe’s largest sites – to Renaissance-era towns such as 

traversing a woodland path lined with blueberries (“Foxes eat 
them to clear their guts of parasites,” remarked Peter) before 
emerging into a rocky valley. Up into the murk we climbed, 
pausing intermittently to train our binoculars on the lighter-

“These avalanche chutes off er our best chances of spotting 
bears,” advised Peter. “They feed on the fresh grass and berries 

guarded by a gargantuan hotel, and for the fi rst few kilometres 
the road wound through a post-apocalyptic landscape of blasted 
tree stumps. This area, like others in the Tatras, is still recovering 
from the devastating 2004 storm that felled vast swathes of 

woodland, and from the bark beetle infestation that followed. 

At that early hour the mountain air had a nip. Fleeces were 
zipped, walking poles extended, bootlaces tightened, and off  we 
set. The trail into the Garajova side valley began wide and gentle 
before snaking steeply up into the pine forest – an enforced 
(and puff -inducing) detour necessitated by tree fall on the main 
path. No matter: the climb soon dispelled the chill from our 

calls of cuckoos and the strident trills of nutcrackers.



‘The hiss went up: 
“Bear!” More snaps and 
rustles, then a glimpse 
of shaggy mid-brown 

fur and that distinctive 
lumbering, rolling gait’
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Emerging onto sparser mountainside, sweeping views opened 
up, stealing away the breath we’d just regained. Crepuscular beams 
tickled the dark conifers blanketing the Kôprová Valley, while to the 
south loomed granite ramparts dominated by Kriváň peak. At 2,495m, 
it isn’t the tallest rise in the range, but its iconic form demarcates the 
western edge of the High Tatras range. 

Roman’s job is to care for the Kôprová and Tichá Valleys, and 
it didn’t take long in his company to understand that he really, 
really cares for them – and their 
inhabitants, including some 
40 bears. Following a Hansel-and-Gretel 
trail of droppings, he led us across 
an area of fl attened grass from which 
the snow had only recently melted.

“This is a favourite hook-up spot 
for bears,” observed Peter wistfully. 
“Last year, we watched a pair 
mating here for over an hour.” 

On this brisk late-May morning, 
the bears were less frisky – or visible – 
but other creatures showed for us. Near 
the cirque at the head of the valley, Roman pointed up at a handful of 
chubby, horned creatures grazing above us. “Tatra chamois,” Peter 
explained. “Our critically endangered endemic subspecies, shaggier 
and bulkier than its Alpine cousin.” 

Refl ections on ungulate body-shaming were interrupted by a loud 
parping sound, as a grinning Roman blew raspberries. You’ve heard 
of horse-whispering: well, this was chamois-farting – an attempt to 
lure them closer. Today, they merely skittered away towards a rocky 
ridge from where the whistling squeaks of marmots echoed down. 

On we hiked, into the adjacent Turková Valley where signs of 
larger life came thick and fast in the form of the piles of excrement 
that studded our path in quick succession. Some were old, dried, 
pale green and grassy; others were dark and moist. This was the 
in-between season, Roman explained. After the bears emerge from 
hibernation in early spring, they feast on white butterbur, a yellowish 
fl ower packed with vitamins; then later in summer, they fatten up 
on sugar-rich blueberries before winter’s slumber. Now, though, 

they fed on whatever they could fi nd. 
Case in point: after studying wolf 

faeces fl ecked with bone fragments and 
hair, we examined a bear dropping 
from which poked a chunk of deer hoof. 

“Probably the deer was killed by 
wolves,” explained Roman, “then 
the bear found the carcass.” 

Flat-cropped grass alongside the trail 
hinted at the bears’ more usual summer 
diet – and teased with hope of a sighting. 
Sadly, none was forthcoming, and after 
four delightful, if carnivore-free, hours 

we descended through the woods only to meet with a surprise. 

A sudden paws
Our voices, barely raised above a whisper on the higher trails, had 
by now increased to a low murmur. So it took a moment to register 
the crack of a nearby branch before the hiss went up: “Bear!” More 
snaps and rustles, then a glimpse of shaggy mid-brown fur and that 
distinctive lumbering, rolling gait. Just 50 paces away – upwind of us, 
thankfully – a bear emerged, seemingly in no great hurry, and 

Slope and glory
(clockwise from this) 
Trekking the side valley 
of Garajova; the ruins 
of Spiš, once one of 
the largest castles in 
Central Europe; 
a handy sign; Peter 
looks to the hills for 
avalanche chutes
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Reading the signs
(clockwise from this) 
A lone Tatra chamois 
surveys the hills; Roman 
points out a ‘bear tree’; 
sweet wild blueberries, 
used by bears to fatten 
up before winter; bear 
scat – note how big it is 
compared with the coin     



‘A bear sighting is a bit 
like a Chinese takeaway: 

hugely satisfying at 
the time, but it’s not 
long before you’re 
itching for another’
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shambled up the slope before evaporating into the shadowtackle of 
the forest. “A young male,” assessed Roman, “perhaps five years old.” 
Not huge, by bear standards – but today, size was never less important.

A bear sighting is a bit like a Chinese takeaway: hugely satisfying at 
the time, but it’s not long before you’re itching for another. So it was 
over the following two days that we tried not to let our bear obsession 
colour our enjoyment of the walking, but as we roamed, Roman and 
Peter treated us to ‘Bear 101’. There were pawprints and droppings, of 
course, plus butterburs, blueberries, nibbled grass stalks and ‘bear trees’. 

Next morning, hiking up into 
the Tomanová Valley, Roman paused 
alongside a mature pine, its bark 
slashed and scored to a height of over 
two metres. Using his hand for scale, 
he indicated the immense gape of the 
fangs that gouged these wounds. 

“Bears tear off the bark,” said Peter, 
“then rub their backs against the 
sticky sap to deposit hairs and scent.”

Understanding of these animals has 
advanced hugely thanks to the work of 
‘Project Bear’, backed by Peter and his 
business partner David Guthrie. In 2008, they raised concerns about 
human-bear conflict and the lack of accurate population information. 

“After so much forest was wrecked by the 2004 storm, bears 
became more visible,” Peter recounted. “They foraged around 
rubbish bins; some even injured people and were shot.” 

Though there have been no fatal attacks by bears in Slovakia in 
over a century, hunters claimed overpopulation and called for a cull. 
In response, Peter and his colleagues set about studying the bears, 
providing GPS collars for half-a-dozen animals. Through monitoring 
them between 2008 and 2012, tracking data showed that they don’t 

stick to limited territories, but roam vast distances. Together with 
DNA sampling, this provided evidence that Slovakia’s bear population 
was well below the unsustainably high levels quoted by hunters.

Ursine of the times  
Despite pawprint, poo and bear-tree frisson, by day three we’d caught 
just two glimpses of bearkind – our first ‘claws encounter’ having 
been augmented that evening by a distant sighting of a young grey 
male hoovering up the grass in a lofty meadow. We wanted more.

On our final evening in the mountains, we 
got it. The weather softened, with a golden 
light setting the rocky ridges aglow, and the 
bears were making the most of it. As we 
strolled, Roman’s tips honed our spotting 
skills: scan the high meadows for movement 
before wielding binoculars; rocks and 
shrubs can look convincingly bearlike to 
overexcited wildlife-watchers, he advised.

Just minutes after we set out along the 
Tichá Valley, those brown eyes lit up: 
a burly black male (“Over 200kg”) 
meandered high above us. Then a mother 

emerged from the woodland with two cubs, grazing obligingly as we 
trained our binoculars. Finally, another young male joined the party.

In the space of an hour, we’d tripled our count. True, I would have 
been thrilled if more of our encounters were closer up. But as both the 
sun and our group descended, I reflected that it was for the best. Even 
now in Slovakia, bears and humans don’t always share space happily: 
days later, Peter relayed the sad news that a female with cubs had been 
shot outside a nearby village. The hope of Peter and Roman, though, 
is that trips like this, which raise both funds and awareness, might 
help secure a brighter future for bears. Paws for thought, indeed.  Ala
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In the pines…  
A European brown 
bear emerges from 
the dwarf pines of 
the Western Tatras



Bear Watching
Adventures
With 25 years experience designing the finest wildlife holidays 
worldwide, our tailor-made and small group trips are led by expert 
naturalist guides to ensure exceptional wildlife experiences. See our
website for the full range of wildlife holidays. 

WILDLIFE
WORLDWIDE

01962 302 088
sales@wildlifeworldwide.com
www.wildlifeworldwide.com

 

REQUEST OUR BROCHURE

“The Classic Polar Bear trip was one of the best holidays 
I have been on. It exceeded all my expectations.” 

Brown Bears in Finland 
This perfect long weekend break 
takes you to a wonderful spot for 
sighting brown bears in the Finnish 
wilderness. Enjoy overnight close-up 
bear encounters.  

May - Aug 4 days from £1,145

Festival of Bears
Join renowned conservationist Mark 
Carwardine and Wildlife Worldwide 
founder Chris Breen on this special 
visit to the Great Bear Rainforest to 
see grizzlies at the prime time.  

6 Oct 2018  9 days from £6,495

Classic Polar Bears 
Seeing polar bears in the wild is  
awe-inspiring. Day and night 
excursions with expert local guides 
provide opportunities to get close to 
these magnificent creatures. 

Oct - Nov 7 days from £5,995

Alaska Bear Odyssey 
Combine Kodiak Island with Katmai 
National Park for great photo 
opportunities to view the world’s 
largest brown bear fishing for salmon, 
all in outstandingly beautiful habitats.  

Jun - Sep 12 days from £7,795
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VITAL 
STATISTICS
Capital: Bratislava
Population: 5.45 million
Language(s): Slovak; Hungarian is 
spoken by a significant minority in 
southern Slovakia; and English is 
spoken in popular tourist destinations
Time: GMT+2 (GMT+1 Nov-Mar)
International dialling code: +421
Visas: Not required by UK nationals
Money: Euro (€), currently €1.15 to the 
UK£. Credit cards are widely accepted 
and ATMs are readily available in towns

When to go

■ Spring – warming up, though 
mountain trails at higher levels may 
still be closed with snow in May.
■ Summer – can be very hot, if rainy. It’s 
also a good time for festivals and hiking 
in the Tatras. All trails should be open. 
■ Autumn – a good time to visit, with 
low rainfall and fewer tourists; many 
trails close from the end of October.
■ Winter – temperatures plummet 
below zero (ºC) in the mountains – 
a good time for tracking lynx and wolf. 
Bratislava also hosts Christmas markets. 

Health & safety
Obviously be Bear Aware and 

listen to your guide. Medical care is at a 
good standard. EU nationals with a EHIC 
card are entitled to emergency medical 
care. No vaccinations are required. Ticks, 
which may transmit encephalitis, can 
bite trekkers in the warmer months 
at lower altitudes, so take care. 

Further reading  
& information

Walking in the High Tatras (Cicerone, 
2017) by Renata Narozna & Colin Saunders 
slovakia.travel/en – official tourism 
portal, with lots of useful information

THE TRIP
The author travelled with 
Walks Worldwide (01962 302085,  
www.walksworldwide.com) on its 
eight-day Walking with Bears trip. 
Prices from £1,374 per person 
(including flights), which includes 
accommodation, local transport and 
guides, breakfasts and some other 
meals. There are two more 2017 
departures on 16 and 23 September.

Getting there
The author flew with Wizz Air 

(wizzair.com) to Poprad from London 
Luton; return fares from around £60, 
with flight times from about 2.5 hours. 
Wizz Air also flies to Košice from Luton, 
Bristol and Doncaster/Sheffield. 
Ryanair (ryanair.com) flies to 
Bratislava from several UK airports.

Getting around
Trains throughout Slovakia 

are both cheap and good. Travel 
between Košice and Poprad takes 
around 70 minutes and costs from 
€4.90 (£4.20) one-way with Slovak 
Railways (slovakrail.sk/en.html). 

Cost of travel
Food, accommodation and 

transport tends to cost around half 
that of the UK, or less. Most budgets 
are catered for, however, with tipping 
common – 10% is the standard rate. 

Accommodation
There’s a large range of hotels, 

penzións (guest houses), agritourism 
farmstays, hostels and campsites, plus 
chata (mountain huts) in the High Tatras. 

A number of historic castles and 
manor houses provide upscale sleeps 
if you’re in the mood for splashing out 
(https://tinyurl.com/slovakia-hotels). 

In Poprad, Penzión u Alžbetky 
(penzionualzbetky.sk) is a friendly, 
characterful guesthouse in the 
historic quarter of Spišská Sobota, 
with doubles from €45 (£39).

Food & drink 
Slovak cuisine is hearty Central 

European fare, with lots of potatoes, 
cabbage, pork and cheese. The 
national dish is bryndzové halušky 
– potato dumplings with sheep’s 
curd, served with fried bacon. Pivo, 
a pilsner-style beer, is good and cheap, 
as is wine (both about €1.50/£1.30).
 

Kit
Sturdy hiking boots with good 

ankle support are essential, as is 
a pair of binoculars or a spotting scope 
(8x42 or higher). Walking poles are 
also useful for the steeper descents. 

1 Bratislava
This sparky city on the Danube has 

a dash of medieval atmosphere in 
its cobbled Old Town, dominated by 
a turreted castle and graced with 
baroque palaces and churches (pictured). 
Today it has a thriving, cosmopolitan 
air thanks to over two centuries as the 
capital of Hungary and a host of cool 
coffee shops and underground bars.

2 Košice
Slovakia’s second city has roots 

dating back to the 12th century, and 
its historic Old Town – ranged around 
Hlavná square and dominated by gothic 
St Elizabeth’s Cathedral – is a delight. 
The outer districts of the city are less 
pretty but buzz with youthful life.

3 Tatra Mountains
Craggy, forested, daunting and 

inspiring, the loftiest stretch of the 
Carpathian range soars to over 
2,500m, its forest-clad peaks studded 
with mountain lakes. A playground for 
hikers and skiiers, it’s also a refuge 
for brown bears, wolves and lynx.  

4 Spiš Castle
Built around the time of the 11th or 

12th century, this vast hilltop fortification 
is among the largest in Central Europe. 
Though largely left in ruins after a 1780 
fire, a wander around its passages 
and towers affords dramatic views.  

5 Slovenský Raj National Park
The rocky karst landscape of the 

‘Slovak Paradise’ is laced with 300km 
of hiking trails, riddled with caves and 
sprayed with waterfalls. Dense ancient 
forests and meadows host countless 
species, rare orchids and birds of prey.

6 Banská Štiavnica  
& Banská Bystrica

The two medieval gems of central 
Slovakia owe their historic grandeur 
to mining wealth. Today their centres 
are littered with gothic, baroque and 
Renaissance-era castles, churches, 
mansions and town halls.

7 Poloniny National Park
Bears, wolves and European bison 

roam these ancient forests in north-east 
Slovakia. There’s great stargazing, too.

Slovakia Footnotes

More online  
Visit www.wanderlust.co.uk/178 

for links to more content

ARCHIVE ARTICLES
♦ Short Break: Bratislava – Issue 176
♦ Ghosts of the Forest: Searching for Bears 
in Macedonia’s National Parks – Issue 169
♦ Go Now: Poprad – Issue 152
♦ A Rafting Weekend in Slovakia – Issue 93
PLANNING GUIDES
♦ Slovakia Travel Guide

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

 Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
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SLOVAKIA HIGHLIGHTS
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Specialist Directory: AFRICA

HOT OFFERS

CLASSIFIED
Hot o� ers, specialist directory, latest travel jobs, and more…

Save up to £600 per couple 
on a Peru holiday
Discover iconic Machu Picchu, the 
jewel in Peru’s archaeological crown, 
the peaceful and picturesque Sacred 
Valley, alive with Inca culture, and 
the vast capital, Lima, perched on 
the coast at the edge of the desert. 
A fascinating and varied country, 
you can design your own holiday, 
adding extensions to Lake Titicaca, 
the Pacifi c Coast and more.  
12 Days from £1499 per person.

For more information please visit: 
www.llamatravel.com. 
Call: 020 7263 3000
Email: mail@llamatravel.com

Xtra

Venture to Norway’s Arctic capital, 
Tromsø, one of the best places on 
earth to see the Northern Lights. 
Explore the city and enjoy the 
surrounding landscapes on a series 
of exciting optional excursions, 
ranging from husky and snowmobile 
safaris to whale watching tours.

 4-day tailor-made break from 
£595 pp incl. fl ights, accommodation 
and meals as specifi ed

EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 
Includes an Aurora Safari

Xtra

10% o�  photobooks & 
more with Bob Books
Liberate your photos from their 
memory sticks: turn them into a 
gorgeous glossy co� ee-table book! 

Go to bobbooks.co.uk, download the 
free Mac or PC software, and start 
designing your book or calendar.

Bob Books will print, bind and deliver 
within seven to ten working days. 
The books come in hardback, 
photographic and paperback 
formats, starting from just £15.99.

Get 10% o�  your order on bobbooks.
co.uk: select ‘Your gift certifi cate’ 
and enter the code ‘WANDERLUST’.

Xtra
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Scan each of the Hot Offers using 
the Wanderlust Xtra app to reveal 
more details about the deal. 

               
Wanderlust Xtra
Gives You More!Xtra

For the unaccustomed, visas are more 
than stickers that make your passport 
look pretty - they’re the o�  cial 
authorisation for entrance into and 
travel within a country or region. 

Obtaining the right visas can be a 
confusing, complicated and often 
stressful process. 

Depending on the visa, using a company 
such as The Visa Machine can save time 
and money when applying for multiple 
visas. Especially ones where you need 
to take your passport to the embassy 
itself and pick it up the next day.

Use code ‘WLU5’ to claim your £5 
o�  at www.thevisamachine.com

Save £5 o�  every Visa 
with The Visa MachineXtra

Northern Lights in 
Tromsø, Norway

Spain’s Historic 
Parador Hotels
Spain’s paradors are a network of 
luxury hotels converted from some 
of the country’s most important 
heritage sites. With over 90 to choose 
from you can stay in anything from 
Moorish fortresses, to Renaissance 
palaces, ancient castles and more. 

Special o� er: Spain’s parador 5 
night card from £325pp incl. fl ights

For more information visit: 
https://tinyurl.com/n76e8gl

 

Xtra

Please don’t forget to mention                               when you contact an advertiser
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Namibia
• Botswana 
• Victoria Falls 
• South Africa

• Tailormade safaris 
• Self-drive safaris 
• Fly-in safaris 
• Scheduled safaris 
• Volunteer and 
   conservation projects 

CALL US ON: +264 61 309 387 
VISIT: www.chameleonholidays.com
EMAIL: info@chameleonholidays.com 
SKYPE: chameleon.holidays

Chameleon_new logo.indd   1 18/12/15   14:53:34

Dragoman, Camp Green, Kenton Road, Suffolk, IP14 6LA, UK. 
Dragoman is a Trading name of Dragoman Overseas Travel Limited.

No. 1077

01728 861 133 - www.dragoman.com
info@dragoman.co.uk - online via LiveChat

Chat to the Dragoman Team...

NOT JUST THE DESTINATION

With 100s of overland tours, from 6-208 days, throughout

we have something to suit everyone!we have something to suit everyone!
Asia, Africa and the Americas

NOT JUST THE DESTINATION
IT’S THE JOURNEY

EXPERIENCE

35 YEARSOVERLANDING

From the bright lights and mega-resorts of Las Vegas to the ‘real 
American’ Western towns and parks of the north, Nevada’s diverse 
attractions are waiting to be explored. Discover picturesque scenery, 
old western history, natural hot springs, beautiful night skies, craft 
breweries, old mining towns and more. Call the America tailormade 
specialists to fi nd out more and book your dream holiday to Nevada.

www.americaasyoulikeit.com  

020 8742 8299

NEVADA.THERE’S MORE TO IT THAN JUST LAS VEGAS.

Please don’t forget to mention                               when you contact an advertiser

TO ADVERTISE IN 
MARKETPLACE
FROM ONLY
£80 PER INSERTION
CALL THE SALES TEAM ON

01753 753471
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Specialist Directory: WORLDWIDE

For more info call: 020 7183 6371
or visit: www.traveltheunknown.com

Get off the beaten track!

Small group & tailormade tours

ASIA
INDIA • BHUTAN • NEPAL
MYANMAR • CHINA • BORNEO
VIETNAM • CAMBODIA
LAOS • PHILIPPINES

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
IRAN • JORDAN
ETHIOPIA • MOROCCO

EUROPE &
NEAR EAST
BALKANS • CAUCASUS
SOVIET FRINGES
TURKEY

LATIN AMERICA
COLOMBIA
CUBA • MEXICO

WANDERLUST_QUARTER_270217.indd   1 25/02/2017   20:35

Please don’t forget to mention                               when you contact an advertiser

 020 7263 3000
www.llamatravel.com 

 5804 

99% of Llama Travel customers
would recommend us to their friends

Peru

Galapagos, Ecuador, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Bolivia

 £ 1499
from

Includes flights from UK, 
hotels & transfers

WANDERLUST READERSSAVE 10%

*Terms and conditions: 10% off valid against full priced purchases made online only. This discount is not valid in-store or via mail order. This offer may not be used in conjunction with any other offer or promotion, 
against a previous purchase or towards the purchase of gift cards. We reserve the right to amend these terms and conditions or withdraw the offer at any time. Offer code TM10.

10% off full priced purchases at rohan.co.uk* 
Enter code TM10 at the Basket Page. Or scan now

 
SAVE
10%
with

WANDERLUST READER OFFER
Wanderlust Xtra 
gives you more

Rohan issue 178.indd   126 14/06/2017   18:28
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Wildlife & Culture Tours
        +44 (0) 1621741320 info@wildrhinoadventures.co.uk

www.wildrhinoadventures.co.uk

North East India
Explore

C
L

A
S

S
I

F
I

E
D

01963 363400
www.oasisoverland.co.uk

OVERLAND 
ADVENTURES

9339

5093

Epic adventures to
• Asia
• Africa
• South AmericaExpert-led archaeological 

tours & gulet cruises

www.petersommer.com

Let us take you 
on the paths less travelled…

WORLDWIDE TREKKING, CYCLING & MOUNTAINEERING

worldexpeditions.co.uk
0800 0744 135

Please don’t forget to mention                               when you contact an advertiser Wanderlust July/August 2017  |  125
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EXPLORE PERU

www.perusafari.comto book go to:

Peru-Safari-A5-Promo Card.indd   1 24/11/15   10:56
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V - Voucher scheme for £50 o�  your next trip visit www.wanderlustvoucher.co.uk  
T - to fi nd trips by these advertisers visit www.wanderlust.co.uk/tripfi nder/search

Jobshop

All Points East.................. 125 V,T

America as you like it ....68,123 V,T

ATI Holidays ......................91 V,T

Audley Travel Group ..........100 V,T

Aurora Expeditions ................ 25 

Bamboo Travel ................103 V,T

Brazil Tourist Board ................ 17 

Chameleon Holidays ............. 123 

Cotswold Outdoor ................ IBC 

Craghoppers ................... 40-41

Cubania .............................. 66 

Discover the World ............ 23 V,T

Dragoman Overland ........... 123 T
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Grand American Adventures 66 V,T

Greek National Tourism 

Organisation .................104,105 .
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Nikon ..................................91 

Oasis Overland ................ 125 V,T
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Rohan ............................... 124 
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Travel The Unknown ......... 124 V,T

Traveleyes......................36,126 

Tucan Travel .................. OBC V,T

Undiscovered Destinations 125 V,T
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Wild Frontiers ....................IFC T

Wild Rhino Adventures .......... 125 
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MORE TRIPS
ONLINE!

Find your perfect 2017 
escape – visit

www.wanderlust.co.uk 
and try our new 

TRIP FINDER

Scan each job advert using the Wanderlust Xtra 
app to find out more and to apply. 

               
Wanderlust XtraXtra Gives You More!

Please don’t forget to mention                               when you contact an advertiser

For all up to date directory listings check online at www.wanderlust.co.uk

DIRECTORY INDEX

Country Specialist at AUDLEY

We are looking for enthusiastic 
individuals who have a drive to 
succeed in sales, and a passion for and 
knowledge of the regions we cover.

Due to growth we currently have 
vacancies for the following 
destinations:
●  North & Central Asia (Japan, 

China and Russia)
● Indian Subcontinent
● New Zealand
● North America (USA)
●  North America (Canada, Alaska 

and Yukon) 
● Africa Safari 
● North Africa & Arabia (Morocco, 
● Egypt, Jordan, Oman and Turkey)
● South Africa
● South America
● Southeast Asia

Salary
The starting basic salary for our 
Country Sales Specialists in our 
Witney o�  ce is £20,500 per annum 
plus commission (Guaranteed 1st 
year minimum earning of £25,000). 
To take into account the city 
weighting, the basic for our London 
o�  ce will be £24,000 per annum 
plus commission (Guaranteed 1st 
year minimum earning of £28,500). 

The commission structure at Audley 
is uncapped, with earnings rising up 
to £65,000+. In addition to this, we 
o� er a generous allowance for 
those looking to relocate.

Job Purpose
You will be responsible for the 
creation and conversion to sale of 
high quality tailor-made itineraries for 
current and future Audley clients to 
your region. You are responsible for 
planning, selling and implementation 
of itineraries o� ering a high level of 
customer service at all times.

Person Specifi cation
It is essential to have knowledge/
experience of the country you would 
like to be considered for. Previous 
sales experience is preferred. You will 
need to have strong communication 
skills and demonstrate a high level of 
customer service. You will be results 
orientated and have strong 
organisational and time management 
skills. Please note, a driving licence is 
required for some familiarisation trips 
(including North America, USA
and Australia)

To apply please go to:
http://careers.audleytravel.com/

Xtra

  Full Time and Freelance International Tour Managers

We are an award-winning 
international tour operator, 
specialising in holidays for blind 
and sighted customers who 
travel together with us to 
worldwide destinations 
(Traveleyes-international.com). 

Our sighted customers travel 
for up to 50% o�  in return for 
‘providing the eyes’ for the blind 
travellers. Their participation and 
verbal descriptions of each 
destination enable the latter to 
enjoy a new freedom to travel 
independently of family members. 

Responsibilities:
The role of a tour manager will 
involve travel to interesting 
destinations abroad (for 1-2 weeks 
at a time) accompanying groups on 
holidays, ensuring customer 
satisfaction and safety, delivering 
group briefi ngs and organising 
activities (full training provided).  

Required: 
●  Substantial tour management 

experience is essential.
●  Excellent communication skills: 

both written and verbal and strong 
ability to describe visuals, 
diagrams, ideas etc.

 ●  Excellent organisational skills 
and the ability to multi-task 
e� ectively.

●  A capacity to maintain 
excellence through close 
attention to detail.

●  Excellent interpersonal skills 
and ability to engage with 
people at all levels; our customers 
come from all walks of life.

●  Ability to work well under 
pressure.

●  Respecting confi dentiality at 
all times.

●  Other languages would be 
an advantage.

Application process:
Please send your CV and covering 
letter to hannah@traveleyes-
international.com.

Xtra

To advertise a job in Wanderlust, call our sales team on 01753 753471. Alternatively, to list it on our website, go to: www.wanderlust.co.uk/travel-jobs/advertise
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www.sthelenatourism.com

A rugged coastline with rocky shores, lush hidden valleys and stark 
desert landscapes, dreamy cloud forests and plunging cliff s – discover 

the secret of the South Atlantic on foot. Watch our website for 
details on fl ights, when St Helena Island will for the very fi rst time be 

connected to the world by air. 

WALKING &
HIKING



Before you arrive 
San José is not usually seen as one of Latin 

America’s cultural big hitters or architectural gems. 
Most people use it to rest up after a long flight or 
in between trips to the coast and national parks. 
It’s a hilly, spread-out city with a lot of greenery, 
and it houses more than a third of Costa Rica’s 
population of 4.9 million. Yet there’s history and 
sights, too, easily worth a day of anyone’s time.   

The city was established in 1738, so the Spanish 
authorities could herd its indigenous people in to 
one locale. Consequently, San José is quite young 
(Panama City, for example, was founded in 1519), 
and in the early 1800s it was just the size of a village. 
Back then, Costa Rica was merely a backwater of 
the Guatemala captaincy, lacking gold or silver and 
far from the Spanish power base. It’s a distant cry 
from its role today as an adventure travel playground.

On clear days, when flying into San José, you 
can glimpse active volcanoes as you land – Poás 

to the north, Irazú to the east. But it’s only on the 
drive downtown that you get a sense of the city’s 
sprawl. Try and stay centrally, where San José’s 
handful of good museums and its grandest parks 
are located, as well as the best dining and liveliest 
entertainment options come nightfall.  

At the airport
Since last year, British Airways has operated 

direct flights (11 hours) from London Gatwick to 
Juan Santamaría International Airport, just 20km 
north-west of San José, near Alajuela (Costa Rica’s 
second city). It’s Central America’s second-busiest 
airport and, unlike the more hectic and business-
oriented hub of Panama, it throngs with travellers. 

Inside the airport, there’s free Wifi and plenty of 
ATMs, WCs, and a tourist information desk near the 
baggage claim area. There are also banks and 
casas de cambio for changing money; the rates are 
as good as in the city. Note that, on leaving Costa 

Rica, all international visitors must pay a tax of 
US$29 (£22.50); see fly2sanjose.com for details.

Getting into town
Easyride (easyridecostarica.com) operates 

a shared shuttle service into the city, which takes 
about 40 minutes (tell the driver your hotel as you 
board) and costs $15 (£11.50) one-way. They also 
have private cabs (from $49/£38) for up to four 
people. Public buses into the city cost $1 (80p) and 
take around 35 minutes – look for ‘Aeropuerto’ at 
the main stand. The orange-coloured cabs of Taxis 
Unidos are the only ones authorised for airport trips, 
with fares to downtown costing up to $25 (£19.50).

Other ways to arrive
Tour firms operate group trips along the 

Panamerican Highway, and lots of backpackers 
choose to arrive by road. San José can be relatively 
car-friendly, at least until you reach downtown. Sh
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San José, Costa Rica
So often a hub for exploring Costa Rica’s volcanoes and cloud forests, the vibrant
city of San José is more than a pit stop to get your bearings, says Chris Moss
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Bean counters 
To finance the completion 
of San José’s national 
theatre in 1897, Costa 
Ricas’s president put  
a special tax on coffee
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HERE’S THE PLAN...

Top end: Named after the ubiquitous 
golden bean (coffee, that is), Grano de 
Oro (hotelgranodeoro.com) was once the 
residence of wealthy local cookie moguls 
the Pozuelo family. It lies close to La Sabana 
park (pictured) and has a wide choice of 
rooms, including stately signature suites. 
Doubles from $150 (£116) per night.
Mid-price: In Los Yoses’ embassy district 
lies Le Bergerac (bergerachotel.com), 
a grand-looking mansion with 25 guest 
rooms complete with parquet floors and 

hardwood furniture. It’s handily located, 
close to the Gold and Jade museums, and 
25 to 30 minutes’ walk to the centre. 
Doubles from $60 (£47). 
Budget: The centrally located Hostel 
Pangea (hostelpangea.com) has 25 dorm 
beds and 25 private rooms, and has been 
a popular backpacker option for two 
decades. It has a pool and a great rooftop 
restaurant serving regional food. Private 
doubles with a shared bathroom from 
$34 (£26); dorm beds from $14 (£11).

Population: 2.15 million (metropolitan)
Languages: Spanish, plus at least five 
indigenous languages
Timezone: GMT-6
International dialling code: +506 
Visas: Not required by UK citizens for 
stays of up to three months.
Currency: Costa Rican colón (CRC), 
currently around CRC762 to the UK£.
Health issues: Tap water is generally 
safe in the city, but bottled/purified water 
is recommended. Safety-wise, food in  
restaurants is fine, but be wary of street 
food. Check your boosters are up to date, 

Art to admire and crafts to buy are on 
show at the Mercado de Artesanias 
Nacionales on Avenida 2. The Mercado 
Central (pictured) on Avenida Central is 
good for leather goods, but try Galeria 
Namu (galerianamu.com; Avenida 7) for 
more upmarket fair-trade souvenirs.

Alternatively, hop on, hop off bus tours 
(costaricacitysquaretour.com; from $30/ 
£23) are good if you’re flagging after 
a long flight and want to escape the crush. 

At night, head east to Barrio Escalante 
and the best of Costa Rican food. Or, if you 
fancy live music, end the night at Barrio 
California and El Cuartel de la Boca del 
Monte, an old-school boca (tapas-like bar) 
on Avenida 1, near the corner of Calle 21.

The main drag – Paseo Colón – runs west 
to east from Parque Metropolitana La 
Sabana into downtown. Visit the 1871-built 
cathedral and national theatre, then hop 
to the excellent Museo Nacional ($9/£7; 
museocostarica.go.cr) on Calle 17 for an 
early primer on Costa Rican history.

After breakfast, stroll the Barrio Amon 
– named after Amon Fasileau-Duplantier, 
a French coffee rancher – near Parque 

España. Its architecture is eclectic, 
ranging from Victorian to Art 

Deco, to simply dilapidated, 
with coffee-grower 

mansions here and 
there, and quiet spots 
to sink a cup of Joe. 

Spend a day in the city, then go. It’s not 
that San José is boring or ugly, but Costa 
Rica abounds with enticing experiences. 
Several are located close to the capital, 
such as Parque Nacional Volcán Irazú 
where you can climb its centrepiece, 
the largest and highest (3,432m) active 
volcano in Costa Rica. It lies just 50km to 
the east and can be visited as a day trip.

Many travellers also head north out of 
the city, to the Poás volcano (just 2,708m), 
which is likewise 50km by road. However, 

violent eruptions in April 2017 led to the 
indefinite closure of the park and the 
straightforward hiking trail that led to 
Poás’ crater. At the time of writing, this 
was still closed but it will reopen when the 
situation calms. Check before visiting. 

Alternatively, head directly to Arenal 
(pictured) to see yet another volcano, 
enjoy hot its springs and do some good, 
low-level mountain biking. The famous 
Monteverde cloud forest is also just 
a 100km-drive south of there.  

though malaria prophylaxis is only 
recommended if heading for Limón.
Recommended guidebooks: Both 
Lonely Planet’s (2016) and Moon’s (2015) 
Costa Rica guides are pretty useful. 
Getting around: San José is spread out, 
with taxis the best way to move around, 
though prices spike at night. Downtown is 
more compact and can be easily walked.
Web resources: Try visitcostarica.com 
(Instagram: visit _costarica) and the 
English-language site of newspaper 
the Tico Times (ticotimes.net).  
Climate: The temperature in 
tropical San José is pretty 
constant and can hit 
30ºC any month of the 
year. Rainy season is 
from May to October.
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top tip 
Try to learn some common local 
phrases: ‘chepe’ is a slang term  
for San José, a ‘tico’ is anyone 

from Costa Rica, and ‘que  
tuanes!’ and ‘pura vida!’ both  

mean ‘great stuff!’. 
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Y
ou see it happen a lot. A tourist stops 
at the corner of Bath’s Royal Crescent, 
takes a selfie and then turns and walks 
away. This gorgeous sweep of honied 
stone – which celebrates the 250th 

anniversary of its founding this year – is one of 
the main tick-list sites of the World Heritage-listed 
West Country city. But many visitors don’t even 
stroll along it. Even fewer realise it’s just one of 
Bath’s six-and-a-half handsome Georgian curves.

Gorgeous, compact Bath has long attracted 
short-breakers to its Roman ruins, naturally heated 
mineral waters and well-preserved Georgian 
centre. But the Royal Crescent, a 150m-long 
half-moon of Palladian houses, is the poster 
child of the city. It was built between 1767 and 
1775 by architect John Wood the Younger, whose 
father, John Wood the Elder, was responsible for 
many of Bath’s fine buildings, including Queen 
Square, Prior Park and The Circus. 

The Royal Crescent was designed to cater to the 
emerging middle classes – the nouveau riche who 
couldn’t afford a country pile, so instead hoovered 
up grand residences in fashionable cities. While 
Wood ordered the Royal Crescent’s façade to be 
perfectly symmetrical, the interiors and 
rears could be modified by the 
owners – thus no two houses are 
the same. From the back, this 
illustrious street is a mass of 
annexes and add-ons. No. 1 
Royal Crescent, now a museum 
furnished in 18th-century style, 
offers a hint of what lies within. 
Number 16 is the Royal Crescent 
Hotel, where anyone can order a cream tea 
(or better still, cocktails) in the garden.

But what of Bath’s other five-and-a-half curves? 
Wood started a craze for crescents, a handful of 
which cropped up around the city between 1780 

and 1830. Not only are these streets handsome, 
with their columns, flagstones and ironwork, they 
provide an excuse for exploring the city beyond 
the usual tourist haunts. Also, most of the other 
crescents are up high, affording commanding 

views of Bath’s golden stone and spires, 
as well as the lush hills of the Avon 

Valley rippling off in all directions.
One of Bath’s most famous 

commentators would definitely 
have advocated a crescent visit. 
Jane Austen, who died 200 years 

ago this July, lived in Bath from 
1801 to 1806 and set two of her six 

published novels here. In Northanger 
Abbey, the characters Catherine and 

Isabella ‘hastened away to the Crescent, 
to breathe the fresh air of better company’, 
walking arm in arm ‘with much enjoyment’.  
Every 21st-century visitor should do the same. Sh
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Bath, UK
Bath’s Royal Crescent celebrates its 250th anniversary this summer; join in on the 
fun as you explore the Georgian icon that transformed a city, says Sarah Baxter

✃

diary 
date

Visit on 29 July for the free Day 
in the Life of the Royal Crescent: 

Picnic in the Park, part of the 
area’s 250th celebrations 
(no1royalcrescent.org.uk) 

What goes around…
In 1775, John Wood the 
Younger completed Bath’s 
iconic Royal Crescent, 
kickstarting a craze for 
curves across the city 
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 HERE’S THE PLAN...

Start at the Circus (pictured), the halo 
of Georgian houses designed by John 
Wood the Elder that’s arguably Bath’s 
finest piece of architecture, then 
walk west to the Royal Crescent and 
promenade its historic cobbles. 

Pop into Victoria Park, home to the 
Botanical Gardens, before strolling 
the hidden crescents of Cavendish 
Road and Marlborough Buildings. 
Here lie Cavendish, the semi-curve 
of Somerset Place and Lansdown. 
There’s no tourists, just great views. 

If you’re feeling energetic, head up, 
up, up Lansdown Road to the Hare 
& Hounds (hareandhoundsbath.com), 
which has the most astonishing beer 

garden, gazing out over glorious 
countryside. Otherwise, head down 
to reach Camden Crescent, another 
lovely lookout – the palm tree here 
adds exoticism to the panorama. 

Continue down Lansdown Road, 
turning left down Guinea Lane to 
reach St Swithins Church, where 
Jane Austen’s parents were married. 
Then return to the city centre via 
Walcot Street (walcotstreet.co.uk), 
Bath’s old artisan quarter. Rest up 
at cooperative-owned pub The Bell 
(thebellinnbath.co.uk), then browse 
shops including the gallery of local 
artist Nick Cudworth and the rather 
pungent Fine Cheese Company.

When to go: Year-round. Summer 
brings the most tourists. Lush 
spring and glowing autumn are 
quieter. Come in winter to warm up 
in the cosy Thermae Bath Spa and 
visit the annual Christmas market  
(23 Nov-10 Dec 2017).
Getting there & around:  
Bath Spa station is five minutes’ 
walk from the Abbey; direct trains 
to the city run from Bristol  
(15 minutes), Cardiff (65 minutes) and 
London Paddington (90 minutes). 
National Express buses run direct 
to London Heathrow (2-3 hours). 
The nearest airport is Bristol; the 
Air Decker Bus Service links the 
airport to Bath in around 50-to-70 
minutes (airdecker.com). Bath is 
16km south of the M4 ( junction 18). 
Where to stay: The Abbey Hotel 
(abbeyhotelbath.co.uk) is central 
and filled with eclectic art; doubles 
from £107. The Halcyon Apartments 
(thehalcyon.com) are a set of 
classy city-centre flats with all 

(thebathgincompany.co.uk), distillers 
of Bath Gin with its winking ‘Gin 
Austen’ label. The bookshop Mr B’s 
Emporium of Reading Delights 
(mrbsemporium.com), one of the city’s 
many indie stores, is on the same 
street. Drop in on The Foodie Bugle 
(thefoodiebugleshop.com) and the 
likeably old-school Guildhall Market 
(bathguildhallmarket.co.uk) for more. 

Cross Pulteney Bridge for Holborne 
Museum’s art collection and Sydney 
Gardens, one of the last 18th-century 
pleasure gardens in the UK, then join 
the Kennet & Avon Canal. Turn south 
to return to town via the locks or north 
for a stroll (8km) to Dundas Aqueduct.

Begin at Bath Abbey (donation; 
bathabbey.org), where a church has 
stood since 757 AD. The Roman Baths 
(pictured; £15.50; romanbaths.co.uk), 
home to the hotsprings that first 
attracted the Romans, are next door; 
it’s now an excellent museum. To 
actually bathe in mineral-rich waters, 
head instead to the Thermae Bath 
Spa (from £35; thermaebathspa.com), 
which also has a fine rooftop pool.

Austen fans can pay homage at 
the Jane Austen Centre 

(£11; janeausten.co.uk). 
Alternatively, toast 

her memory at the 
Canary Gin Bar 

Begin by walking through Green Park 
Station (greenparkstation.co.uk), 
which now houses artisan, vintage 
and farmers’ markets at weekends. 
This leads to Norfolk Crescent, 
where much of this less glamorous 
curve was rebuilt after being bombed 
during the Second World War. 

Follow the river and cross near the 
train station, to the Widcombe area of 
Bath. The main parade here is a lively 
line of shops and pubs; walk along it, 
and past the White Hart pub, to start 
climbing Widcombe Hill. A little way 
up on the right is the bijou Widcombe 
Crescent, the city’s final, secluded 
honey-stone curve of 14 pretty houses.

A bit further up Widcombe Hill, 
you can pick up the Bath Skyline 
(nationaltrust.org.uk/bath-skyline),  
a 10km circuit that reveals just how 
cuddled by countryside this World 
Heritage city is. The impressive route 
encompasses woodland, sheep-
grazed fields, an Iron Age hill fort, an 
18th-century folly and fine city views. 

Follow the Skyline to the American 
Museum (£12; americanmuseum.org), 
a treasure-trove of Americana in 
a quintessentially English setting, and 
Prior Park (£7.70; nationaltrust.org.uk; 
pictured), an 18th-century garden 
with a photogenic Palladian bridge. 
Finish among its lush grounds. 

mod-cons and Georgian detailing; 
doubles from £140. Elsewhere, the 
Queensbury (thequeensberry.co.uk) 
is a quirky boutique option with an 
excellent restaurant; doubles vary, 
starting from around £100 and 
going up to £400+.
Where to eat: The Chequers 
(thechequersbath.com), tucked 
a few streets behind the Crescent, 
is a great gastro-pub; The Oven 
(theovenpizzeria.co.uk) does the 
city’s best pizza, and tricky-to-find 
Chapel Arts Café (chapelarts.org) 
serves delicious veggie flatbreads. 
Corkage (corkagebath.com) is  
a well-stocked wine-bar that also 
offers tasty small plates. And  
for a treat, try Hudson Bar & Grill 
(hudsonsteakhouse.co.uk) or the 
innovative Menu Gordon Jones 
(menugordonjones.co.uk; 
advance booking 
is essential here).
Further info:  
www.visitbath.co.uk

■  E s s e n t i a l  I n f o

Day 1: EXPLORE THE CENTRE

Day 2: FOLLOW THE CURVES Day 3: STROLL THE SKYLINE
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top tip
To get from Bath’s centre to 

the Skyline without walking up 
a huge hill, catch a bus to Bath 

University (U1, U2, U17 or U18) or 
take the free American Museum 

shuttlebus, which picks up  
from Terrace Walk (known  

as Bog Island). 
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FIRST 24 HOURS

Get orientated
Back in 1867, John ‘Gassy Jack’ Leighton was 

broke. A Yorkshireman who’d fled to the New 
World, Leighton’s bar in British Columbia had gone 
bust (a pal having splurged all the takings on 
fireworks) and his prospects were nil. Put simply: 
he made an unlikely founding father.

 But Jack figured that Burrard Inlet would be a big 
port one day, so he poured his last few cents into 
buying a plot of maple grove and a barrel of whisky. 
He was also chatty (‘gassy’), and when he quickly 
built his Globe Saloon in July 1867 – in 24 hours 
according to legend, thanks to the offer of free 
whisky to off-duty lumber workers – he soon drew a 
big crowd. Others followed and a community began.

In the years to come, Gastown (named after Jack) 
became Granville, then Vancouver, wherein its old 
name and boundaries were preserved in a district 
marking the original town. Its fortunes rose and fell 

with the city, burning in the great fire of 1886. But 
recent times have seen it rise again. Gastown is now 
a protected site on Vancouver’s northern fringe, 
filled with art and hip bars, and a buzzy detour for 
any visitors stopping by the city that sprung up in 
Gassy Jack’s boozy wake. 

Getting there & around
Direct flights go from London’s Heathrow 

and Gatwick airports to Vancouver International 
Airport (YVR). Flight time is around ten hours; 
fares from £368 return. Take the Skytrain from YVR 
Airport to Waterfront Station (CA$8.75/£5); Gastown 
is a short walk from there, stretching east from 
Richards to Main, and north of Hastings Street.

 
The visit 
Begin where Vancouver did: at the location 

of the Globe Saloon in Maple Tree Square, where  

a statue of Gassy Jack now sits perched atop a barrel. 
From here, wander Water Street and pause at its 
‘steam clock’, built in 1977 after the district narrowly 
avoided being bulldozered; it hoots every 15 minutes.

Gastown’s industrial vibe offers a nice break from 
the slick Downtown area, even if its warehouses are 
more likely to house First Nations galleries and bars 
these days. Visit the retro ‘steam-powered’ brewery 
Steamworks (steamworks.com) to take a tour and 
raise a pint to Jack, then scope the 1908 flat-iron 
design of Hotel Europe on Powell Street. Finish on 
Blood Alley (so named for the butchers’ shops that 
once ran its cobbles red) at the area’s hippest eats. 

The party continues across the tracks at Canada 
Place on Canada Day (1-2 July), as thousands head 
to the waterfront for the country’s 150th anniversary. 
Avoid the throng by scaling Harbour Centre’s Gastown 
lookout (177m) for 360 degree views, eyeing the 
peaks and parks that make this city so special.Sh
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Gastown, Vancouver

Is a Gas, Gas, Gas…  
The hip Gastown  
area sits to the  
north, overlooking  
Vancouver Harbour
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In 1867, a Yorkshire goldminer known as ‘Gassy Jack’ set up a bar on the edge of 
Canada’s Burrard Inlet – 150 years later, Vancouver is still the house that Jack built…
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This feature is adapted from Marco Polo’s Spiral 
Guide: Perfect Days in... Vancouver and the 
Canadian Rockies, which contains infographics, 
insider tips, tour suggestions and a large pull-out 
map. See marco-polo.com

Language: English and French
Time: GMT-7 (Oct–Mar GMT-8)
Visas: Not required by UK nationals, though you do require a valid 
Electronic Travel authorisation (eTA), which costs $7 (around £4) and is 
valid for 5 years; apply at least 72 hours before travel at cic.gc.ca. 
Money: Canadian dollars (CA$), currently around CA$1.7 to the UK£
Health: No vaccinations required

■  E s s e n t i a l s

This feature is adapted from Marco Polo’s Spiral 
Guide: 
Canadian Rockies
insider tips, tour suggestions and a large pull-out 
map. 

VANCOUVER
Western Canada’s metropolis on the Pacifi c is one of the most 
scenic cities in the world. Vancouver seduces its visitors with an 
imposing backdrop of the Coastal Mountains, extensive parks and 
its impressive harbour, not to mention the restored Gastown 
historic area and the futuristic elegance of its downtown buildings. 

Gastown
The area contains some of Vancouver’s oldest buildings, for it 
was here that the district grew up around a tavern established 
by ‘Gassy Jack’ Leighton, from whom the quarter’s present 
name derives. Fire ravaged the area in 1886, but the coming 
of the railroad in 1887 saw a new building boom. Look for 
plaques identifying 23 historic buildings. 

1 Maritime Museum
Focuses on seafaring, harbours, 
marine memorabilia and research.
2 Museum of Vancouver
The ethnographic collection of the 
First Nations of the Northwest Coast 
deserves special attention.
3 Granville Island 
The buzzing historic area of 
converted old warehouses and 
waterfront houseboats attracts 
visitors with its theatres, artists’ 
studios and galleries, as well as 
pockets of greenery and great 
food markets. 
4 BC Place Stadium
The stadium features a gigantic 
air-infl ated domed roof.
5 Rogers Arena
Known by the locals as the ‘Garage’, 
the arena is the venue for the 
home games of the Vancouver 
Canucks NHL ice hockey team.
6 Sam Kee Building
It is hard to get lost in one of the 
narrowest commercial buildings
in the world.
7 Steam Clock, Gastown
A grandfather clock that lets out 
some steam on the hour and whistles 
on the quarter hour. 
8 Harbour Centre
One of the city’s tallest buildings, 
locals have nicknamed the Harbour 
Centre ‘the urinal’ because of its 
distinctive fl ying saucer-shaped top. 
Take the SkyLift up to The Lookout 
for stunning views of the city. 
9 Tourism Vancouver 
Info Centre
This is the place to stock up on all of 
the city’s tourism information.
10 Marine Building
An art deco building with terracotta 
bas-relief designs on the facade that 
portray Vancouver’s relationship to 
trade and the ocean. 
11 Stanley Park
The heart of the city, this urban forest 
includes a lake with waterfowl, a zoo, 
Lost Lagoon, aquarium, world-
famous totem poles, and a canon 
that is fi red every day at 9pm. 
12 Hotel Vancouver
The historic building has been the 
luxurious home away from home for 
such illustrious guests as Mark 
Twain, Rudyard Kipling, Winston 
Churchill, and Queen Elizabeth II. 
13 Vancouver Art Gallery
Housed in what was once the city’s 
main courthouse, this gallery 
exhibits works by international and 
Canadian artists.
14 Law Court Building
The new courthouse is distinguished 
by its unconventional, angular 
sloping glass and concrete roof.
15 Ford Centre for the 
Performing Arts
This architectural showpiece 
provides a venue for all the latest
international productions.
16 Vancouver Public Library
The nine-story oval library is well 
worth a visit: take in the interior, 
which is fl ooded with natural light, 
borrow books or make use of the 
cutting-edge computer technology.
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From the Golden Circle to wildlife watching, an alternative city break and 
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Fresh perspective
Social media is often an outlet for roaming snappers, 
where their takes on iconic sights often balance the 
deluge of cats. But, says, Sony Xperia, even these 
images are starting to churn, with 85% of Machu 
Picchu shots (out of 745,000+) on Instagram taken in 
the same three ways. So, in search of a fresh angle, 
they challenged a group of travel snappers to shoot 

a series of world icons in fresh ways (above). From 
the Eiffel Tower’s iron underbelly to merging Big Ben 
with an old call box, the results are rather compelling. 

And with the return of the Wanderlust Travel Photo 
of the Year this month (p86), we hope this inspires 
you to send in your unusual takes on the world – 
they might just be your ticket to Costa Rica!

Lluís Salvadó Alhambra, Granada

Achim Thomae Colosseum, Rome

Mikael Buck Big Ben, London

Mikael Buck Eiffel Tower, Paris
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14 Days | Bogota to Cartagena We’re social, follow us!

Why travel with us?

 Over 300 group tours & Tailor-made packages   Global reservations team & offi ces worldwide

 Over 2000 guaranteed departures worldwide   Over 30 years’ experience in adventure travel

 Small group tours led by local tour leaders   No single supplements for solo travellers

Discover
Botswana


